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SIGIR Mission Statement

Regarding U.S. relief and reconstruction plans, programs, and operations in Iraq, the Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction provides independent and objective:
· oversight and review through comprehensive audits, inspections, and investigations
· advice and recommendations on policies to promote economy, efficiency, and effectiveness
· prevention, detection, and deterrence of fraud, waste, and abuse
· information and analysis to the Congress, the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense, and the American people

The jurisdiction of the Office extends to amounts appropriated or otherwise made available for any fiscal year to the Iraq Relief and Reconstruction Fund, the Iraq Security Forces Fund, the Commander’s Emergency Response Program; or for assistance for the reconstruction of Iraq under the Economic Support Fund, the International Narcotics Control and Law Enforcement account, or any other provision of law.

(Section 3001 of Public Law 108-106, as amended)
I am pleased to submit to the Congress and the Secretaries of State and Defense the Final Report from the Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction.

This Final Report culminates almost a decade of oversight work and was preceded by 220 audits, 170 inspections, 36 Quarterly Reports, 9 lessons-learned studies, 3 special reports, and 1 evaluation. Together, they comprise over 20,000 pages of reporting on the use of $60 billion in U.S. taxpayer dollars for Iraq's reconstruction. SIGIR's work made a difference for the good. It imposed accountability and transparency upon a challenging rebuilding program, producing 90 convictions and nearly $2 billion in financial benefits. And SIGIR operated efficiently, with annual costs averaging about $25 million.

Our success stemmed from our values and our people. SIGIR's values were straightforward and posted in our vestibule for all to see: professionalism, productivity, and perseverance. Professionalism meant ensuring fairness, integrity, and respect in every engagement. Productivity meant executing as much work as possible in tight time frames so as to aid reconstruction managers in implementing course corrections. Perseverance meant meeting our mission by pushing through the inevitable adversities that accompany war-zone work. The most devastating adversity occurred on March 24, 2008, when a rocket launched by terrorists hit the Embassy compound, killing one of my auditors, Paul Converse. Paul was one of hundreds of SIGIR personnel—auditors, investigators, and inspectors—who willingly braved the threats in Iraq to accomplish our mission. I thank all of them for their heroic service.

The first section of this Final Report provides a review of SIGIR's history, delving into the perennial challenges we faced and various successes we achieved along the way. Section 2 updates the work of my investigative team, outlining indictments, convictions, and sentencings of those who criminally violated the sacred trust placed in them in Iraq. The Congress extended the life of our organization to achieve more investigative results; as Section 2 documents, we did. The last section provides an overview of events in Iraq this quarter, one marked by a sharp rise in violence.

It has been my great honor to lead SIGIR from inception to conclusion. I close by expressing my sincere gratitude to the Congress and the Departments of State and Defense for their support during our organizational life. We could not have succeeded without it. I will always be grateful for it.

Respectfully submitted,

Stuart W. Bowen, Jr.
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Q&A With U.S. Ambassador to Iraq Robert Stephen Beecroft

In late August, the Ambassador commented on the future of U.S. support for Iraq, the rise of violence over the summer, and Iraq’s economic development.

**How can the United States best continue to support Iraq?**

The United States will continue to support the development of Iraqi democracy, strengthen transparency and the private sector to spread prosperity more broadly across Iraqi society, and help improve Iraq’s relations with its neighbors. We will continue to advance these goals through implementation of the U.S.-Iraq Strategic Framework Agreement, which strengthens our partnership through cooperation in a variety of areas, including political and diplomatic coordination; defense and security cooperation; education and cultural development; energy; law enforcement and judicial development; expansion of trade and finance; and improving services, technology usage, the environment, and transportation resources. Implementation of many of these programs will rely increasingly on Iraqi financial resources. As challenges to Iraqi security persist, helping the Government of Iraq (GOI) confront al-Qaeda and other terrorist groups and militias will also remain critical.

**What signs of foreign commercial investment in Iraq are you seeing in 2013?**

Iraq is on track to be one of the fastest-growing economies in 2013, as it was in 2012, despite a difficult security environment and a less-than-consistent business climate. American companies have taken advantage of numerous opportunities. General Electric is now employing 150 professionals in 5 offices to service its existing base of 130 power-generating turbines and to develop new business in the energy and healthcare sectors. General Motors has built showrooms in Baghdad, Erbil, and Sulaymaniyah. Ford, John Deere, and Caterpillar have representation in Iraq as well. Coca-Cola and PepsiCo continue to have strong sales. Coke has bottling plants in Erbil, Kerbala, and Hilla; and the PepsiCo plant in Erbil employs 300 to supply the Kurdistan Region. Citigroup opened an office in Baghdad this year, and several U.S. hotel chains, including Sheraton, Marriott, Hilton Doubletree, Wyndham, and Best Western, continue to develop properties in the Kurdistan Region. Iraqi Airways received the first of 30 Boeing 737-800s in August.

U.S. energy companies, including ExxonMobil, Occidental, Chevron, Hess, Hunt, HKN, Marathon, and Murphy, play major roles in Iraqi hydrocarbon development. Oil services companies, including Baker Hughes, Cameron, Halliburton, Schlumberger, and Weatherford, support oil-pipeline refurbishing and development. Emerson, CH2M Hill, and KBR are also key U.S. contributors to Iraq’s expanding energy sector. Many European and Asian companies also continue to win new contracts in Iraq’s fast-growing market.

**What is your view of the current security situation in Iraq?**

April through August was a very violent period in Iraq, with casualties from terrorist attacks reaching a level not seen since 2008. Terrorist networks, specifically al-Qaeda and its affiliates, continue to execute attacks against the Iraqi population, military, police forces, and Iraq’s energy infrastructure. Political and sectarian divisions have given al-Qaeda and its affiliates greater freedom of movement in the largely Sunni north and west of the country. The security environment is further complicated by external factors, including the deteriorating situation in and porous border with Syria. The United States is cooperating with the GOI to help dismantle the terrorist networks responsible for these attacks. Among other steps, we are encouraging the government’s efforts to better undercut al-Qaeda by taking concrete steps to address the legitimate grievances of the Sunni community and further incorporate members of this community into security operations.

**How are the U.S. Embassy and OSC-I working to support the Iraqi Security Forces (ISF)?**

We are working with the ISF to improve the training, equipment, and opportunities for regional engagement that will permit Iraq to integrate productively into the region and defend its territory and airspace. The United States is committed to a strategic security relationship with Iraq, in accordance with the Strategic Framework Agreement. We have delivered over $14 billion in Foreign Military Sales equipment maintenance, logistical support, and on-site training at Iraqi military bases, and we will continue to work with Iraq to identify its future defense needs. Our focus is long-term, with the goal of supporting Iraq in professionalizing and modernizing its military.

**How will the U.S. diplomatic footprint evolve over the next year?**

The U.S. Mission in Iraq has approximately 10,900 direct-hire and contract employees as of September 1, 2013—the vast majority of whom provide support to mission functions and sites. As we close or transition to Iraqi control several more sites, we expect our population to drop below 6,000 by January 1, 2014.
On April 16, 2003, less than a month after Coalition forces entered Iraq, General Tommy Franks, Commander, U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM), issued an order titled "Freedom Message to the Iraqi People." In it, he announced the creation of "the Coalition Provisional Authority [CPA] to exercise powers of government temporarily, and as necessary, especially to provide security, to allow the delivery of humanitarian aid, and to eliminate weapons of mass destruction."

Shortly thereafter, President George W. Bush appointed retired Ambassador L. Paul "Jerry" Bremer III both as the CPA’s Administrator and as his envoy to Iraq. From May 2003 to June 2004, the CPA ruled Iraq, overseeing a massive expansion in relief and rebuilding efforts.

Although the military continued to follow the original plan to “liberate and leave,” with a complete departure from Iraq ostensibly to occur by the end of September 2003, the civilian side shifted to a substantially different agenda, one of “occupy and rebuild,” for which there had been very limited pre-war planning.

On the same day that General Franks announced the CPA’s creation, the President signed into law a supplemental appropriations act establishing the Iraq Relief and Reconstruction Fund (IRRF). The amount appropriated to the IRRF in April 2003—$2.48 billion—reflected the pre-war strategy of limited post-conflict relief and reconstruction, which did not anticipate the extensive expenditure of U.S. funds. The United States assumed that Iraq would soon support its own relief and reconstruction.

Almost three-fourths of the initial IRRF monies went to the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID); consequently, the CPA had little control over it. To pay for programs and projects, the CPA chiefly used Iraqi resources: seized cash, vested assets, and oil revenues funneled into a new account called the Development Fund for Iraq (DFI).

In May 2003, United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1483 had established the DFI. The funds were housed at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. During its 14-month tenure as the sovereign power in Iraq, the CPA controlled the use of billions of dollars in oil revenues that flowed into the DFI.

As it rapidly stood up, the CPA faced a damaged, dilapidated, and increasingly unstable country. Virtually all financial transactions in Iraq occurred in cash. This raised risks of fraud, waste, and abuse. Oversight was needed. Yet, in the early months of the reconstruction program, the CPA had no independent “watchdog.”

During the summer of 2003, Ambassador Bremer and his team crafted an ambitious plan to rebuild the country, one that sought to touch every aspect of Iraqi life. Pursuant to that plan, in September 2003, the President asked the Congress...
for $20.3 billion for Iraq’s reconstruction. The Congress responded in November 2003, passing the Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act for Defense and for the Reconstruction of Iraq and Afghanistan, 2004 (P.L. 108-106), which appropriated $18.4 billion to the IRRF. The legislation also closed the oversight gap by establishing the Coalition Provisional Authority Inspector General (CPA-IG) “to provide for the independent and objective conduct and supervision of audits and investigations relating to the programs and operations of the Coalition Provisional Authority.”

During the next nine years, the rebuilding effort grew into the largest overseas aid program since the Marshall Plan—a massive campaign supported by more than $60 billion in U.S. taxpayer dollars and more than $20 billion in Iraqi funds controlled by the United States.

On November 15, 2003, nine days after signing the law establishing the CPA-IG, the President announced that sovereignty would return to Iraq at the end of June 2004. The CPA’s impending closure triggered the termination provision in P.L. 108-106 for the CPA-IG, meaning that it would shut down at the end of December 2004. But this was not to be. In October 2004, the Congress, recognizing the need for continued oversight, transformed the CPA-IG into the Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction (SIGIR). By this act, it extended the life of this novel oversight entity well beyond the end of 2004. In a series of subsequent actions, the Congress repeatedly added to SIGIR’s mandate, extending its tenure in each instance.

SIGIR’s successive congressional expansions and extensions proved profitable. Over nine-plus years of existence, the organization cost about $245 million to operate, while providing more than $1.8 billion in financial benefits, including nearly $645 million in direct savings from SIGIR’s audits and more than $192 million in seizures and court-ordered monetary penalties from SIGIR’s investigations. SIGIR’s professional staff completed 390 audits and inspections and executed investigations that led to 90 convictions. This string of productivity included 37 Quarterly Reports to the Congress and 37 testimonies on Capitol Hill. Importantly, the organization generated nine lessons-learned reports, the last of which, Learning From Iraq, suggested reforms that could strengthen the U.S. national security architecture and avert the kind of fraud, waste, and abuse that occurred too often during the Iraq stabilization and reconstruction operation (SRO).

What follows is a brief chronological history of SIGIR.

**FY 2004: Closing the Oversight Gap**

On November 6, 2003, the President signed P.L. 108-106 into law, creating the CPA-IG and charging it to oversee the activities of the CPA. The law provided the new office with the kinds of duties and responsibilities borne by other U.S. government inspectors general.

On January 20, 2004, after White House review and selection of a candidate, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, in consultation with Secretary of State Colin Powell, appointed Stuart W. Bowen, Jr., to serve as the CPA-IG. When Inspector General Bowen made his first trip to Baghdad in early February 2004, the CPA had less than five months left in its tenure.

At that time, the CPA was overseeing numerous programs and projects, funded chiefly by the DFI. USAID controlled most of the $2.48 billion in U.S. money appropriated for the Iraq Relief and Reconstruction Fund 1 (IRRF 1). The $18.4 billion approved by the Congress in November 2003 (IRRF 2) would not be under contract until early May 2004, shortly before the CPA shuttered. Thus, the CPA-IG’s early reviews focused on the CPA’s management of the DFI.

**Setting Up Shop**

After his appointment, Inspector General Bowen immediately opened a new office in Arlington,
Virginia, staffing it with detailees from other U.S. agencies. He quickly began recruiting auditors and investigators willing to serve in Iraq. Ten days into his new job, the Inspector General flew to Baghdad to open an office at the Republican Palace, where the CPA operated.

During that first trip, the Inspector General saw large amounts of cash being carted out of the Republican Palace and loaded into SUVs with little apparent oversight or controls in place. Moreover, the CPA comptroller’s staff repeatedly complained to him about poor controls over the DFI. This signaled a troubling lack of accountability, later confirmed by SIGIR’s audits.

After surveying operations and meeting with senior CPA officials, the Inspector General returned to Washington and contracted for the services of a major U.S. audit firm to support the new office’s operations. The agency had imminent reporting requirements, with its first Quarterly Report due to the Congress at the end of March. Existing Pentagon contracting vehicles permitted the rapid engagement of experienced personnel, including those needed to meet human-resource and administrative functions. Eventually, SIGIR in-sourced most of the functions performed by contractors in the early years.

The complexities of working in a war zone complicated the operational challenges inevitable in a “start-up.” An increasingly dangerous environment in Iraq, difficult access to work sites, and poor IT systems burdened early efforts. Providing direction and support from seven time zones away, the CPA-IG’s headquarters staff in Virginia drafted policies, established operational processes, and obtained security clearances for incoming personnel. These new staff members brought with them a broad range of technical, administrative, and professional competencies.

Many of those who joined the CPA-IG soon found themselves working in one of the most dangerous places in the world. Other U.S. oversight agencies could not compel their auditors and investigators to deploy to the war zone. But the CPA-IG made such service a condition of employment.

By the end of July 2004, the CPA-IG had issued 11 audits and 2 Quarterly Reports to the Congress and had 104 people on board: 75 serving in the United States and 29 deployed to Baghdad. The Baghdad staff comprised auditors and investigators on six-month details from agencies like the Department of Defense IG, Defense Criminal Investigative Service (DCIS), and Air Force Audit Agency, as well as “3161” temporary government employees (named after Title 5, Section 3161, of the U.S. Code, which provides a streamlined method for temporary government organizations to hire personnel).

## Coordinating Early Oversight

The first audits focused on the CPA’s compliance with its own rules, which were largely derived from existing federal regulations. These reports shed light on needless excesses (such as paying for contractor food and laundry at the Federal Deployment Center located at a luxury resort in Kuwait) and laid the groundwork for future studies that would expose fraud, waste, and abuse.

In March 2004, the CPA-IG opened its Hotline, established with the support of the Defense IG. It immediately began receiving tips about alleged fraud. A team of 5 (including 1 in Baghdad) processed Hotline submissions, providing leads to the 12 auditors and 10 investigators then working in country. U.S., Iraqi, and third-country-national whistle-blowers paved the way to the CPA-IG’s first investigations. In the early fall of 2004, a Hotline tip resulted in a case that led to the recovery and return to Iraq of $500,000 in DFI money embezzled by an Iraqi official.

Other oversight entities soon began to review Iraq reconstruction programs and projects in 2004, creating the potential for overlapping efforts. To obviate this, the Inspector General established the Iraq Inspectors General Council (IIGC), which facilitated coordination of all oversight work in Iraq. Its members included:
As the CPA-IG ramped down, the Iraq reconstruction program ramped up: Hundreds of new large-scale programs and projects funded by the IRRF 2 were underway. The Congress recognized the importance of continuing oversight. Thus, on October 28, 2004, it transformed the CPA-IG into SIGIR, giving it a broad mandate over the IRRF.

FY 2005: Expanding Oversight

The October 2004 authorizing legislation for SIGIR implemented several major changes:

- It provided the agency with the authority to oversee the IRRF, making it the first IG office with the power to delve into spending without regard to departmental jurisdiction.
- It set the organization’s termination date at 10 months after the date upon which 80% of the IRRF had been obligated. Based on that formula, SIGIR would operate for at least two more years.

Audit Highlight
Coalition Provisional Authority Comptroller Cash Management Controls Over the Development Fund for Iraq
(SIGIR 04-009, 7/28/2004)

At $20.7 billion in 2004, the DFI was the largest pot of money controlled by the CPA and became the focus of the CPA-IG’s earliest audits. During the course of this spring 2004 review, auditors found very weak controls over the DFI and immediately issued an alert to the CPA Administrator that the funds were susceptible to fraud, waste, and abuse.

Despite this early warning, little changed. Several further DFI audits accomplished over the next year found similar problems. One led to the opening of a formal criminal investigation that uncovered a wide-ranging criminal conspiracy involving several senior CPA officials. Ultimately, from July 2004 to October 2012, SIGIR produced 23 audit reports related to the U.S. government’s management of the DFI. Inadequate or missing documentation was a recurring theme.

As the CPA-IG ramped down, the Iraq reconstruction program ramped up: Hundreds of new large-scale programs and projects funded by the IRRF 2 were underway. The Congress recognized the importance of continuing oversight. Thus, on October 28, 2004, it transformed the CPA-IG into SIGIR, giving it a broad mandate over the IRRF.
• It directed the Inspector General to report to the Secretaries of State and Defense, an unprecedented executive-branch reporting chain, but one that reflected the civil-military nature of SROs.

SIGIR promptly established new memorandums of agreement and understanding with State and Defense to clarify roles and responsibilities and to provide adequate support for a staff in Baghdad. By January 2005, the agency had a staff of 39, including 9 in Iraq. The Inspector General developed a new strategic plan calling for almost three-quarters of its auditors and investigators to be deployed forward in Iraq. In the summer of 2005, State authorized 45 staffing billets for SIGIR at the Embassy in Iraq.

Timely Reporting
SIGIR soon began issuing reports on the use and misuse of the DFI. A January 2005 audit revealed that the CPA failed to implement sufficient managerial, financial, and contractual controls to guarantee that $8.8 billion of these Iraqi funds was used in a transparent manner. The audit concluded that there was no assurance the CPA used these funds for the benefit of the Iraqi people as mandated by UNSCR 1483.

As the IRRF’s obligation and expenditure rates increased, oversight output quickly ratcheted up. The law authorizing SIGIR prompted a major shift in audit planning for FY 2005 and FY 2006. The new strategy prioritized performance audits to assess the economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of projects funded by the IRRF.

Auditors scoped their work to ensure quick reporting, with most audits completed in about four months. This reflected a philosophy oriented toward greater transparency, seeking to provide management with information on programs and projects in time to implement programmatic course corrections. To that end, SIGIR kept reconstruction managers informed about findings by issuing interim reports on audit progress. In Iraq, time lost on a wayward program caused waste. Transparency in the oversight process helped limit these losses.

A new group of SIGIR auditors accompanied the shift in strategy. Many new hires came from the Government Accountability Office (GAO), where performance audits are the stock in trade. This influx of talent bolstered audit productivity and infused a new level of professionalism into the organization. To ensure continuity and alacrity in conveying results to reconstruction managers, SIGIR required extended deployment periods for auditors, ensuring that they remained in country until completing the audits assigned to them. This pushed up productivity.

SIGIR’s auditors derived promising leads for future audits from Hotline allegations, investigative referrals, and other information gathered while operating in Iraq. The sharing of best-practice insights with other oversight agencies through the IIGC in Virginia and the IAWG in Baghdad improved the efficiency and effectiveness of the audit work.

A June 2005 SIGIR audit raised what would become a central theme in the organization’s next phase of oversight reporting: the lack of sufficient information on the cost to complete ongoing projects. Many reconstruction projects exceeded the
practices for the program that quickly produced highly effective results. Multidisciplinary inspection teams—combining auditing and engineering experience—visited reconstruction project sites throughout Iraq, assessing the quality of work against contract specifications and promptly issuing reports.

The inspections sought to determine whether:
- project results would be consistent with original objectives
- project components were adequately designed before construction or installation
- construction or rehabilitation work met the standards of the design
- the contractor’s quality-control plan and the U.S. government’s quality-assurance program were adequate

By July 2005, Inspections Directorate personnel had visited a wide variety of project sites and reported the results in assessments to the relevant agencies. The team completed 16 assessments before the end of the year and then formed two more teams to increase productivity in 2006. SIGIR’s on-site inspections commonly revealed poor workmanship. The report on al-Sumelat Water Network, which covered a project located in a dangerous area west of Baghdad, exemplified how the paperwork on a project misrepresented actual conditions. The project had been reported as completed; it was not.

Because of the worsening security situation in the late summer of 2005, SIGIR launched a ground-survey initiative, employing local contractors to visit sites in areas to which SIGIR personnel could not travel. Iraqi nationals could safely get to health facilities, schools, and other projects built by the United States located in areas too dangerous for Americans to visit. This innovation led to rapid reporting that flagged project concerns. Another novel SIGIR initiative implemented the review of satellite imagery of project sites in areas too dangerous for ground visits, whether by U.S. or Iraqi staff. The aerial assessment program put everyone
Investigation Division of the Internal Revenue Service, and State IG.

SPITFIRE enabled law-enforcement agencies to share information, deconflict work, and provide support to one another on the plethora of cases arising in Iraq. Shortly after its formation, SPITFIRE coordinated with the Department of Justice’s Asset Forfeiture and Money Laundering Section, with four full-time prosecutors working on Iraq cases. This became the first of several task forces that SIGIR formed, all of which added to productivity and led to more convictions.

Investigative efforts bore fruit. In November 2005, SIGIR agents arrested Philip Bloom and Robert Stein for fraud. Both were eventually convicted and imprisoned for committing one of the most egregious crimes uncovered during the program. The case arose from an April 2005 whistle-blower complaint alleging irregularities at the CPA-South Central Region that prompted an audit of the operation in Hilla, Iraq. SIGIR investigators traveled to Hilla and found significant suspicious activity related to contract awards by comptroller Stein to Bloom, the contractor.

Investigators quickly opened a criminal case, eventually discovering that Stein rigged bids affecting 20 construction contracts. In total, Bloom received more than $8.6 million in fraudulent contract awards. In return, he provided multiple co-conspirators—including an Army colonel and two lieutenant colonels—payments of more than $1 million in cash, expensive vehicles, airline tickets, computers, and jewelry.

**Better Data, Better Insight**

Early audits of the IRRF revealed that each of the agencies carrying out reconstruction activities in Iraq used different IT systems for tracking contractual, financial, and project management information. Seeking to identify what data systems were in use, SIGIR asked for direct access and issued periodic data calls. These actions revealed severe information-management weaknesses,
The SIGIR initiative shifted into high gear in September 2005, with the gathering of U.S. government and industry leaders at an all-day forum to explore the human-resource challenges experienced in the reconstruction program and to identify potential solutions. This was the first of five forums hosted by SIGIR, with two others on procurement and contracting occurring in December 2005, another in the spring of 2006 on program management, and one on applying Iraq’s hard lessons (to improve the overall structure for managing SROs) in the fall of 2009.

These various events brought together operators and overseers to evaluate findings and provide recommendations that could increase the efficiency and effectiveness of SROs in Iraq. Subsequent interviews with senior Defense, State, and Defense, State, and leading to audits of the entire IT system. SIGIR then developed its own repository of project data, publishing a running list each quarter of the thousands of reconstruction contracts awarded.

The Defense Department’s centralized database for Iraq, called the Iraq Reconstruction Management System (IRMS), became operational in late 2005. SIGIR audits of the system revealed that the IRMS lacked consistency, accuracy, and completeness because the executing agencies failed to regularly enter required data into the system. SIGIR’s in-house data-collection initiative proved critical, providing the most complete accounting of U.S. reconstruction projects available.

**Reporting Expands**

While virtually all other U.S. inspectors general report semiannually to the Congress, SIGIR reported quarterly. This ensured that the Congress received information about Iraq in a timely fashion. It also served as a forcing function, incentivizing agencies to cooperate with SIGIR.

In July 2005, SIGIR began presenting comprehensive overviews of the overall status of the reconstruction program, communicating the various challenges confronting U.S. program managers. A new Quarterly Report section—based on SIGIR’s observations, agency responses to questions from SIGIR, and SIGIR’s analysis—answered the important question of how the United States was doing in Iraq. It became the most reliable record of the Iraq reconstruction program’s history and progress.

**The Lessons Learned Initiative**

Early reporting on weaknesses within program management systems led the Inspector General to initiate a lessons-learned program that sought to convert audit findings into advice and best practices. There is no standard lessons-learned approach within the U.S. inspector-general community. The efficacy of the SIGIR program indicates that perhaps departmental IGs might consider implementing such an approach.

**Audit Highlight**

**Award Fee Process for Contractors Involved in Iraq Reconstruction (SIGIR 05-017, 10/25/2005)**

Government contracts sometimes include provisions for an award fee to reward contractors who perform well. What needs to be accomplished to earn the fee is usually specified in the contract. Given that billions of dollars would be spent reconstructing Iraq, an effectively overseen award-fee process was critical to incentivizing good work.

In 2005, SIGIR examined the award-fee process for 18 contracts funded by the Iraq Relief and Reconstruction Fund. Together, the contracts were worth approximately $7 billion, with potentially more than $300 million in award fees at stake.

The audit found significant deficiencies in the award-fee process for all 18 contracts, including the failure to document the appointment of key individuals to monitor and evaluate the contractors’ performance, to prepare monthly performance reports, to hold monthly Award Fee Evaluation Board meetings, and to document self-assessments from the contractors. As a result of SIGIR’s audit, the contracting offices quickly reformed their award-fee processes to comply with federal requirements.
USAID officials strengthened the forums’ recommendations. SIGIR then circulated draft reports to stakeholders for review, including Defense, State, USAID, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), the Office of Management and Budget, and key Iraq reconstruction leaders. The process ensured the most thoroughly vetted conclusions and fostered active discussion about the complex problems arising from the rebuilding program.

FY 2006: Rising Influence

In November 2005, the Congress extended SIGIR’s mandate again. Under the new legislation, SIGIR would continue operating until 180 days after 80% of IRRF funds were expended. This new formula added at least another year to SIGIR’s tenure, extending it into FY 2008.

SIGIR’s staff grew to over 100 (including 64 auditors, investigators, and inspectors), a 40% increase from the previous year. About half the staff worked from the Baghdad office. Ambassador Khalilzad authorized 10 additional billets for SIGIR in Baghdad, allowing the expansion of in-country staff to 55.

With the extension of its mandate and the experiential maturation of its staff, SIGIR earned greater influence with Iraqi and U.S. officials. As the year progressed, the Inspector General testified to Congress that the cooperation SIGIR began to experience was “refreshing.” Throughout the continual personnel turnover in the reconstruction program, SIGIR remained a source of stability and continuity, championing issues critical to the potential success of U.S.-funded projects and programs.

The Departments of State and Defense struggled to achieve a shared vision for the rebuilding effort. In response, the Inspector General prepared an October 2005 legal opinion calling for the Chief of Mission to assert his statutory leadership of the program through the State-led Iraq Reconstruction Management Office, the temporary entity charged with formulating reconstruction policy.

Interagency discontinuities would commonly burden the rebuilding effort and lead to SIGIR’s most important recommendation—the creation of an integrated office to plan, manage, and oversee SROs. The Iraq Reconstruction Management Office began including SIGIR staff in key reconstruction planning meetings. With SIGIR’s in-country knowledge base and capabilities now well known, senior leaders across the U.S. reconstruction program began to request specific reviews of projects and programs:

- The Commander of the Multi-National Force-Iraq, General George Casey, asked SIGIR in the summer of 2005 to study how the Federal Acquisition Regulation might be amended to provide more efficient contracting in a war zone.
- Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz asked SIGIR to examine the Commander’s Emergency Response Program.
- The State Department endorsed SIGIR’s broader reporting approach, asking for more analyses of the growing repository of information SIGIR had collected.
- Ambassador Khalilzad supported SIGIR’s outreach to Iraqi judicial and law-enforcement entities, viewing them as vital to establishing anticorruption institutions in Iraq. In addition to its work to help set up and train Iraq’s ministry inspectors general, SIGIR provided support to the Commission on Public Integrity, forging agreements to share information on cases.

Oversight Expands

Virtually all of the IRRF was obligated by the end of 2005, with many U.S.-funded projects transferring to Iraqi control. SIGIR’s auditors and inspectors continued to raise important questions about whether U.S. implementing agencies had plans in place for the successful transition and sustainment of these projects. Auditors also reported on the shift to direct contracting with Iraqi firms and on the rising costs to complete the final tranche of IRRF projects.
With the assistance of Iraqi contractors, the Inspections Directorate completed 96 ground surveys during the first three quarters of 2006, providing quick reports on projects in every reconstruction sector. These surveys yielded crucial visibility in areas to which U.S. inspectors were unable to travel, revealing problems requiring further assessment.

By the end of the year, inspection teams had produced inspections on 49 projects. Further, SIGIR had completed 66 aerial assessments of projects located all over Iraq. In June 2006, SIGIR began performing sustainment assessments to determine if completed projects were operating at capacity when accepted from the contractor by the U.S. government.

Thanks to the work of the SPITFIRE task force, SIGIR’s Investigations Directorate saw the first prosecutions of procurement fraud cases. Former CPA comptroller Robert Stein pled guilty in February 2006 to charges stemming from his role in the scheme to defraud the U.S. government, including conspiracy, bribery, money laundering, possession of machine guns, and being a felon in possession of a firearm. His co-conspirator, Philip Bloom, pled guilty in April 2006 to charges of conspiracy, bribery, and money laundering.

SIGIR investigators successfully executed their first undercover sting operation in March 2006, catching a U.S. government translator soliciting bribes. Investigators began to coordinate with the U.S. Army Procurement Fraud Branch on the suspension and debarment of contractors found guilty of misconduct through SIGIR investigations of Iraq reconstruction, a path for action that would yield excellent results.

In 2006, SIGIR joined DCIS, the Major Procurement Fraud Unit of Army CID (CID-MPFU), FBI, State IG, and USAID IG to establish the International Contract Corruption Task Force (ICCTF), which coordinated and deconflicted criminal investigations emanating from Iraq and Kuwait. The ICCTF ensured information sharing and maximized the effectiveness of the investigative resources in Iraq.

**Audit Highlight**

**Management of the Primary Healthcare Centers Construction Projects (SIGIR 06-011, 4/29/2006)**

In March 2004, the CPA awarded a $243 million IRRF-funded task order to Parsons Delaware, Inc., to construct and equip 150 primary healthcare centers across Iraq by December 2005. A 2006 SIGIR audit found that just 6 of the centers were complete by that time, even though $186 million had been spent. Of the remaining 144 centers, 8 were eliminated from the contract, 1 was placed under another contract, and 135 remained partially constructed (with contracts for 121 subsequently terminated for convenience, some of which were later awarded to other contractors for completion).

SIGIR’s auditors determined that substandard contractor performance and weak U.S. government management oversight contributed to the program’s failure. The contractor lacked qualified engineering staff to supervise its design work, failed to check the capacity of its subcontractors to perform the required work, failed to properly supervise the subcontractors’ work, and failed to enforce quality-control activities. The government was unresponsive to contractor requests for equitable adjustments and schedule delays based on unplanned or changed conditions, it suffered from high personnel turnover and organizational turbulence, and it failed to follow proper contracting procedures.

 Eventually, 133 centers were completed at a cost of about $345 million or about $102 million more than originally estimated.

**Revealing Lessons Learned**

Outreach to the Iraqi Government

The fight against corruption is central to lasting progress in Iraq. The issue became so serious in 2006 that Prime Minister al-Maliki referred to his country’s corruption problem as a “second insurgency.” SIGIR became a strong voice in the anticorruption movement, championing efforts to:

- build Iraq’s first inspector-general system
- establish a strong Commission on Public Integrity (CPI, later called the Commission of Integrity, or COI), Iraq’s equivalent of the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation
- support Iraq’s oldest anticorruption institution, the Board of Supreme Audit (BSA), the equivalent to the U.S. Government Accountability Office

The Inspector General met regularly with the CPI Commissioner, with the BSA President, and with many of Iraq’s IGs. SIGIR supported Iraq’s efforts to stand up the 26 original offices of Iraq’s ministry inspectors general, including:

- pressing for the initial $11 million allocated by the CPA for the IG system
- facilitating the establishment of an Iraqi IG association
- providing training for select Iraqi audit personnel
- funding an effort to translate the U.S. Government Auditing Standards into Arabic to serve as a model instructional guide
- facilitating training through one- and two-week tailored programs at the Sadat Academy in Cairo and London for 640 Iraqi IG auditors, inspectors, and investigators

The Inspector General met regularly with the Chief Justice of Iraq’s Supreme Court to keep abreast of the needs of the judiciary as they faced deadly attacks and daily intimidation. SIGIR tracked the plight of Iraq’s judges and the U.S. efforts to help secure them, their families, and the witnesses who were essential to prosecuting wrongdoing.

To ensure full access in Iraq to its reporting, SIGIR translated into Arabic (and posted online) many of its audits and all of its Quarterly Reports. This proved particularly valuable to the Iraqi anticorruption institutions. Many of these audits reviewed the progress of U.S. programs to build the capacity of these institutions, finding that very little reconstruction money was devoted to this critical concern.

At the Inspector General’s urging, the U.S. ambassador led an anticorruption summit in November 2005, which resulted in a proposal to form a joint U.S.-Iraqi Anticorruption Working Group and an agreement to provide more training for officials from the BSA, CPI, and IGs. The working group identified several major priorities, including promotion of market reforms and reduction of subsidies, reinforcement of the weak law-enforcement structure, and creation of a public education campaign on corruption issues. Despite these and other U.S. efforts, corruption continues to be a major impediment to progress in Iraq.

Iraqi leadership demonstrated particular interest in SIGIR’s oversight of the Development Fund for Iraq. The CPA used the DFI to finance most of the early reconstruction program. The Inspector General regularly briefed Iraqi officials on the results of DFI audits. He also led conversations about issues such as asset transfer, Government of Iraq (GOI) cost sharing, and sustainment with U.S. and Iraqi officials alike. As the Iraq Security Forces Fund became a primary reconstruction source, these conversations widened to embrace how these funds could enable the Iraqi Security Forces to reach necessary capability levels.

By developing good contacts with Iraqi offices, SIGIR’s Quarterly Report team began to obtain a fuller picture of the rebuilding program’s effects. Moreover, the Inspector General and Deputy Inspector General met regularly with Iraqi leaders and those in the Kurdistan Regional Government to better understand the issues affecting the country. Thus, the Quarterly Report became as much a resource for the Iraqi government and Iraqi citizens as it was for the U.S. government and U.S. taxpayers.
would terminate on October 1, 2007, allowing for a transition of operations through December 31.

Two months later, the Iraq Reconstruction Accountability Act of 2006 changed SIGIR’s end date yet again. It changed the end date to 10 months after 80% of the total “IRRF” (which now included the FY 2006 funds) had been expended. The new estimated closing time now extended deep into FY 2008. The new law also required SIGIR to prepare a final forensic audit report on all funds deemed to be the IRRF.

Just five months afterward, the Congress again changed SIGIR’s mandate and estimated end date, adding all FY 2007 reconstruction funding to SIGIR’s authority and effectively extending SIGIR’s lifespan into FY 2009. The legislation provided $35 million to SIGIR for its operating budget, to remain available until January 31, 2008.

With these legislative actions, SIGIR now had authority to review projects and programs funded in part or whole not only by the $20.9 billion in the original IRRF appropriations but by all U.S. funding made available for Iraq’s reconstruction in FY 2006 and FY 2007. Among these additional funds were Defense’s Iraq Security Forces Fund (ISFF) and Commander’s Emergency Response Program (CERP), as well as State’s Economic Support Fund (ESF)—a worldwide fund made available in large quantity to Iraq beginning in

**FY 2007: Expanding Mandate**

In October 2006, SIGIR received the Gaston L. Gianni, Jr., Better Government Award from the President’s Council on Integrity and Efficiency, just as the Congress passed two pieces of legislation expanding its jurisdiction to include funds other than the IRRF. The John Warner National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2007 (P.L. 109-364), deemed “any United States funds appropriated or otherwise made available for fiscal year 2006 for the reconstruction of Iraq, irrespective of the designation of such funds” to be amounts appropriated or otherwise made available to the IRRF (and thus subject to SIGIR’s jurisdiction). This act also mandated that SIGIR would terminate on October 1, 2007, allowing for a transition of operations through December 31.

Two months later, the Iraq Reconstruction Accountability Act of 2006 changed SIGIR’s end date yet again. It changed the end date to 10 months after 80% of the total “IRRF” (which now included the FY 2006 funds) had been expended. The new estimated closing time now extended deep into FY 2008. The new law also required SIGIR to prepare a final forensic audit report on all funds deemed to be the IRRF.

Just five months afterward, the Congress again changed SIGIR’s mandate and estimated end date, adding all FY 2007 reconstruction funding to SIGIR’s authority and effectively extending SIGIR’s lifespan into FY 2009. The legislation provided $35 million to SIGIR for its operating budget, to remain available until January 31, 2008.

With these legislative actions, SIGIR now had authority to review projects and programs funded in part or whole not only by the $20.9 billion in the original IRRF appropriations but by all U.S. funding made available for Iraq’s reconstruction in FY 2006 and FY 2007. Among these additional funds were Defense’s Iraq Security Forces Fund (ISFF) and Commander’s Emergency Response Program (CERP), as well as State’s Economic Support Fund (ESF)—a worldwide fund made available in large quantity to Iraq beginning in

**Inspection Highlight**

**Pipeline River Crossing, Al Fatah, Iraq**

(SA-05-001, 1/27/2006)

After ignoring a geologist’s warning, the CPA wasted almost $76 million in DFI funds when it attempted to repair a set of damaged oil and gas pipelines by rerouting the pipelines under the Tigris River. Drilling through the loose, sandy soil beneath the river proved to be impossible, and the project was abandoned in August 2004, when it was only 28% complete.

When SIGIR assessed the project in late 2005, its inspection team noted several factors that contributed to the project’s failure: a flawed construction design, a subcontract without performance requirements, a compartmentalized project-management structure, and inadequate oversight by the U.S. government (USACE) and the prime contractor (KBR). The pipelines were subsequently repaired under a separate $29.7 million IRRF-funded contract awarded to Parsons Iraq Joint Venture.
FY 2006—and its International Narcotics Control and Law Enforcement (INCLE) account.

Projects funded by the ISFF, CERP, ESF, and INCLE were well underway and central to the changing U.S. reconstruction strategy, especially regarding the provinces, through efforts such as the Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) program, the Local Governance Program, and the Community Action Program. SIGIR audits reviewed these large multiphase capacity-development efforts, raising concerns about the ability of the U.S. government to measure effective outcomes. Additionally, SIGIR learned that commanders were using CERP funding to complete large IRRF projects that had experienced cost overruns.

**Forensic Auditing Begins**

In consultation with the Congress, SIGIR’s auditors established a plan to meet the forensic audit requirement of the Iraq Reconstruction Accountability Act. It entailed a complex mix of focused financial reviews of major IRRF contracts and audits of the CERP, ESF, ISFF, and INCLE. The plan responded to the act’s requirement for a “final forensic audit report on all funds deemed to be amounts appropriated or otherwise made available to the Iraq Relief and Reconstruction Fund.”

SIGIR’s forensic audit eventually reviewed more than $51.4 billion appropriated or allocated from the five major U.S. reconstruction funds through FY 2011.

SIGIR used a framework entailing multiple audit and investigative approaches in performing the forensic work. This included:

- the examination of major Defense, State, and USAID programs and contracts to determine if the organizations had good internal controls over the expenditure of U.S. reconstruction funds
- the use of internal and external sources to identify fraudulent activities
- the testing of more than 180,000 payment transactions, totaling about $40 billion, to identify irregular or anomalous transactions that could indicate potential fraud

With the expansion of audit jurisdiction came an increased depth in audit capabilities. SIGIR hired an additional team of eight experienced,
former GAO auditors who had been working with the Surveys and Investigations staff of the House Appropriations Committee. One of them became SIGIR’s new Assistant Inspector General for Audits, just as the organization began preparations to undergo its first peer review.

Making Oversight a Defense Mission Priority

In 2007, travel to construction sites for inspections became problematic. State provided protective security escorts for travel outside of the Green Zone, but had limited resources. Thus, it denied many requests that SIGIR made for escort. The Commanding General of the Multi-National Force-Iraq, General David Petraeus, rectified the problem by issuing a Fragmentary Order to ensure SIGIR’s inspectors could travel to project sites. He directed military units to transport inspection teams to any site in Iraq that SIGIR chose. This new arrangement worked well.

That summer, SIGIR inspectors traveled to one of the most dangerous work sites in Iraq, the Basrah Children’s Hospital, where many workers had been killed and others faced daily intimidation. SIGIR inspectors also conducted site visits to some of the 140 primary healthcare centers, the Qudas Power Plant, and the Baghdad Police College (a project emblematic of bad management).

Meanwhile, auditors visited more than 30 PRT and embedded PRT program locations across Iraq. They focused greater attention on the status of the PRT program as it rapidly expanded and changed its strategy to work more closely with military units retaking areas of Iraq. State managed this program, which facilitated civil-military cooperation to target U.S. funds toward the priorities set by local provincial governments in each of Iraq’s 18 provinces.

In the spring of 2007, the composition of the PRT staff began to shift when U.S. civilian government employees arrived as part of State’s “civilian surge” (which sought to complement the military surge of troops) to fill PRT billets.

In response to a Hotline complaint about a $73 million project performed by Parsons Delaware, Inc., to renovate and build new facilities for the training of Iraqi police, SIGIR inspected the site and immediately observed that diluted feces and urine drained from the ceilings into lighting fixtures and rooms below, causing floors to bow inches off the ground and crack apart.

In response, the U.S. government terminated the Parsons contract for “convenience” in May 2006, with Parsons promising to repair the plumbing issues at no additional cost.

After visiting the project five more times in 2006, SIGIR concluded in its final report that the project was poorly designed and constructed and that the contractor and USACE personnel failed to oversee and manage the project. The Inspections team also found indications of potential fraud and referred those matters to SIGIR’s Investigations Directorate.

Communicating Challenges and Proposing Solutions

In FY 2007, the Inspector General testified before the Congress 13 times, answering, among other critical questions, “Is Reconstruction Failing?” He testified on numerous issues, including:

- the development and operation of the PRT program and other capacity-development activities that had transformed the reconstruction strategy’s trajectory
- Iraq’s ability to begin to pay for its own reconstruction and the fight against corruption

SIGIR’s Quarterly Report began presenting a fund-by-fund analysis, using key indicators such as rate of expenditure and obligation, as well as accomplishments by reconstruction sector. The
reports summarized the challenges in transitioning projects to the Iraqi government, provided analysis of how much U.S. funding was expended in each of Iraq’s provinces (as well as a breakdown of major projects delivered in Baghdad), and a comparison of selected reconstruction-related statutory benchmarks and commitments made by the Iraqi government under the International Compact for Iraq (a conditions-based agreement to provide additional funding from the international community once Iraq met benchmarks set in several areas).

**Investigative Collaboration Works**
By the beginning of FY 2007, SIGIR had established the value of collaborative task forces to track down and halt criminal activity. SPITFIRE served as an excellent mechanism for integrating cases, sharing information among in-country law-enforcement agencies, and deconflicting investigations.

Newly hired law-enforcement staff ramped up SIGIR’s investigative presence in Iraq and across the United States.

In the summer of 2007, the ringleader of another major task-force conspiracy case, U.S. Army Major John Cockerham, was arrested, leading to the first of 23 indictments and 22 convictions that the case would yield over the next six years. Three years into their work in Iraq, SIGIR investigators had arrested 13 suspects, and their cases had contributed to 8 indictments and 5 convictions.

**FY 2008: The Rise in Investigations**
In January 2008, the Congress again extended SIGIR’s termination date and added to SIGIR’s oversight authority. The revision gave SIGIR jurisdiction over all funds “appropriated or otherwise made available for the reconstruction of Iraq”—in other words, all money appropriated at any time for Iraq’s reconstruction. The law also changed the termination date to “180 days after the date on which amounts appropriated or otherwise made available for the reconstruction of Iraq that are unexpended are less than $250,000,000.” The combined changes in jurisdiction and termination effectively extended SIGIR for years to come.

The Congress further directed SIGIR to develop a comprehensive plan for a series of audits of contracts, subcontracts, and task orders for the performance of security and reconstruction functions relating to Iraq. The Inspector General developed this plan along with the IGs from Defense, State, and USAID.

SIGIR viewed FY 2008 as the “Year of Transfer” of three critical roles from the United States to Iraq:
- responsibility for reconstruction planning, management, and funding
- responsibility for U.S.-provided reconstruction programs, projects, and assets
- responsibility for provincial security in all provinces

**Inspection Highlight**
**Relief and Reconstruction Funded Work at Mosul Dam (PA-07-105, 10/29/2007)**
A SIGIR Inspections team conducted two on-site assessments of a $27 million project at Mosul Dam.

The purpose of the project was to stabilize the soil beneath Iraq’s largest dam and thereby reduce the risk of dam failure. SIGIR’s team found that the project was poorly designed and inadequately executed and monitored. Almost $20 million worth of equipment and materials for implementing improvements was not being used, with the project showing signs of possible fraud.

In recognition of its response to the urgent need for a comprehensive assessment of the Mosul Dam, SIGIR’s inspection team received a President’s Council on Integrity and Efficiency Award for Excellence in Evaluations. The award stated: “Despite insurgent activity in the area, the team conducted a thorough on-site inspection and provided significant recommendations for improvement.”
SIGIR IN REVIEW

The Human Cost of Oversight
The professionals who answered the call to serve in Iraq faced extraordinarily dangerous working conditions. In 2007, three separate attacks in the Green Zone wounded five SIGIR staff members:
- Three SIGIR auditors were conducting a planning meeting at a table near the Embassy dining facility when a rocket landed less than 10 meters from where they were sitting. All sustained shrapnel wounds and hearing loss, were treated and released, and went back to work the next day.
- An investigator in his trailer after work was hit in the ankle by a stray AK-47 round fired into the sky during celebratory gunfire that followed an Iraqi national soccer team victory. He was back at work the next day.
- An auditor was wounded when a rocket destroyed his trailer, causing shrapnel wounds and some permanent hearing loss. He also was back at work the next day.

Tragically, on March 24, 2008, a rocket hit a trailer on the Embassy grounds, mortally wounding SIGIR auditor Paul Converse. In October 2008, the President’s Council on Integrity and Efficiency posthumously honored him with the Sentner Award for Dedication and Courage.

New audit work recognized improvements in the process of transferring U.S. projects to the Iraqi government but recommended further changes to avoid waste. Other reports reflected SIGIR’s continuing concern about the ability of the Iraqi government to sustain projects after handover. U.S. programs to build capacity in Iraq’s ministries and provincial governments worked to address that concern.

An audit of the ISFF revealed that transition of funding responsibility for security infrastructure to the Iraqi government was underway, but the Ministry of Defense and the Ministry of Interior needed more U.S. support to reach minimum capabilities for internal and external defense. In reviewing the uses of the CERP, SIGIR found that commanders too often used funds to support large-scale projects—some costing well over $1,000,000—contrary to the original intent of the program.

The Khan Bani Sa’ad Correctional Facility inspection uncovered a gross example of failed construction oversight. The July 2008 report revealed that the U.S. government had spent $40 million of the IRRF to partially complete the project before its termination. An additional $1.2 million in construction materials left at the site by the contractor had been looted by the time SIGIR visited. Further, the GOI had no intention to complete or use the facility. The $40 million was completely wasted.

SIGIR’s quarterly reporting began providing an update on Iraq to ensure a clear understanding of the deficits that U.S. projects attempted to address in the four main reconstruction areas: security, economy, governance, and essential services. Analyses centered on certain aspects of Iraqi capacity to handle security and pay for reconstruction. The April 2008 Quarterly Report provided a five-year retrospective of the reconstruction program and presented more information on how the U.S. government spent funds in each of the provinces.
Audit Highlight

Commander’s Emergency Response Program Funds Many Large-Scale Projects (SIGIR 08-006, 1/25/2008)

The Commander’s Emergency Response Program (CERP) was created in 2003 to enable U.S. field commanders to respond to urgent humanitarian relief and reconstruction requirements within their areas of responsibility, primarily by executing small-scale, focused projects that met local needs. From October 2005 to April 2007, SIGIR issued four reports finding that, in general, CERP-appropriated funds were properly used for intended purposes, but controls over CERP processes required improvements to ensure accountability.

After the CERP program in Iraq had been in place for four years, with allocations for it totaling $2.3 billion, SIGIR auditors again examined CERP-funded projects to determine whether the program was being carried out as intended. They found that the CERP was increasingly being used for development rather than for small-scale urgent humanitarian relief and reconstruction projects. Although 44% of the projects cost no more than $25,000 each, together they used only 4% of the total dollars obligated for CERP projects. Conversely, projects costing $500,000 or more represented only 3% of the project total, but nearly 37% of total dollars obligated. In FY 2006, almost half of the obligated CERP dollars went to these large-scale projects.

The audit pointed out planning deficiencies in the CERP program. Field commanders generally were not coordinating their project activities with other U.S. government agencies working in the area, were not adequately planning for the physical handover of completed projects to the Iraqi government upon completion, and were not planning for the long-term maintenance and sustainment of the projects.

SIGIR’s report resulted in tighter controls over large-scale projects undertaken using CERP funds and better guidance for field commanders.

Energizing the Investigations Directorate

As FY 2008 began, SIGIR’s Investigations Directorate began a major strategic shift. While SIGIR’s cases had exposed vulnerabilities in cash-based U.S. programs, the rate of convictions for SIGIR cases stalled in FY 2007. But the Congress’s significant extension of SIGIR’s tenure led the Investigations Directorate to pursue a hiring campaign to bring aboard the expertise necessary for developing cases and processing them faster and more effectively. The Assistant Inspector General who first implemented SIGIR’s Inspections program returned to the organization to lead the directorate. SIGIR sought to employ former special agents-in-charge from DCIS, the Department of Agriculture IG, the Drug Enforcement Agency, and the Defense Security Service.

Under newly invigorated leadership, SIGIR’s investigative team:

- provided extensive experience in investigation of complex international financial transactions and contracting frauds, in computer data manipulation and analysis, and in Defense and State processes and procedures
- identified dozens of cases of criminal activity through financial and document analysis, through computer data analysis, and through the development of new sources of information
- established closer relationships with other key U.S. investigative agencies, such as Army CID and DCIS. The close relationship SIGIR developed with Army CID proved to be the most valuable, as Army CID committed the most resources to joint law-enforcement efforts.
- established relationships with non-U.S. law-enforcement personnel under a 2008 initiative called INTERCEPT (International Criminal Enforcement and Prosecution Team), which conducted criminal investigations of non-U.S. citizens who defrauded the Iraq reconstruction program
- obtained adequate prosecution support by coordinating cases not only with the...
In February 2009, SIGIR released *Hard Lessons: The Iraq Reconstruction Experience*, a detailed account of the U.S. effort to rebuild Iraq from prewar planning in mid-2002 through the fall of 2008. Research for this 350-page book included hundreds of interviews with key participants in the reconstruction effort and the review of thousands of documents.

The Inspector General reached out to virtually every senior U.S. official involved in planning and executing the rebuilding of Iraq, and almost all agreed to be interviewed by him or to provide useful responses to questions. In addition, SIGIR staff interviewed rank-and-file members of the military and civilian agencies, as well as private contractors, who carried out the work of Iraq’s reconstruction. The Inspector General talked with senior Iraqi leaders, including Prime Ministers Allawi and Ja’afari, to gain their perspectives on the reconstruction program. *Hard Lessons* also drew from the body of SIGIR’s audits, inspections, and investigations, as well as reports from other oversight agencies and investigative bodies.

The book presented 13 lessons for current and future contingency relief and reconstruction operations. By the summer of 2009, General David Petraeus, Commander of the United States Central Command had decided to implement most of these recommendations in the Afghanistan rebuilding operations.

Several insights from *Hard Lessons* applied to the U.S. reconstruction program in Iraq in FY 2009 and informed SIGIR’s audits and inspections:

1. **Re-evaluating personnel and policy to avoid gaps in program direction.** SIGIR completed an audit requested by Ambassador Ryan Crocker on project reporting, finding weaknesses in processes and systems that led to gaps in what the Chief of Mission, as the leader of the reconstruction program, could see.

2. **Shaping a new reconstruction management structure through a joint State-Defense plan.**
SIGIR’s inspectors released reports on major infrastructure projects, such as the Falluja Waste Water Treatment System, Missan Surgical Hospital, and Basrah Children’s Hospital, exposing the effects of poor management that led to cost overruns and excessive delays. SIGIR’s auditors reviewed the extent to which the GOI shared in funding reconstruction projects, finding many weaknesses.

3. Strengthening security management. As Iraq’s police and military forces assumed full responsibility for security by the end of the year, the increasing use of private security contractors (PSCs) prompted seven audits by SIGIR in FY 2009. Auditors reviewed financial data reporting for PSCs, reporting of incidents involving PSCs, and military commander involvement in controlling and coordinating PSCs. They also reviewed the performance of Aegis Defence Services, Ltd., on a contract with Defense and of Blackwater Security Consulting on the Worldwide Personal Protective Services contract with State.

4. Completing the security handoff to the GOI, focusing on the use of the ISFF to get Iraq’s security forces independently operating. SIGIR audited a $350 million contract awarded by the Multi-National Security Transition Command-Iraq funded by the ISFF to complete the Taji National Maintenance Depot, determining that the five completed project phases had yet to provide a lasting maintenance capability for Iraq’s forces. In other reviews, SIGIR auditors revealed that, although the United States had reduced its funding for the Iraqi Security Forces (ISF), continued support would be needed. However, according to another audit, obtaining reliable data on the status of the ISF to better target that support was not possible.

Audit Highlight

Agencies Need Improved Financial Data Reporting for Private Security Contractors (SIGIR 09-005, 10/30/2008) and other reports on PSCs

The use of armed private security contractors (PSCs) proved controversial in Iraq. At the start of the war, there was little guidance on how to control PSCs or track their costs. Seven of the 27 audits that SIGIR completed in FY 2009 addressed these issues. Among the findings:

- The actual total costs of using PSCs was difficult to know because the agencies in Iraq using PSCs were not required to systematically identify the costs, and the agencies’ financial management systems did not routinely capture data that would show what had been obligated and spent for PSC services. SIGIR estimated the cost of PSC services in Iraq from April 2003 through March 2008 at roughly $5 billion.
- DoD’s contract with Aegis Defense Services was well managed, but there was no central repository that provided a history of the contractor’s performance, and there was no process for holding the contractor accountable for equipment lost or damaged due to contractor negligence.
- Day-to-day oversight of the Theater-wide Internal Security Services contract was a problem because the government personnel charged with overseeing the contract had limited experience, training, and time to conduct adequate oversight.
- Although the U.S. military and the U.S. Embassy had established policies for reporting and investigating serious incidents involving PSCs, some of these incidents were not being reported, and the agency responsible for investigating them applied a narrow definition of what constituted a serious incident, which limited the number of investigations.
- Of 109 incidents of weapon discharges by PSCs over a 10-month period, DoD had records for 95% of them, but the database was missing supporting documentation on actions taken for 51% of the incidents.
Harnessing Technology To Catch More Thieves

SIGIR’s new Investigations team of 36 was fully formed by FY 2009, working on about 85 cases. About a third of the staff operated in Iraq, while the others were based in nine U.S. locales.

In March 2009, a SIGIR investigation resulted in the return of $13.1 million of the DFI to the Government of Iraq. Investigators had followed a Hotline tip to determine that, at the direction of USACE, several contractors had erroneously submitted vouchers for costs that had not been incurred. No criminal wrongdoing was involved, but the case ensured that the funds were returned to the Iraqi government. The same investigation yielded an additional $300,290 in returned DFI funds in April 2009.

In the summer of 2009, SIGIR developed a task force to focus on individuals involved with U.S. relief and reconstruction programs who had easy access to cash in poorly controlled environments. The Forensic Evaluation Research and Recovery Enforcement Team (FERRET) used data-mining technology to detect suspicious financial transactions by U.S. military and civilian personnel and contractors who had worked in Iraq.

With the support of the Department of the Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, as well as DCIS, the Naval Criminal Investigative Service, CID-MPFU, and the Air Force Office of Special Investigations, SIGIR followed signs of illicit financial activity, imposing closer scrutiny. These efforts resulted in more than 110 new cases over the next three years.

By October 2009, monetary results from SIGIR’s investigations had nearly tripled, to more than $49 million. There were 11 indictments and 13 convictions in 2009—about double the number from the previous year—bringing the cumulative number of indictments to 30 and cumulative convictions to 24.

Launching a New SIG

SIGIR was the first-ever “Special IG.” The Congress believed that this new cross-jurisdictional oversight model was a good one. Thus, in the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008 (P.L. 110-181), it replicated the SIGIR model for the U.S. rebuilding program in Afghanistan, creating the Office of the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR).

In the summer of 2008, SIGIR began supporting SIGAR, helping to establish its offices in Arlington, Virginia, and Kabul, Afghanistan. The Inspector General met regularly with the new SIGAR, offering insights into operating a special IG mission. He
detailed several auditors to the new agency, with some of them deploying to Afghanistan.

SIGIR’s security officer helped SIGAR through the process of obtaining Top Secret security clearances, and other SIGIR staff helped them to prepare for deployment overseas. SIGIR’s Chief Information Officer traveled to Afghanistan to set up phone and computer communications in Kabul.

In total, SIGIR’s management and administration staff provided more than 2,900 hours of human resources, budget, contracting, facilities, logistics, policy and program management, and IT services to stand SIGAR up. Auditors provided another 3,800 hours of work. More than $565,000 in staffing and logistics effort went to support SIGAR’s start-up.

SIGIR also supported the start-up of the Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program, or SIGTARP, providing staffing and advice to establish SIGTARP’s systems.

FY 2010: Losing a Key Partner as Defense Departs

The Congress made more than $2.5 billion in additional U.S. appropriations available for Iraq’s reconstruction in FY 2010. This included $1 billion in new funding for the ISFF and more than $700 million for the INCLE account, in anticipation of State assuming responsibility from the U.S. military for training the Iraqi police. As part of a phased withdrawal, approximately 70,000 U.S. combat troops departed Iraq by the end of summer 2010; and USACE, the lead construction agency for the rebuilding effort, drew down its presence to minimal levels.

In the wake of Defense’s drawdown, the U.S. entities staying behind—including SIGIR—now planned for security and logistical accommodations necessary to replace functions the military had provided. In May 2010, State’s Iraq Transition Assistance Office (which had succeeded the Iraq Reconstruction Management Office) transferred most reconstruction program management responsibilities to a third successive temporary entity, the Iraq Strategic Partnership Office. The State-led PRT program reduced in size as U.S. military units departed, heading toward closure in 2011.

SIGIR was still at full operating capacity as the year opened, with a staff of 133 that included 42 audit and 32 investigative professionals. By the end of

Audit Highlight

Department of State Grant Management: Limited Oversight of Costs and Impact of International Republican Institute and National Democratic Institute Democracy Grants (SIGIR 10-012, 1/26/2010)

Although millions of dollars in grants had been awarded during the reconstruction program, it was unclear if agencies were properly overseeing and managing grant activities. To shed light on this subject, SIGIR performed several grant audits in 2010, focusing on 12 grants that the DoS Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor (DRL) awarded between 2004 and 2009 to the International Republican Institute (IRI) and the National Democratic Institute (NDI) for democracy-building activities in Iraq. The 12 grants had a combined value of $248 million.

Of the $114 million in grant expenditures that SIGIR examined, almost 60% was spent on security and overhead costs—even though both organizations located themselves in Erbil, probably the safest city in Iraq. DRL officials could not provide documentation showing that DRL had reviewed the reasonableness of security budgets proposed by IRI and NDI, nor could DRL officials explain why the apparent risks associated with these grants, as evidenced by the significant security costs, were accepted.

DRL also had no documentation on whether the IRI and NDI grants were meeting their goals and whether the grant money was being used in accordance with requirements or in an effective and efficient manner. Both IRI and NDI stated that they had assessed the impact of their grants, but DRL did not require them to submit reports.
September 2010, however, total staffing dropped to about 100, with a decrease of another third slated for FY 2011.

In October 2009, the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE) presented SIGIR an Award for Excellence in investigations and also the Sentner Award for Dedication and Courage in the conduct of its work in Iraq. In May, the Inspector General received the David M. Walker Excellence in Government Performance and Accountability Award from the National Intergovernmental Audit Forum. Additionally, the Audits Directorate passed its first peer review, receiving the highest grade possible.

**Landmark Audits**

In 2010, SIGIR released the first four interim reports of its forensic audit series, having reviewed nearly 108,000 transactions valued at approximately $35.8 billion, or more than two-thirds of the $53 billion in U.S. funds appropriated for Iraq reconstruction. It found few specific problems in the agencies’ invoice-payment processes. Because of internal control weaknesses, however, there was no certainty that all of the payments they made were for goods and services that were actually received, that they met contractual specifications, that they were in accordance with the contract prices, and that they were competitively priced.

Other identified weaknesses included inadequate reviews of contractor invoices, insufficient numbers of contracting officials, inadequately trained oversight staff, poor inventory controls, high staff turnover, weak record keeping, insufficient price competition by subcontractors, and questionable oversight of cash disbursements.

Three audit findings stood out:

- The U.S. Army’s contracting office lacked sufficient experienced personnel to review invoices, leaving the U.S. government vulnerable to undetected overcharges by AECOM Government Services on a $683 million contract. For example, a package of 10 common hardware washers should have cost $1.22 after the allowable markup, but the contractor charged $196.50 for each package.
- The State Bureau for International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs lacked sufficient resources and controls to adequately manage task orders with DynCorp International, LLC, leaving more than $2.5 billion vulnerable to waste and fraud.
- Defense’s financial and management controls left it unable to properly account for $8.7 billion of the $9.1 billion in Iraqi DFI funds it received for reconstruction activities. Moreover, the lack of oversight and guidance had contributed to Defense organizations continuing to hold DFI funds long after the end of 2007, when they were to return all unused monies to the Iraqi government.

**New Prosecutors**

2010 marked the inception of a major new innovative oversight effort, the SIGIR Prosecutorial Initiative. With concurrence from the Department of Justice, the Inspector General hired three...
Uniform geopolitical boundaries should be implemented.

Most important, SIGIR proposed a new structural solution to address the weaknesses in SRO planning and management: the U.S. Office for Contingency Operations (USOCO).

Drawing on many examples from the first five years of the reconstruction effort in Iraq, SIGIR concluded that the lack of an established SRO management system forced the U.S. government to respond to challenges in Iraq through a series of ad hoc agencies—a virtual adhocracy—that oversaw stabilization and reconstruction activities with, unsurprisingly, generally unsatisfactory outcomes. While State and Defense found many of the specific recommendations SIGIR presented to be useful, neither endorsed USOCO to replace the existing SRO management structure.

The End of Inspections

On April 30, 2010, SIGIR closed its Inspections Directorate. During its five-year mission, SIGIR inspectors completed 170 project assessment reports (including 56 reports on sustainment issues) and 96 limited ground surveys. The aerial assessment team continued through FY 2012 in support of SIGIR’s audit and investigative teams, providing reports based on satellite imagery.

Applying Hard Lessons for Future SROs

In February 2010, a year after the publication of Hard Lessons, SIGIR released its fifth lessons-learned report: Applying Iraq’s Hard Lessons to the Reform of Stabilization and Reconstruction Operations. In it, SIGIR posited these targeted reforms that could improve the execution of SROs:

1. The National Security Council should lead SRO doctrine and policy development.
2. Integrative SRO planning processes should be developed.
3. New SRO budgeting processes should be developed.
4. Federal personnel laws should be strengthened to support SROs.
5. SRO training should be integrated and enhanced.
6. Uniform contingency contracting practices should be adopted.
7. Permanent oversight for SROs should be created.
8. Uniform SRO information systems should be developed.
9. International organizations should be integrated into SRO planning.
10. Uniform geopolitical boundaries should be implemented.

As FY 2011 opened, CIGIE recognized the oversight work of two of SIGIR’s directorates. SIGIR’s Inspections Directorate received an award for excellence for its prompt response and resolution of the U.S. Ambassador to Iraq’s concern with the lack of progress in the construction of the Missan Surgical Hospital.

CIGIE also presented SIGIR an award for excellence for the Investigations Directorate’s work on the Cockerham Task Force. The work of this task force resulted in the indictment of 23 individuals and conviction of 22 of them (with one still at large), monetary penalties of $67.7 million, and the suspension or debarment of 57 companies and individuals as of the end of FY 2013.

The Investigations team achieved greater monetary results in 2011 than in any previous year, totaling more than $83 million. This included $69 million in criminal and civil
penalties levied against Louis Berger Group for inflating invoices relating to work it performed for USAID and Defense. Cumulative monetary results had tripled in two years, reaching almost $155 million by October 2011. The Investigations Directorate also passed a formal peer review with high marks and special commendation of the INTERCEPT, FERRET, and SIGPRO initiatives, which had contributed to SIGIR’s cumulative 68 indictments and 58 convictions by the end of the year.

Oversight Concerns as the U.S. Footprint Shrinks

SIGIR’s staffing levels continued to drop as the U.S. program in Iraq diminished. By the end of July 2011, 15 personnel remained at the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad, with another 75 working in the United States.

Oversight focused on the status of security support in Iraq as the final withdrawal of all U.S. troops approached. The readiness of Iraq’s police to assume responsibility from Iraqi military forces remained a subject of SIGIR’s work.

The Congress appropriated an additional $1 billion for the ISFF in FY 2011, which, at $20.194 billion, now rivaled the IRRF. SIGIR auditors found that Defense had used the ISFF to develop a police training force but still did not know its capabilities, a primary concern given that State was preparing to implement an ambitious and potentially expensive Police Development Program by October 2011 as a follow-on to the Defense effort. SIGIR also reviewed the status of Iraq’s special forces, finding that they had excellent capabilities developed with a substantial investment from the ISFF.

An audit of the management of private security contractors revealed that, as of the end of July 2011, it had yet to be determined who would be responsible for monitoring PSCs after the departure of the U.S. military. Another audit reported on continuing control weaknesses in the management of the Theater-wide Internal Security Services contract.

In late 2011, SIGIR released an evaluation of the Nassiriya and Ifraz Water Treatment Plants, discussing the project management strengths and weaknesses that led to very different outcomes. The evaluation yielded four recommendations for State and other U.S. government agencies involved in SROs, all dealing with measuring the effectiveness of projects and tying outcomes to U.S. strategic goals.

Oversight Challenges

The departure of the U.S. military from Iraq resulted in several changes that challenged oversight operations. The residual accounting for Defense programs rested with CENTCOM headquarters. As operational units packed up and departed, access to individuals and data for reviews and investigations became more difficult. Defense archived reconstruction data at remote locations. Most personnel who had primary knowledge of programs moved on. Further complicating operations in Iraq, Defense no longer had the capacity to support the movement of civilians to perform oversight; State also lacked that capacity.

Throughout FY 2011, SIGIR reported on a wide range of vulnerabilities in the reconstruction program as State looked to take over for Defense on all fronts. Of greatest concern was the prospect of an exorbitant Police Development Program, which projected significant expenditures for expensive facilities, including an air wing to provide transportation for the program’s advisors. When SIGIR raised concerns, it met resistance from State, and working with the department became more difficult.

In testimony before the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee in December 2011, the Inspector General described the arduous process imposed by State that year regarding data requests. It required that all responses to SIGIR’s requests—either for the Quarterly Report or for audits—be vetted by State headquarters in Washington, D.C. The Department prohibited direct exchanges between SIGIR and State program managers and Embassy section leaders. The new approval chain added weeks to State’s response.
Audit Highlight
Poor Government Oversight of Anham and Its Subcontracting Procedures Allowed Questionable Costs To Go Undetected (SIGIR 11-022, 7/30/2011)

In September 2007, the Department of Defense (DoD) awarded a $300 million contract to Anham, LLC, to operate and maintain two warehouses and distribution facilities in Iraq. As of June 2011, the contract had incurred obligations of approximately $119.1 million, with Anham subcontractors providing at least $55 million in supplies and services.

In its audit of this contract, SIGIR found weak contract oversight practices that left the U.S. government vulnerable to improper overcharges. In four key Anham business systems reviewed, SIGIR found:
- The Defense Contract Audit Agency failed to review Anham’s estimating system.
- The Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) recommended approval of Anham’s purchasing system despite identifying significant gaps in documentation.
- Contracting officer’s representatives failed to effectively review invoices.

In conducting a limited review of incurred costs, SIGIR questioned almost 39% of the costs ($4.4 million) reviewed, either because the costs were not properly documented or because they did not appear to be fair and reasonable. For example, an Anham subcontractor charged $900 for a control switch valued at $7.05 and $3,000 for a circuit breaker valued at $94.47. Some of the costs SIGIR questioned resulted from questionable competition practices, inappropriate bundling of subcontractor items, and close working relationships or possible owner affiliations between Anham and certain subcontractors.

SIGIR reported that Anham officers held key management positions in five of the six companies awarded subcontracts by Anham worth approximately $55 million. This was a serious concern because prices paid for procurements between affiliated entities must be fair and reasonable and generally may include profit to only one of the entities involved in the transaction. In the transactions reviewed by SIGIR, 39% were characterized by questionable pricing and multiple instances of profit taking as goods and services moved up the chain of these related companies.

Anham claimed that only one of the six subcontractors was an affiliate as defined in the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). SIGIR found, however, that all six subcontractors were directly or indirectly owned, wholly or substantially, by one or more of the three family groups (or members of those families) that collectively owned 100% of Anham through subsidiary entities.

SIGIR recommended that DCMA—the DoD component charged with monitoring contractors’ performance and management systems to ensure that cost, product performance, and delivery schedules are in compliance with the terms and conditions of the contracts—conduct a new review of Anham’s purchasing system. DCMA concurred.

Postscript: Whatever Happened to Anham?
In a Comprehensive Contractor Purchasing System Review of Anham dated September 12, 2012, DCMA reported that “there are systemic weaknesses in the contractor’s purchasing practices.” DCMA concluded that “the contractor fails to meet criteria defining an acceptable purchasing system, and the Government is exposed to risk of increased contract cost.” DCMA described its findings as “significant deficiencies.” As of August 2013, no agency had taken any further action against Anham.

As for transactions among affiliates, DCMA reviewed a number of vendors and subcontractors in which Anham had a financial or management interest or relationship, including five of the six subcontractors discussed in SIGIR’s audit. Of those five, DCMA accepted Anham’s statement that only one of them was an affiliate as defined by the FAR. Without disclosing any independent analysis that DCMA may have done on the issue, DCMA recited Anham’s explanation of why it did not consider the other four to be affiliates. Although SIGIR found that all six subcontractors were owned by family groups that owned Anham, DCMA concluded that Anham was not an affiliate of four of those entities. DCMA did not discuss the sixth subcontractor identified by SIGIR as a possible affiliate.
SIGIR IN REVIEW

R e p o r t  t o  c o n g r e s s

Reports. SIGIR received a second CIGIE award for excellence for its investigative work, and SIGIR’s Quarterly Report team received one as well. Total convictions rose to 75, and related monetary results to more than $180 million by October 2012. Additionally, the U.S. Courts of Appeals for the Fourth and Fifth Circuits rendered new legal precedents, which were successfully argued by SIGPRO prosecutors:
• The Wartime Suspension of Limitations Act can suspend the five-year statute of limitations on fraud cases until combat operations cease.
• A foreign national working as a U.S. government employee abroad can be subject to the extraterritorial jurisdiction of the United States and prosecuted for violating U.S. law.

Reconstruction Gives Way to Traditional Assistance

After the last U.S. troops left Iraq on December 19, 2011, the number of ongoing reconstruction projects dwindled. The PRT program had closed during the preceding summer, and the authority to obligate the ISFF expired at the end of FY 2012. New amounts made available to the Foreign Military Financing programs for Iraq would be used to provide continuing support for the Ministries of Defense and Interior. SIGIR Quarterly Reports and audits in FY 2012 analyzed Defense’s final spend plan for the ISFF and reported on the unmet capacity-building priorities that would need to be addressed by the Foreign Military Sales and Foreign Military Financing programs. These funds fall under the purview of the Defense and State IGs.

INL’s Police Development Program was the last remaining major reconstruction effort. SIGIR’s FY 2011 audits had raised several concerns about planning for the program, the rising costs associated with its activities, and the lack of commitment by Ministry of Interior leadership to the program. During their FY 2012 audit of the program, SIGIR auditors met significant resistance, thus warranting a rare letter to the Secretary of State (with copies to several congressional committees)
**Audit Highlight**

**Iraqi Police Development Program: Opportunities for Improved Program Accountability and Budget Transparency (SIGIR 12-006, 10/24/2011)**

On October 1, 2011, DoD transferred responsibility for managing the training of Iraqi police to INL. DoS had been planning for the transfer since 2009 and originally envisioned its Police Development Program (PDP) to be a 5-year, multibillion-dollar effort with 350 police advisors—the largest single DoS program worldwide.

SIGIR undertook this audit to determine whether the transfer was supported by sound planning. Initially, the audit was impaired by DoS’s lack of cooperation, which resulted in limited access to key officials and documents. After an exchange of letters on this issue, the access problems were mitigated.

The audit found major issues in DoS’s planning, raising questions about the PDP’s viability:

- DoS had not assessed Iraqi police capabilities and thus had an insufficient basis for developing the detailed program.
- DoS did not have a comprehensive PDP strategic plan that provided specifics on what was to be accomplished, performance milestones, and transparency and accountability for program costs and performance.
- Only a relatively small portion of program funds (about 12%) paid for advising, mentoring, and developing police forces. Most money funded security and life support.
- DoS had not secured written commitment from the GOI regarding either its support for the PDP or its planned financial contributions.

After the issuance of this audit report, DoS wisely reduced the scope and size of the program; the number of in-country advisors was reduced to 36.

In October 2012, CIGIE presented SIGIR’s Iraq Police Development Program Audit Team with an Award for Excellence in Auditing, citing the team’s “exceptional audit work … that contributed to major changes in the scope of the program and approximately $1.7 billion put to better use.”

from the Inspector General urging her to break the logjam on SIGIR data requests. Stonewalling soon stopped, and information began to flow, allowing auditors to complete their work. In the audit, SIGIR raised questions about the program’s continued viability, endorsing the State decision to reduce its scope and size in the face of weak MOI support and other problems.

In an interview with SIGIR’s Deputy Inspector General published in the October 2011 Quarterly Report, the acting Minister of Interior expressed grave doubts about the PDP. This report and SIGIR’s audits eventually led to closure of the program by March 2013, saving billions of taxpayer dollars. Had the program continued, SIGIR’s analysis estimated that support costs would have comprised 94% of the program’s funding in FY 2013, and the cost for each police advisor would have doubled from an already exorbitant $2.1 million to $4.2 million per year.

**A Plan for Closure and Transition**

Although two of the major funds under SIGIR’s purview, the ESF and INCLE, continued to receive new appropriations to fund activities in Iraq in FY 2013, the Inspector General had earlier concluded that the special oversight mission in Iraq was largely complete and that any remaining duties could be transitioned to State and Defense IG offices. Thus, SIGIR and the Office of Management and Budget submitted a proposal to the Congress for SIGIR’s drawdown, aiming for a December 2012 closure. The Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2012 (P.L. 112-74), provided $19.5 million for FY 2012 SIGIR operations, but the Congress did not support the proposal for SIGIR’s closure in December, instead directing the organization to continue to work into FY 2013.

After further discussions, the Congress determined that SIGIR should conclude its audit work in calendar 2012 and finish its investigative work by the end of FY 2013. Reports released at the close of 2012 provided summary reviews of SIGIR’s entire body of audit work on the DFI and of the forensic audit initiative requested by
In October 2012, 61 staff remained at SIGIR, including 9 auditors wrapping up SIGIR’s final 6 audits. CIGIE recognized their work with an award for excellence for their audit of the Police Development Program.

At the end of January 2013, the Audits Directorate closed, releasing its final set of reports. One reviewed the progress achieved by State through its rule-of-law programs in Iraq, while two others recapped lessons learned on Defense’s CERP program and on U.S. agency management of Iraqi funds for relief and reconstruction. SIGIR’s last audit provided a macroscopic accounting for all U.S. reconstruction projects, detailing weaknesses in data collection and data management that prevented more detailed reviews.

SIGIR’s audit history yielded numerous best practices, which were conveyed in the eighth report of the lessons-learned series, released in October 2012, entitled *Iraq Reconstruction: Lessons From Auditing U.S.-funded Stabilization and Reconstruction Activities*.

**Learning From Iraq**

In March 2013, SIGIR released *Learning From Iraq*, its final lessons-learned report, which comprised a complete study of Iraq’s reconstruction. The book-length review provided more than a recapitulation of what the reconstruction program accomplished and what SIGIR found in the interstices. It captured the effects of the rebuilding program as derived from 44 interviews with the recipients (the Iraqi leadership), the executors (U.S. senior leaders), and the providers (members of Congress). These interviews offered an instructive picture of what was the largest stabilization and reconstruction operation ever undertaken by the United States (until recently overtaken by Afghanistan).

*Learning From Iraq* revealed countless details about the use of more than $60 billion in taxpayer dollars and articulated numerous lessons derived
on Foreign Affairs on July 9, 2013, to present the findings from *Learning From Iraq*. Further, Representatives Steve Stockman and Peter Welch introduced H.R. 2606, which would create USOCO.

**SIGIR’S LEGACY**

The Iraq rebuilding mission pushed oversight of reconstruction and stabilization operations into new territory. The nine-year relief and reconstruction program, the second-largest in U.S. history (as measured by taxpayer dollars expended), took place in a frequently perilous environment. It demanded a strengthening of traditional methods for auditing and investigating programs and projects. The entire oversight experience points to a single key lesson: the need for reform of the U.S. approach to SROs.

Early in the program, the Congress recognized the need for an independent inspector general with cross-cutting jurisdictional authority. In November 2003, it acted to create such: the CPA-IG came into statutory existence, and the new inspector general was appointed in late January 2004.

Audit by audit, inspection by inspection, Quarterly Report by Quarterly Report, SIGIR documented the full Iraq reconstruction story, providing on-site oversight every step of the way. Through thousands of pages of published work, the organization provided the Congress, the agencies, the taxpayers, and the Iraqis with insights into an overseas operation of enormous import. The agency’s high productivity was rooted in the strong work ethic of SIGIR’s auditors, inspectors, investigators, and prosecutors, supported by innovative leadership, special legislative authorities, and an unwavering dedication to achieving the mission.

The Audits Directorate produced 220 reports in nine years with a staff that never exceeded 42 auditors. This voluminous output yielded $1.6 billion in financial benefits: $973 million in funds put to better use and $640 million in questioned costs.

---

**Audit Highlight**  
**Government Agencies Cannot Fully Identify Projects Financed with Iraq Relief and Reconstruction Funds (SIGIR 13-006, 3/6/2013)**

In its final audit report, SIGIR reviewed the entire reconstruction program, seeking to construct a picture of how the $51.6 billion appropriated to five major Iraq relief and reconstruction funds was used. But, because of poor data, SIGIR was only able to identify a plurality of the projects paid for with the funds.

SIGIR’s effort was limited by several factors:

- In their record keeping, the agencies had no common definition of “project.” For example, a single record in a database might represent an entire facility or just one component or phase of the facility.
- The costs reported for individual projects often did not match across databases and internal agency records.
- Data on obligations and expenditures was incomplete. For example, 15% of the IRRF obligations were not accounted for in agency databases—suggesting careless record keeping or possible fraud.

Because of these deficiencies, the disposition of billions of dollars for projects remains unknown because the U.S. government agencies involved in the relief and reconstruction effort did not maintain project information in any uniform or comprehensive manner. The audit concluded that a full accounting, if even possible, would require combing through mountains of disordered electronic and paper records accumulated since 2003 that are currently stored in multiple locations across many agencies. The audit estimated that at least $8 billion in U.S. funds was wasted in Iraq.

From SIGIR’s 220 audits and 170 inspections, and listed the varying consequences meted out from the 90 convictions achieved through SIGIR’s investigations. It concluded with seven final lessons, the most important of which again urged the Congress to consider the creation of the U.S. Office for Contingency Operations. The Inspector General appeared before the House Committee
SIGIR issued most of its audits in less than 120 days from the initiation of work to the publication of final report. The Audits Directorate performed its work in accordance with U.S. generally accepted government auditing standards.

The Inspections Directorate issued 170 project assessments through a unique blend of engineering and audit talent. Inspection teams operated at a high production rate, traveling across Iraq during the most dangerous periods of the reconstruction operation to provide on-site project assessments. Innovative practices, such as the use of satellite imagery, allowed SIGIR to advance and strengthen accountability. The directorate averaged more than eight reports a quarter.

The Investigations Directorate initiated 639 investigations that, with the support of SIGIR’s prosecutors, led to 112 indictments, 90 convictions, and more than $192 million in monetary results. Innovative ideas—including the FERRET program, which used special electronic means to identify criminal activity, and the SIGPRO initiative, which placed SIGIR-paid prosecutors at the Department of Justice to work SIGIR cases—helped drive good outcomes.

SIGIR’s success stemmed from a collective commitment to its core values: professionalism, productivity, and perseverance. These values infused a unifying effort to realize the organization’s vision—to be the best IG office possible—and to meet the mission—to provide transparency and accountability for $60 billion in taxpayer dollars. The organization’s functional polestars were to “always improve” and to ensure that every report was better than the last.

The capacity to succeed depended on support from the Congress and the Departments of State and Defense. Capitol Hill was generous in its interest in and provision for SIGIR, requesting testimony 37 times over 9 years and consistently meeting appropriations requests. Cooperation from State and Defense, which SIGIR received most of the time, was also key to mission accomplishment. Success resulted from flexibilities conferred by SIGIR’s authorizing legislation and a culture of innovation. The agency benefited from flexible hiring standards and, in general, bore fewer restrictions on its operations than permanent IG organizations.

**SIGIR’s Strategies for Success**

Several important strategies contributed to SIGIR’s success:

**Flexible Hiring**

The SIGIR team’s overall professional experience level contributed greatly to its capacity to produce high-quality work. SIGIR was authorized to exercise a special employment provision (5 USC 3161) that allowed the hiring of personnel without the constraints most agencies bear. This authority permitted three benefits:

- the rapid hiring of experienced staff to meet exigent objectives
- the ability to require deployment to Iraq as a condition of employment
- limited appointment periods

Importantly, SIGIR could hire government annuitants (retirees) who possessed substantial experience in audits or investigations and still allow them to collect their pensions. This permitted the securing of a highly competent staff in very short order. SIGIR’s auditors had an average of 24 years experience; its investigators, about the same.

**Proactive Approaches**

The Inspector General set a standard of productivity that aimed to supply reconstruction managers with a bounty of audits as fast as possible. This stemmed from a recognition that these reports provided intelligence on what was actually occurring in the field, which amounted to guidance on how to improve the rebuilding mission. The Inspector General emphasized that oversight had a consultative component that, when prudently exercised, could further the mission’s ultimate success. This approach enabled SIGIR to earn the
locations. The use of satellite imagery to produce aerial assessment reports allowed the preliminary inspection of sites too dangerous to visit.

**Data Mining To Detect Crime**
In 2009, DCIS and SIGIR began collaborating with the Department of the Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) to access information on financial transactions from Iraq. This process revealed more than 110 instances of apparent abuse in Iraq reconstruction contracting. In 2010, the FERRET program combined traditional investigative and audit techniques with sophisticated data analysis to identify irregular financial activity related to persons involved in Iraq’s reconstruction. This innovative approach yielded 21 indictments and 20 convictions in the four years it operated.

**Cooperation and Coordination**
SIGIR’s productive relationships with counterpart law-enforcement agencies were key to the investigative program’s success. Agents collaborated with many federal investigative entities, but especially Army CID-MPFU and DCIS. Additional working relationships with foreign investigative organizations led to the filing of charges against citizens in South Korea, the United Kingdom, and Iraq for crimes involving U.S. funds.

SIGIR agents teamed with investigative counterparts to manage the FERRET initiative and cooperated with the Department of Justice to create the SIGPRO initiative. FERRET tracked illicit funds coming out of Iraq, yielding numerous cases. SIGPRO allowed SIGIR to fund its attorneys and place them within the Department of Justice’s Fraud Section, which expedited prosecution. In its first year of operation, SIGPRO contributed to a 90% increase in the number of indictments and convictions from the previous year. The International Contract Corruption Task Force was established for Iraq and Kuwait cases, and it subsequently was expanded to include Afghanistan. When SIGPRO came into being, the
ICCTF successfully utilized it as a resource for prosecuting cases arising in Iraq.

The Iraq Inspectors General Council and the Iraq Accountability Working Group exemplified effective teaming with other agencies to improve oversight. The IIGC served for seven years as the key forum for formal coordination among all of the oversight entities operating in Iraq. As SIGIR began to wind down, the work of the IIGC was transitioned to the Southwest Asia Joint Planning Group, led by the Defense IG, to ensure integrated oversight planning continued.

Data Collection
No agency developed a reliable centralized data system for tracking projects in Iraq. This left significant gaps regarding oversight of funds. SIGIR’s ability to meet its mandate for reporting on projects varied by appropriated fund, but there was generally poor data with which to work.

In the face of these data limitations, SIGIR developed and maintained its own integrated database on the use of reconstruction funds. Because of the questionable quality, accuracy, and completeness of the project records feeding this database, the agency often had to make judgments when assigning costs to programs and projects.

In the end, the data SIGIR amassed and analyzed helped to put the entire reconstruction effort in context, providing the status of programs and their effects. The nine-year effort to collect and organize this data may constitute the most complete gathering of information on the Iraq reconstruction and stabilization effort for posterity’s use. It is certainly more complete than the IRMS, the ostensible uniform database. SIGIR audits found that the IRMS captured about 70% of all project data for Iraq.

Effects of SIGIR Oversight

SIGIR Audits
SIGIR’s audit staff was relatively small, yet highly productive, providing meaningful contributions to U.S. reconstruction policies and programs:

- A 2006 report found that the award-fee process for cost-plus contracts was not being properly managed and that there were not adequate criteria in place for the implementation of award fees. In response, the managing agency quickly reformed the process so that only documented performance exceeding expectations would be rewarded.
- After SIGIR issued three reports in 2006 finding that U.S. agencies had no policies in place to ensure the Iraqi ministries would accept responsibility for sustaining completed U.S.-funded projects, the Congress called for agencies to certify that they had secured Iraqi commitments to maintain the transferred assets.
- A January 2008 SIGIR report showing that commanders were spending an increasing amount of CERP funds on very large projects caused the Congress to respond. For example, the National

- In 2012, SIGIR issued two reports on the Iraqi Police Development Program. State originally envisioned a five-year multibillion-dollar program involving 350 mentors and advisors. SIGIR found numerous problems with State’s plans, including that it did not have a current assessment of the Iraqi police force’s capabilities or a comprehensive plan with specifics on what was to be accomplished. It also had no buy-in from the Iraqi government. During FY 2009–FY 2012, State reduced the size of the program from 350 trainers to 36 because of the Ministry of Interior’s lack of interest and because of security concerns. This resulted in a decrease in estimated FY 2012 costs from an initial $500 million to $76.3 million. Program reductions did not occur, however, until after State had already spent $206 million constructing training facilities that will not be used by the program.

**SIGIR Inspections**

The relationships forged by the SIGIR Inspections Directorate with Defense Department personnel epitomized a productive civil-military partnership. Defense transport capacity made possible SIGIR’s on-site inspection program, and, through the employment of satellite imagery and local Iraqi contractors, SIGIR’s reach extended anywhere in Iraq—at any time. Audit and engineering teams worked together to establish a model for operations that accomplished several outcomes:

- early identification of deficiencies in meeting contractual specifications that stemmed from, among other things, inadequately trained personnel, inferior materials, and lack of oversight

**SIGIR Summary of Performance**

As of August 31, 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audits</th>
<th>Cumulative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reports Issued</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations Issued</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential Savings if Agencies Implement SIGIR Recommendations To:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Put Funds to Better Use ($ Millions)</td>
<td>$973.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disallow Costs SIGIR Questioned ($ Millions)</td>
<td>$640.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspections</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Assessments Issued</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited On-site Assessments Issued</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial Assessments</td>
<td>923</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investigations</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investigations Initiated</td>
<td>639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigations Closed or Referred</td>
<td>639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open (Active) Investigations</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrests</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indictments</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convictions</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentencings</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetary Results ($ Millions)</td>
<td>$192.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotline Contacts</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fax</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mail</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referrals</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGIR Website</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk-in</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Hotline Contacts</td>
<td>884</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other Products</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congressional Testimony</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessons Learned Reports</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Reports</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation Reports</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarterly Reports</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Investigations still open when SIGIR terminates in late September 2013 will be transferred to other federal law-enforcement agencies. These cases will continue to produce indictments, convictions, and monetary recoveries in addition to those already achieved by SIGIR.

SIGIR Lessons-learned Reports
SIGIR published nine reports in its lessons-learned series. They underscored the views of those involved in the relief and rebuilding effort and recapped the findings of SIGIR’s audits, inspections, and investigations. In addition to informing and broadening the conversation of SROs, these reports prompted lasting change in the programs and operations of U.S. agencies in Iraq, in Afghanistan, and for future operations. For example:

- Personnel practices in Iraq changed after SIGIR’s January 2006 report on human-capital management. Changes included improved management of tour lengths and better handoffs between transitioning personnel to avoid loss of institutional memory. The need for developing a “civilian reserve corps” recommended in that report received support in the agencies and from the Congress.

- SIGIR’s July 2006 contracting report exposed Defense’s weak contingency contracting resources, practices, and procedures, and the Congress responded in these ways: (1) The John Warner National Defense Authorization Act for 2007 required Defense to develop policies and procedures that defined contingency contracting requirements, identified a deployable cadre of contracting experts, and provided training in contingency contracting; (2) the Congress required contracting training for personnel outside the acquisition workforce because of the broad reach of contracting activities in Iraq (particularly regarding the CERP); and (3) the Accountability in Government Contracting Act of 2007 strengthened the federal acquisition workforce by establishing a contingency contracting corps and providing specific guidance.
SIGIR Lessons Learned

- **Find good leaders.** Oversight leadership in a war zone requires certain character. The most important trait is a reasonable ease with working in unstable, fluid environments. Several of SIGIR’s successful leaders in Iraq had prior Vietnam experience. This background may account for their capacity to function well in a very dangerous Iraq.

- **Operate transparently.** SIGIR was perhaps the most transparent audit entity in Iraq. It published a weekly report to State and Defense documenting ongoing jobs and providing information on progress. This kept departmental leadership informed and prevented surprises.

- **Resolve audit and inspection findings before publication.** The Inspector General directed his audit leadership to begin working with agencies on resolving findings immediately upon their discovery. “Gotcha” is always a bad game to play in a conflict zone. The best report is one that indicates that all findings were resolved before publication.

- **Engage with host-country leadership.** Sometimes the best information for SIGIR reports came from Iraqi officials. Access to this information stemmed from relationships that were built over time. Early and ongoing engagement with host-nation officials is crucial and can lead to important information.

- **Start deterrent initiatives early.** A pouncing effect early on provides the best deterrence. Many of SIGIR’s early cases lacked the benefit of an experienced or focused prosecutor. Ensuring effective early prosecutions will deter potential criminals.

- **Employ personnel with expertise in contingency operations.** Reach out to professional engineering organizations to hire inspectors, reach out to Assistant U.S. Attorneys’ offices to hire prosecutors, and reach out to law-enforcement circles to find investigators with the needed specialized skills and good connections. The importance of hiring bilingual cultural advisors with links to the host country is critical. Many doors opened for SIGIR once these professionals were incorporated into the office.

- **Rotate personnel to maintain productivity.** An Inspector General needs to have an aggressive in-country presence to promote performance. But life in a conflict zone can be exhausting. Rotating personnel in and out can obviate loss of productivity due to exhaustion.

...to encourage accountability and limit fraud, waste, and abuse.

SIGIR’s March 2007 report on program and project management helped in the development of an updated Emergency Acquisitions Guide issued by OMB’s Office of Federal Procurement Policy. The guide included a number of best practices that agencies should consider when planning for contingency operations.

SIGIR’s February 2009 *Hard Lessons: The Iraq Reconstruction Experience* provided a detailed primary-sourced narrative and analysis of the U.S. reconstruction program, presenting 13 lessons applicable to SROs. After reviewing *Hard Lessons*, General David Petraeus concluded that the U.S. Central Command would apply 9 of the 13 lessons in Afghanistan.

Building on *Hard Lessons*, SIGIR issued its fifth lessons-learned report in February 2010, *Applying Iraq’s Hard Lessons to the Reform of Stabilization and Reconstruction Operations*. This study proposed an innovative solution to the question of who should be accountable for planning and executing SROs.

**Learning From Iraq.** SIGIR’s final report issued in March 2013, led to the introduction of H.R. 2606, which would establish a single office for the planning, execution, and oversight of SROs. The House Foreign Affairs Committee’s Subcommittee on the Middle East and North Africa conducted a hearing on the report, at which the USOCO concept received a favorable reception.

**Impact of Quarterly Reports**

Aggressive timelines, highly refined data collection, and sophisticated analytical methods allowed SIGIR to produce comprehensive reviews...
of the entire Iraq reconstruction program through its Quarterly and Semiannual Reports to the Congress. Most of these reports were over 200 pages in length, containing in-depth analysis performed on a mountain of gathered data. The reports were all posted on the SIGIR website in Arabic and English and have been widely relied upon by civilian and military managers and leaders, as well as the Congress, academic institutions, the general public, and the Iraqi government.

Among other things, the Quarterly Reports provided:
- summaries of all audit and inspection findings
- lists of criminal convictions and sentencing information, as well as all suspensions and debarments arising from criminal investigations associated with Iraq
- coverage of all congressional activity related to SIGIR
- detailed analyses of particular subjects critical to the understanding of Iraq’s reconstruction
- observations from the Inspector General of the most important issues in Iraq

- a comprehensive list of Iraq reconstruction contracts from FY 2004 through FY 2012
- a listing of the report work of other U.S. oversight agencies on Iraq reconstruction

Conclusion

One lesson from the SIGIR experience stands above all others: Oversight matters.

In 2003, the Congress spotted the oversight shortfall in Iraq and acted to rectify it. The vehicle it created, like so much in Iraq, was novel: the CPA-IG. The mission it took on in 2004 had no precedent. It continued under the aegis of SIGIR through 2013.

Ten years ago, there was no manual for a war-zone watchdog. Now there is. It has been written in the blood, sweat, and tears shed by the SIGIR personnel who strived to meet our mission in Iraq with bravery, commitment, and success. Their collective success is SIGIR’s legacy.

Appendix A provides a roster of SIGIR employees who helped our mission succeed.◆
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INVESTIGATIONS UPDATE

INVESTIGATIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Throughout the summer of 2013, the Investigations Directorate pursued allegations of fraud, waste, and abuse in the Iraq reconstruction program. During this reporting period, SIGIR had 10 investigators in offices in Pennsylvania, Florida, Texas, Oklahoma, and California; 5 investigative personnel at SIGIR headquarters in Arlington, Virginia; and 1 investigator in Baghdad. As of August 31, 2013, the work of SIGIR investigators had produced 112 indictments, 90 convictions, 76 sentencings, and more than $192 million in fines, forfeitures, recoveries, restitution, and other monetary results (see Figure 2.1).

As SIGIR moved toward closure, 14 defendants in SIGIR cases awaited trial, and an additional 15 convicted individuals awaited sentencing. At least 20 investigations were ongoing where charges had not yet been filed or prosecutorial decisions had not been made. These cases will be transferred to the agencies with which SIGIR partnered over the years.

The successful conclusion of these cases potentially could achieve an additional 30 indictments, 44 convictions, and more than $100 million in monetary results, which would bring the total number of indictments to as many as 142, total convictions to as many as 134, and total monetary recoveries to about $300 million.

For SIGIR convictions, by affiliation of wrongdoer at the time of criminal activity, see Figure 2.2. For the monetary results of SIGIR investigations, by affiliation of wrongdoer, see Figure 2.3.

The work of SIGIR investigators also led to 106 contractor suspensions, 184 proposals for debarment, and 139 debarments.

For a comprehensive list of convictions compiled by the Department of Justice (DoJ), see Table 2.5 at the end of this section.
INVESTIGATIONS UPDATE

ACTIVITY DURING THIS REPORTING PERIOD

Investigative accomplishments since SIGIR’s April 2013 Quarterly Report include 7 indictments, 7 convictions, 4 sentencings, and more than $540,000 in fines, recoveries, restitution, forfeitures, and other monetary results (see Tables 2.1 and 2.2). During this period, SIGIR’s investigative work led to 1 suspension from government contracting, 17 proposals for debarment, and 24 debarments.

Convictions

Seven convictions occurred this reporting period, with one of the individuals convicted also sentenced.

Former U.S. Army Warrant Officer Pleads Guilty to and Sentenced for Conspiracy To Supplement Salary

On May 16, 2013, Shawn Lueders, a former chief warrant officer in the U.S. Army, pled guilty to a one-count criminal information charging him with conspiring to illegally supplement his salary as a government employee. He was sentenced on July 11, 2013, to three years of probation and ordered to pay a $1,000 fine and a $100 special assessment.

In January 2008, while stationed at Camp Victory in Baghdad, Lueders sought to enrich himself by entering into a scheme involving a government contractor that provided parts and repair services at the base’s transportation motor pool. When the company needed parts, it would inform Lueders, who then purchased the parts himself and resold them to the company at a profit.

Lueders continued to supply parts to the company after departing Iraq in April 2008 and returning to Fort Hood, Texas. From January to July 2008, he received almost $50,000 in payments from various co-conspirators in exchange for his services.

According to Lueders’ plea agreement, the conspiracy included the owner and four employees of the company, as well as the U.S. government contracting officer’s representative for the contract.

This case was prosecuted by the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Western District of Texas.

Former U.S. Army Officer Pleads Guilty to Failing To Report Foreign Bank Account

On June 5, 2013, Azubuike Ukabam, a former U.S. Army captain, pled guilty to willfully failing to notify the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) that he had a financial interest exceeding $10,000 in a foreign bank account.

While serving at Forward Operating Base (FOB) Justice in 2007, Ukabam was a pay agent responsible for receiving and processing invoices from Iraqi contractors who performed work for the Army. Ukabam altered invoices or caused them to be altered so that they showed incorrect or inflated amounts due. He then paid the contractor the original invoice amount and kept the difference—approximately $110,000—for himself.

In November 2007, Ukabam was redeployed to Germany, where he opened at least two bank accounts, made cash deposits, and then had funds sent via wire transfer to another of his accounts in

Note: Numbers affected by rounding.

Figure 2.3
SIGIR Investigations Monetary Results, by Affiliation of Wrongdoer, as of 8/31/2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Amount ($ millions)</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contractor (DoD)</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor (non-DoD)</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Military</td>
<td>1.1 (1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USG Civilian (DoD)</td>
<td>2.3 (1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USG Civilian (non-DoD)</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Military/Military Dependent</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: $192.6

Note: Numbers affected by rounding.
From June 2007 to December 2008, Benton served as deputy chief of staff for his Marine Corps unit in Iraq. In addition to having direct knowledge of the process used by his unit to make cash purchases from government contractors, he had a romantic and financial relationship with the owner of a Florida-based company that was doing business with the military in Baghdad. In his plea agreement, Benton admitted that he:

- escorted this contractor’s trucks (some loaded with furniture, others with gravel) on numerous occasions in 2008 through Camp

the United States. The investigation identified approximately $60,000 in cash deposits or wire transfers from two of Ukabam’s accounts in Germany to his account in the United States from November 2007 to December 2008.

**Marine Corps Master Sergeant Indicted and Pleads Guilty to Accepting Gratuity**

On June 6, 2013, Timothy Benton, a master gunnery sergeant in the U.S. Marine Corps, pled guilty to accepting a gratuity for performing an official act while on active duty. He had been indicted on April 23, 2013.
In Investigations Update, Benton was scheduled to be sentenced on September 4, 2013, and faced a maximum of two years in prison and a fine of $250,000.

**Former Officer of Defense Contractor Pleads Guilty to Conspiracy, Kickbacks, and Tax Evasion**

On July 2, 2013, Bradley Christiansen, a former officer of Laguna Construction Company, Inc. (LCC), pled guilty to criminal charges arising from his role in a kickback scheme, as well as his efforts to evade federal taxes on the money and assets he received in kickbacks.

Christiansen’s conviction was the first to result from a 91-count indictment that a federal grand jury returned on February 28, 2012. That indictment also charged seven other individuals for their alleged roles in the fraud and money-laundering scheme: two other former LCC officers, Neal Kasper and Tiffany White; Christiansen’s wife, Sara; and four foreign nationals.

LCC was a minority disadvantaged business wholly owned by the Pueblo of Laguna in New Mexico. Early in the Iraq rebuilding program, the United States Air Force Center for Engineering and the Environment awarded LCC two prime

---

### Table 2.2

**Sentences and Settlements Imposed in Cases Investigated by SIGIR, 5/1/2013–8/31/2013**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Monetary ($)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>Restitution</td>
<td>Forfeiture</td>
<td>Special Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulysses Hicks</td>
<td>5 years probation</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>65,409</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70,509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Lueders</td>
<td>3 years probation</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramy Elmery</td>
<td>30 days in prison, 3 years supervised release, 50 hours community service</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20,100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Gilliland</td>
<td>5 months in prison followed by 3 years supervised release</td>
<td>27,200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>27,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Knotts*</td>
<td></td>
<td>91,500</td>
<td></td>
<td>91,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sentencing Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>53,200</td>
<td>65,409</td>
<td>91,500</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civilian Settlement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>331,378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>541,887</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Although Knotts was not scheduled to be sentenced until October 8, 2013, the court ordered a forfeiture on July 10, 2013.*

Liberty in exchange for cash payments totaling between $2,500 and $3,000

- issued government purchase orders to the contractor, including orders for two televisions costing a total of $6,400 and for 100 video cables totaling $5,500
- designed military-style notebooks, called “sand books,” and sold them for a profit through the contractor’s store located on Camp Victory

After returning to the United States in December 2008, Benton continued his romantic relationship with the company’s owner. In mid-2009, they went together to the Bahamas on a vacation paid for with company funds, and, later that year, the owner gave Benton a $5,000 interest-free loan, which he paid back in full.

Early in 2010, Benton used his position at the Pentagon to draft two official memorandums on Marine Corps letterhead that sponsored and endorsed the company and its owner to conduct business at Camp Victory. He also drafted an official email requesting information about the Defense Finance Accounting Service’s payment process relative to the company and its owner.
contracts for reconstruction projects. From 2003 through 2009, LCC received and administered almost $400 million for these projects, which included repairing defective work at the Baghdad Police College and renovating the Ministry of Defense headquarters.

In his plea agreement, Christian admitted that he, Kasper, White, and others submitted invoices under false pretenses. Although they repeatedly certified to the U.S. government that all subcontracts were awarded pursuant to competitive bidding procedures, Christiansen acknowledged that they, in fact, were accepting kickbacks from the foreign companies in return for awarding them the subcontracts. He admitted accepting numerous kickbacks from four foreign nationals and asserted that he had personal knowledge of Kasper accepting numerous kickbacks from the foreign nationals and directing them to send money to White, who worked as the contract compliance manager out of LCC’s San Antonio office.

Christiansen received almost $819,000 from foreign contractors: approximately $360,000 in monetary kickbacks, a 2006 Porsche Cayenne valued at $65,163, a Ford GT350 Shelby valued at $290,000, and several watches collectively worth $103,800. Christiansen admitted that he willfully failed to declare the kickback payments and assets he received from the foreign nationals as personal income when filing his federal income tax returns in 2006, 2007, and 2008. As a result, he evaded approximately $389,413 in federal taxes.

At sentencing, Christiansen faces a maximum penalty of 10 years in prison. The plea agreement requires Christiansen to pay full restitution to the victims of his criminal conduct, including $389,413 in restitution to the IRS. It also requires that Christiansen agree to the imposition of a money judgment against him in the amount of $1,687,310.84 and that he forfeit all assets derived from his criminal conduct, including his residence, which was substantially remodeled with kickbacks from the foreign nationals.

Kasper and White had been scheduled for trial on October 7, 2013. However, the U.S. District Court, Albuquerque, New Mexico, issued an order on August 23, 2013, vacating the trial because of the complexity of the case and an impending superseding indictment of Kasper, White, and three of the four foreign nationals. On August 27, the grand jury issued the superseding indictment, which incorporated additional information about the kickback scheme, including information obtained from Christiansen’s plea agreement and subsequent guilty plea.

The foreign nationals have not been arrested and are considered fugitives. Christiansen’s wife was indicted for money laundering, but the United States filed a motion to dismiss all charges against her as required by his plea agreement, which was so ordered by the court on July 9, 2013.

On July 30, 2011, the shareholders of LCC voted to “completely and permanently cease doing business and dissolve once [LCC] has completed existing projects and taken all actions necessary for the winding up of the Company, including but not limited to the collection of outstanding amounts.
due to it, and resolution of its legal and auditing issues with the federal government.”

This case is being prosecuted by the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of New Mexico.

**Business Manager for Iraqi Company Pleads Guilty to Illegal Gratuities Scheme**

On July 9, 2013, Mario Khalil, a U.S. citizen who had been employed by an Iraqi company, pled guilty to giving thousands of dollars in illegal gratuities to a U.S. Army pay agent in Iraq.

From 2007 to 2009, Khalil worked at Camp Liberty as the business manager for Golden Company, an Iraqi firm that had several contracts with the U.S. military to provide logistical services and supplies. Seeking to obtain more business for his company, as well as to acquire used and non-working generators from the Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office, Khalil gave $10,000 in cash and a laptop computer to U.S. Army Sergeant Richard Gilliland, who at the time was a pay agent in the Civil Affairs Unit at Camp Victory.

Khalil is scheduled to be sentenced on October 3 and faces up to two years in prison and a $250,000 fine. For his role in the bribery scheme, Gilliland was sentenced on August 19, 2013. His sentencing is discussed later in this section.

The Khalil case was prosecuted by two SIGIR Prosecutorial Initiative (SIGPRO) attorneys on detail to the Fraud Section of DoJ’s Criminal Division and the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of Texas. One of the SIGPRO attorneys is now DoJ’s Director of Procurement Fraud Litigation.

**Former U.S. Army Reserve Captain Pleads Guilty to Bribery Scheme**

On July 10, 2013, Edward Knotts, a former U.S. Army Reserve captain, pled guilty to accepting more than $90,000 in bribes from contractors while he was deployed to Iraq.

From December 2005 until December 2007, Knotts was stationed at Camp Buehring, Kuwait, as a contracting officer’s representative for contracts between the U.S. Army and local contractors to provide services to support the operations at Camp Buehring and another U.S. facility in Kuwait.

In November 2006, Knotts entered into an agreement to receive a monthly fee from a Kuwait-based corporation in return for providing confidential bidding information about U.S. Army contracts. Between November 2006 and November 2007, the corporation paid him approximately $31,500 in cash. Also during this period, a representative of the corporation paid Knotts $40,000 at a hotel in Las Vegas in return for his promise to provide confidential bid information and in anticipation of the corporation hiring him. In August 2008, Knotts accepted another cash payment of $20,000 at a different Las Vegas hotel.

Knotts faces a maximum penalty of 15 years in prison when he is sentenced on October 8, 2013. On the date of his guilty plea, the court ordered Knotts to forfeit $91,500.

This case is being prosecuted by a SIGPRO attorney (now DoJ’s Director of Procurement Fraud Litigation) and a trial attorney in the Fraud Section of DoJ’s Criminal Division.

**Retired U.S. Army Lieutenant Colonel Pleads Guilty to Conflict of Interest in Contracting Scheme**

On July 23, 2013, retired U.S. Army Lieutenant Colonel Harold Broeck pled guilty to a criminal information charging him with one count of conflict of interest. He was charged on July 19, 2013.

In 2007, while serving as the Chief of Contracting at the Tikrit Regional Contracting Center at FOB Camp Speicher, Broeck developed a friendly relationship with Rohit Goel, the principal of Avalon International Limited, a company doing business with the U.S. government in Iraq. Broeck left Iraq in August 2007; but before doing so, he signed a waiver and shortened the deadline on a competitive procurement for the purchase and delivery of line-of-sight radios. This action effectively ensured that Avalon would win the contract. Less than two weeks later, one of
Broeck's subordinates awarded the Commander's Emergency Response Program (CERP)-funded contract, valued at $162,151, to Avalon. Before departing Iraq, Broeck also began taking steps to form a company, called Global Motion, in his home state of Washington. This company would be staffed by members of his immediate family—his wife, his brother (also a member of the U.S. Army), and his sister-in-law. Under an agreement between Goel and Broeck, Goel would subcontract work for the U.S. government to Global Motion, pay Broeck's company 30% of the profits from the prime contracts, and front necessary funds or provide financing to enable Broeck's company to purchase goods and perform services under the contracts. In September 2007, about a month after Broeck returned to Washington State, Avalon fronted almost $99,978 to Global Motion. Broeck's company then spent $58,733 to purchase line-of-sight radios and ship them to Iraq, keeping the balance of the front money in its account. Global Motion’s records show that its profit from this one subcontract was $29,871.90, and its tax returns for 2007 and 2008 showed profits totaling $52,440.

Contracting officers and their families are prohibited from benefiting from government contracts and from relationships with government contractors. In addition, Broeck was required to disclose financial information regarding potential conflicts of interest.

Under the terms of his plea agreement, Broeck will make restitution in the amount of $52,400.16. He faces up to five years in prison and a maximum fine of $250,000.

This case is being prosecuted by the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Western District of Washington.

**Sentencings**

Four individuals investigated by SIGIR were sentenced since the April 2013 Quarterly Report. One of them, Shawn Leuders, was also convicted during this time, and his case is discussed above.

**U.S. Army Major Sentenced for Defrauding U.S. Government**

On May 29, 2013, U.S. Army Major Ulysses S. Hicks, was sentenced to serve five years probation and to pay a fine of $5,000 and restitution of $65,409. Hicks’s co-conspirator, former Army Master Sergeant Julio Soto, Jr, received an almost identical sentence in December 2012. The two of them were convicted for accepting illegal gratuities from contractors.

While Hicks and Soto were deployed to Iraq in 2007 and 2008, they unlawfully sought, received, and accepted thousands of dollars in gratuities for helping Iraqi contractors gain U.S. government contracts related to the construction of a government building at FOB Hammer. They then purchased U.S. postal money orders with the illegal proceeds and mailed them back to the United States.

This case was prosecuted by a trial attorney on detail from SIGIR to the Fraud Section of DoJ’s Criminal Division and the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of South Carolina.

**Former U.S. Army Interpreter Sentenced for Making False Statements**

On July 12, 2013, Ramy Elmery, a former U.S. Army interpreter, was sentenced for making false statements about his financial transactions with an Iraqi contractor. He was sentenced to 30 days in prison, followed by 3 years of supervised release and 50 hours of community service, and ordered to pay a $20,000 fine.

While stationed in Iraq in 2007, Elmery served as an interpreter in contract negotiations between the U.S. Army and the Iraqi contractor. After returning to the United States in 2008, he asked the Iraqi contractor to pay him $500,000, and the contractor began wiring payments to two Egyptian bank accounts—one that belonged to Elmery’s brother and another that Elmery opened in his own name. In total, Elmery received approximately $47,000 from the Iraqi contractor.
Army Sergeant Arrested for and Charged With Accepting Bribes From a Contractor

On June 5, 2013, SIGIR and Army Criminal Investigation Command-Major Procurement Fraud Unit (CID-MPFU) agents arrested a U.S. Army sergeant first class (SFC) at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, for accepting more than $16,000 in bribes from a contractor in Iraq during 2009–2010.

The contractor provided security protection services, such as armor plating for vehicles, and fire protection for buildings. The SFC was confined to the base pending judicial action.

Retired U.S. Marine Corps Captain Faces General Court Martial

On August 2, 2013, retired U.S. Marine Corps Captain Eric Schmidt was transferred from U.S. Bureau of Prisons custody in Taft, California, to the Marine Corps correctional facility in Camp Pendleton, California. Schmidt was charged on July 5, 2013, with conduct unbecoming an officer under the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ). The SFC was confined to the base pending judicial action.

Indictments

Seven individuals investigated by SIGIR were indicted since the April 2013 Quarterly Report. Five of them were also convicted during this time and are discussed above.
Schmidt was sentenced on February 7, 2011, in U.S. District Court, Riverside, California, to 72 months in federal prison, and his wife was sentenced to 12 months of home confinement followed by 36 months of probation. The Schmidts were also ordered to pay full restitution to the Department of Defense (DoD) and IRS. If convicted of the new charges under the UCMJ, Captain Schmidt faces a loss of his military retirement.

The original case was investigated by SIGIR’s Forensic Evaluation Research and Recovery Enforcement Team (FERRET) and is discussed further in the FERRET Update later in this section.

Other Legal Actions

Court of Appeals Upholds Convictions of Pressleys
On May 2, 2013, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit upheld the convictions of former U.S. Army Major Eddie Pressley and his wife, Eurica Pressley.

In March 2011, a federal jury convicted the Pressleys on 22 counts of bribery and money laundering for their roles in the widespread corruption scheme at Camp Arifjan in Kuwait known as the Cockerham Conspiracy. Eddie Pressley was subsequently sentenced to 12 years in prison, and Eurica Pressley was sentenced to 6 years in prison. Together, they were required to forfeit real estate, several automobiles, and $21 million.

Extradition to the United States Ordered for Former British Soldier
On July 15, 2013, the British Home Secretary upheld her previously issued surrender order, clearing the way for the extradition of former British soldier David McIntyre to the United States. In August 2012, a criminal information and subsequent guilty plea of Robert N. Boorda, the former Chief of Party in Iraq for the U.S. Institute of Peace (USIP), revealed a conspiracy to commit fraud involving McIntyre and his security-services firm.

Boorda admitted that he recommended USIP award a $1.165 million contract for the lease of a villa in Baghdad and security services at a fraudulently inflated price to a company owned by McIntyre. For his role, Boorda received a purported consulting and marketing agreement with the company for a monthly fee of $20,000 for the term of the USIP contract. According to plea documents, some of that fee was made possible by falsely representing to USIP headquarters that the villa owner would not agree to a monthly rental payment of less than $22,000, whereas the owner had actually agreed to $13,000. Boorda’s sentencing awaits McIntyre’s extradition and trial proceedings.

McIntyre was arrested in the United Kingdom on July 6, 2012, under a warrant issued as the result of an eight-count indictment charging wire fraud and gratuities conspiracy, wire-fraud scheme, agreement to pay a gratuity to a public official, and payment of a gratuity to a public official. His extradition was originally ordered to take place by December 7, 2012, but he filed multiple appeals in Britain’s court system only to be denied permission to appeal to the Supreme Court. Pending further appeal, McIntyre faces extradition under the Home Secretary’s ruling.

Investigators Recover Additional Iraqi Funds
On August 20, 2013, as a result of SIGIR’s investigative work, $331,378.06 in Iraqi funds were recovered for return to the Iraqi people. This was the final settlement in an investigation that had previously led to the return of more than $13 million in Iraqi funds. The returned money was part of the Development Fund for Iraq, which consisted of Iraqi oil proceeds used for reconstruction projects in 2003 and 2004. The unused funds discovered by SIGIR were from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Restore Iraqi Electricity contracts and were supposed to have been returned to the Iraqi government by the end of 2007.
Tipped off by a complaint to the SIGIR Hotline, SIGIR determined that these funds were being improperly held in various accounts belonging to the U.S. government and some U.S. contractors.

In March 2009—following coordination with USACE, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and the Government of Iraq—USACE returned $13.1 million to the Central Bank of Iraq. An additional $300,290 was returned in April 2009.

This investigation was conducted jointly by SIGIR, CID-MPFU, and the Defense Criminal Investigative Service (DCIS), with audit assistance from the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA).

SIGPRO UPDATE

Prosecuting “white collar” crimes committed in a war zone in another country can be challenging and broaches the following significant legal issues:

- Does the governing criminal statute provide for extraterritorial jurisdiction?
- Can the normal tools of law enforcement—interviews, grand jury or Inspector General subpoenas, or undercover operations—be used overseas?
- What if the case involves non-U.S. citizens?
- Is the evidence that is gathered admissible in U.S. federal court?
- In what venue should the crime be prosecuted?
- Does any statute of limitations apply?
- Can the U.S. government compel foreign witnesses to testify in court?
- In cases involving government contractors, would suspension or debarment adequately vindicate the government’s law-enforcement interests?

Most DoJ attorneys, including Assistant U.S. Attorneys (AUSAs) in districts throughout the United States, understandably focus on domestic cases. As SIGIR built its investigative capabilities and uncovered more and more instances of corrupt behavior in the Iraq reconstruction program, it saw the need for forming a dedicated team of prosecutors with the necessary expertise to work difficult war-zone prosecutions and bring cases to their proper resolution.

Senior DoJ and SIGIR officials worked collaboratively in 2009 to develop an innovative solution: the SIGIR Prosecutorial Initiative, or SIGPRO. Through SIGPRO, SIGIR hired respected former federal prosecutors and detailed them to the Fraud Section of DoJ’s Criminal Division to work exclusively on cases in SIGIR’s jurisdiction. This arrangement enabled SIGIR to field an aggressive prosecution team focused on its mission. It established a more efficient and productive way of doing business, achieving the following:

- By working hand in hand with SIGIR agents from the earliest stages of their investigations, SIGPRO lawyers helped develop cases in ways that ensured the likelihood of successful prosecution.
- By working within DoJ, SIGPRO lawyers gained an inside track to advance Iraq cases, streamlining charging decisions and developing important relationships with DoJ’s Office of International Affairs.
- By working closely with the AUSAs and other DoJ attorneys on SIGIR cases, SIGPRO lawyers provided guidance and support that comes from a sound understanding of criminal activity in overseas contingency operations, as well as a deeper appreciation of the larger good that can be served by pursuing these types of cases.

SIGPRO focused on results. If an AUSA in a particular district was in the best position to prosecute a case, SIGPRO would defer to that AUSA and provide whatever support was needed. In some cases, the prosecutions were joint efforts. In others, a SIGPRO attorney took the lead.

Once SIGPRO was in place, prosecutions of investigations related to the Iraq reconstruction program drastically increased. During the more than
three years of its operations, SIGPRO was instrumental in achieving 33 indictments, 27 convictions, and more than $8.3 million in fines, forfeitures, recoveries, restitution, and other monetary results.

The benefits of SIGPRO—in terms of tangible monetary results and the less tangible deterrence effects—certainly would have been even greater had SIGIR started the initiative earlier. In the first two years of the reconstruction program, Iraq was almost a “free fraud” zone, and SIGIR was still clarifying its investigative authorities as late as 2007. Experienced prosecutors collaborating with experienced investigators in the early years undoubtedly would have identified and stopped more criminal activity. This is a lesson that SIGIR was able to share with the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction, giving that organization a jump-start in establishing its own focused prosecutorial capability.

At least three barriers to greater prosecutorial success were beyond SIGIR’s control:

- **Lack of mutual legal assistance treaty with Iraq.** Mutual legal assistance treaties provide a framework for exchanging evidence and information, such as banking and other financial records, between treaty partners in criminal and related matters. In money-laundering cases, they can be extremely useful as a means of obtaining banking and other financial records from our treaty partners. The United States has mutual legal assistance treaties with more than 50 countries, but it has not successfully negotiated one with Iraq. This made it difficult for SIGIR investigators to obtain records from Iraqi banks for use in court.

- **Uncertain status of extradition treaty with Iraq.** Although the United States and the Republic of Iraq signed an extradition treaty in 1934, no one has ever been extradited under it. In the few cases where the United States requested extradition from Iraq, Iraqi courts determined that extradition in those cases was not permitted by their domestic laws and avoided directly addressing the treaty. There is some question today about the viability of extraditing persons of any nationality from Iraq, which in turn can thwart the government’s desire to bring all accountable persons to justice.

- **Inadequate access to financial records in third countries.** SIGPRO prosecutors and the agents learned that parties engaged in procurement fraud in Iraq sometimes moved the financial proceeds of their crimes to banks in Jordan. Because Jordan, as a matter of policy, does not provide U.S. law enforcement with access to financial records in non-terrorism cases, prosecutors sometimes were hampered in developing the necessary evidence for prosecution.

**First SIGPRO Conviction of a SIGIR Investigation: The Razo Case**

In February 2011, a SIGPRO attorney obtained a guilty plea from Richard Razo, a former U.S. government contractor and Department of State (DoS) employee who collected more than $106,000 in kickbacks by fraudulently providing Iraqi contractors with confidential bidding information. Razo was sentenced to 33 months in prison and ordered to pay $106,820 in restitution. This was the first SIGIR investigation to be prosecuted by SIGPRO.

**First Major SIGPRO Precedent: The Ayesh Case**

In February 2011, Osama Esam Saleem Ayesh, a former DoS employee who worked and lived at U.S. Embassy-Baghdad, was convicted by a jury of stealing nearly $250,000 in kickbacks by fraudulently providing Iraqi contractors with confidential bidding information. Ayesh established a phony email account in the name of an actual Iraqi vendor, used an embassy computer to impersonate the vendor in communications with procurement officials at the embassy, and submitted fraudulent invoices and requests for wire-transfer payments to a personal bank account in Jordan. After Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and DoS Inspector General agents discovered the scheme, they arrested Ayesh by luring him to the United States under the pretext of attending a training seminar. A SIGPRO attorney prosecuted
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the case in collaboration with the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of Virginia.

The district court sentenced Ayesh to 3.5 years in prison and ordered him to pay $243,416 in restitution and a $5,000 fine. In addition, citing “the need for general deterrence,” the court ordered the U.S. government to inform the court about steps taken to publicize Ayesh’s conviction and sentence to U.S. Embassy personnel in Baghdad and elsewhere. DoS responded by issuing a cable to all diplomatic and consular posts detailing the facts of the case.

Ayesh appealed the conviction on the grounds that, because all of his offenses occurred outside of the United States, he was not subject to the extraterritorial jurisdiction of the United States. But a SIGPRO attorney successfully argued before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit that Ayesh, as a U.S. government employee, was subject to U.S. conflict-of-interest laws and could be prosecuted in the United States for violating them. As a result of this case, there now exists, for the first time, judicial precedent upholding extraterritorial jurisdiction to prosecute criminal conflicts of interest on the part of U.S. government employees that occur outside of the United States, as well as stronger precedent to prosecute the overseas theft of U.S. government property and funds.

Second Major SIGPRO Precedent: The Pfluger Case

In March 2011, David Pfluger, a retired lieutenant colonel with the U.S. Army National Guard, pled guilty to conspiracy, accepting gratuities, and, as a public official, converting property of another to his own use. From October 2003 through April 2004, Pfluger was stationed at FOB Ridgeway in Iraq. During most of that time, he served as the “mayor” of the base and had authority over the day-to-day operations of the base’s physical assets and security—a status that he used to enrich himself.

Pfluger accepted more than $10,000 in cash, as well as gifts of jewelry and clothing, from contractors. In return, Pfluger encouraged awarding projects to specific contractors, bypassed or relaxed security procedures at the base for specific contractors, issued weapon permits without legal authority, and converted government property in his control for use by these contractors.

Pfluger’s illegal activities were identified during a Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF) investigation, conducted out of New York, into the possession of classified U.S. government documents by an Iraqi employed as an interpreter by the U.S. military in Iraq. After the interpreter provided incriminating evidence, Pfluger admitted to the JTTF that he accepted bribes while serving in Iraq at FOB Ridgeway. The interpreter was ultimately sentenced in March 2008.

Beginning in 2008, Army CID-MPFU in Texas pursued the Pfluger case and asked SIGIR agents to assist in preparing the case for prosecution. SIGIR and CID-MPFU agents met with a prosecutor from the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Northern District of Texas during 2008 and 2009 to work on the matter. Because that office had a large workload during late 2009, it asked SIGPRO to take the lead role in prosecuting Pfluger, and a SIGPRO attorney was instrumental in obtaining the March 2011 guilty plea. Four months later, the court sentenced Pfluger to 18 months in prison.

Pfluger subsequently appealed the conviction to the U.S. Supreme Court on the grounds that the government waited too long to indict him. The court denied certiorari. The SIGPRO attorney helped set an important legal precedent by arguing that the Wartime Suspension of Limitations Act suspended the five-year statute of limitations during the pendency of the war in Iraq.

SIGPRO Prosecutes Major Fraud: The Newell, Hunt, and Kazzaz Cases

In April and May 2012, a SIGPRO attorney obtained guilty pleas from three individuals—Gaines Newell, Billy Joe Hunt, and Ahmed Kazzaz—for conspiring to defraud the U.S. government. Newell was the program manager on Parsons Corporation’s contract to implement the Coalition Munitions Clearance Program in Iraq, and Hunt was his...
deputy. Kazzaz, a British citizen, paid them more than $947,500 in unlawful kickbacks to obtain lucrative subcontracts for his company, Leadstay. For their crimes, the three conspirators were collectively sentenced to 57 months in prison, fined $15,000, and ordered to pay restitution of more than $2.1 million and forfeit almost $1.2 million.

FERRET UPDATE

Established in October 2009, SIGIR’s Forensic Evaluation Research and Recovery Enforcement Team used data-mining technology to detect suspicious financial transactions by U.S. military and civilian personnel and contractors who worked in Iraq. FERRET investigators focused particularly on individuals involved with U.S. relief and reconstruction programs that provided easy access to cash and had weak controls over expenditures.

To root out wrongdoers, SIGIR coordinated its efforts with the Department of the Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) and also worked closely with DCIS, the Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS), CID-MPFU, and the U.S. Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI). FinCEN supported SIGIR by providing access to financial data, analysis, and case support.

During its almost four-year lifespan, the FERRET team uncovered more than 110 cases that exhibited signs of illicit financial activity and called for closer scrutiny. As of September 2013, the ensuing investigations resulted in 21 indictments (a 19% success rate), 20 convictions, 17 sentencings, more than 15 years of imprisonment, and more than $5.5 million in monetary results.

FERRET’s Biggest Catch: The Schmidt and Hamilton Cases

Weaknesses in internal controls open the door to opportunities for fraud and other illegal activities. The tangled tales of Captain Eric Schmidt and Staff Sergeant Eric Hamilton, two U.S. Marines who served at Camp Fallujah, provide a case study in how FERRET investigative techniques can bring these activities to light and the wrongdoers to justice.

In 2008 and 2009, Captain Schmidt was a logistics officer at Camp Fallujah, responsible for managing reconstruction contracts using Iraq Security Forces Fund and CERP funds. Schmidt played multiple roles in the procurement process—establishing requirements, identifying contractor sources, and validating the receipt of goods. There was no institutional check to balance his broad powers.

Egregiously choosing criminality, as SIGIR later proved, he steered contracts to favored contractors, requiring them to purchase supplies from companies established by his wife. He further conspired to benefit financially from these contracts by directing the delivery of substandard goods, while charging standard prices, and then falsely certifying that the U.S. government received the higher standard.

Captain Schmidt’s perfidy included the resale of property stolen from military storage yards in Iraq. In all, Schmidt and his wife garnered about $1.7 million in illicit gains. By delving into confidential information about the Schmidts’ financial transactions, SIGIR investigators were able to expose the couple’s misdeeds.

In 2011, Captain Schmidt was sentenced to 72 months in federal prison followed by 36 months of supervised release, his wife was ordered to serve 12 months of home confinement, and they were ordered to pay $2.15 million in restitution.

When interrogated by SIGIR’s investigative team, the Schmidts implicated Staff Sergeant Hamilton, Captain Schmidt’s subordinate at Camp Fallujah who managed the storage yard. By again
analyzing confidential financial information, the investigators were able to develop corroborating evidence that led to Hamilton’s conviction for conspiring to steal more than 70 electrical generators from two U.S. bases in Iraq. In the scheme he developed with Schmidt, Hamilton would mark the generators to be stolen by painting a red circle on them and would then unlock the gate to allow the contractors and their trucks access to the yard, whereupon they would steal the designated generators.

For his participation in this scheme, Hamilton received more than $124,000 from Schmidt and the contractors. He received the funds through checks that Schmidt’s wife sent to Hamilton’s wife in the United States, wire transfer payments to a bank account in the United States, and cash payments in Iraq. Hamilton sent home approximately $43,000 of the cash he received by concealing it among American flags contained in foot lockers that he mailed from Iraq to his wife.

In February 2012, Hamilton was sentenced to 18 months in prison, followed by 3 years of supervised release, and ordered to pay almost $125,000 in restitution.

FERRET’s Punitive Impact: The Charpia Case
Of all the individuals caught by FERRET investigators, Jill Charpia earned one of the largest monetary penalties.

Charpia gained extensive knowledge of government contracting during her eight years in the U.S. Air Force. While deployed to Afghanistan, she served as a Warranted Contracting Officer at the Joint Contracting Command-Iraq/Afghanistan (JCC-I/A) office at Baghram Air Base. After her discharge from the Air Force, she accepted a position as an independent contractor assigned to the JCC-I/A in Iraq.

In 2008, she became a co-owner of Texas-based Sourcing Specialists, LLC, a company that won a contract in September of that year to provide “Business Transition Services” in Iraq for the DoD Task Force for Business Stability Operations. Specifically, her company was to provide a turnkey housing facility outside the International Zone for use by multinational firms that wanted to develop business opportunities in Iraq.

On September 26, 2008, Charpia submitted an invoice to the JCC-I/A in the amount of $1,270,075.50 for “mobilization” costs under that contract. She subsequently provided two supporting invoices, one claiming that she had paid $700,000 for the rental of two villas in Baghdad and the other claiming that she had paid $570,075.50 for the purchase of three armored vehicles.

In court, Charpia admitted that she did not purchase any armored vehicles and paid only half the submitted cost for the villas. She fabricated both supporting invoices and forged the signatures on the documents. For her crime, Charpia was sentenced on January 24, 2013, to 30 months in prison followed by three years of supervised release. She also was ordered to pay $920,000—the amount of her fraudulent overbilling—plus interest in restitution to the United States.

SUSPENSIONS AND DEBARMENTS
Since December 2005, SIGIR has worked closely with DoJ, Army CID-MPFU, DCIS, and the Army Legal Services Agency’s Procurement Fraud Branch to support their efforts to suspend and debar contractors and government personnel for fraud or corruption within the Army. Many of these cases arise from criminal indictments filed in federal district courts or allegations of contractor irresponsibility that require fact-based examination by the Army’s Suspension and Debarment Official.

Suspension and debarment are effective tools for preventing criminals from continuing to defraud the government. When individuals or companies are suspended or debarred, their income decreases
or stops, potentially putting them out of business. In SIGIR’s experience, these tools are more effective against U.S. companies than small foreign companies. The foreign companies are harder to track and can more easily resurface under new names after they are debarred.

From April 1, 2013, to July 31, 2013, the Army suspended 1 contractor based on allegations of fraud in Iraq and Kuwait. In addition, the Army proposed 33 contractors for debarment and finalized 32 debarments of individuals and companies during that same period based on fraudulent activity in Iraq and Kuwait.

Since 2003, the Army has suspended 182 individuals and companies involved in sustainment or reconstruction contracts supporting the Army in Iraq and Kuwait and proposed for debarment 285 individuals and companies, resulting in 218 finalized debarments that range in duration from 9 months to 10 years. Suspension and debarment actions related to reconstruction and Army support-contract fraud in Afghanistan are reported to the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction. For a list of debarments, see Table 2.3. For a complete list of suspensions and debarments, see www.sigir.mil.
## Debarment List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Debarred</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mohammed Shiahaden Amin</td>
<td>7/3/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory S. Light</td>
<td>7/3/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthouse Consulting</td>
<td>7/3/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaines Ray Newell</td>
<td>6/21/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billy Joe Hunt</td>
<td>6/21/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed Sarchil Kazza</td>
<td>6/21/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadstay Company</td>
<td>6/21/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Zuhoor Al Nassaa Company</td>
<td>6/21/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total General Trading and Contracting Company</td>
<td>6/21/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faris Nasir</td>
<td>6/21/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASK Group of Companies</td>
<td>6/21/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABD Allah ABD Allah Ghanim</td>
<td>6/21/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garo Chacmajan</td>
<td>6/21/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Maharjan Group</td>
<td>6/21/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisco Mungia</td>
<td>6/12/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Nelson</td>
<td>5/30/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Mustafa</td>
<td>5/30/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabah H. Ali</td>
<td>5/30/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alzab Company</td>
<td>5/30/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durmus Sahin</td>
<td>5/30/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara International Construction &amp; Trade Company of Iraq</td>
<td>5/30/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Momon Jr.</td>
<td>5/7/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega Construction and Support Services</td>
<td>5/7/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ismail Salinas</td>
<td>5/2/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Technical Company</td>
<td>5/2/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozan General Construction Company, Ltd.</td>
<td>5/2/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Barea Company</td>
<td>5/2/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Charpia</td>
<td>4/29/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing Specialist, LLC</td>
<td>4/29/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monther “Mike” Majeed Naji</td>
<td>4/9/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harith “Harry” Naji Al Jabawi</td>
<td>4/9/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Construction</td>
<td>4/9/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Construction</td>
<td>4/9/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacy Singleton</td>
<td>3/26/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calvin Glass</td>
<td>3/26/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Logiotatos</td>
<td>3/26/2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on next column
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Debarred</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chet Fazand</td>
<td>9/13/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad Fazand</td>
<td>9/13/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fazand International Trading, LLC</td>
<td>9/13/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Dalla Co.</td>
<td>9/13/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faustino Gonzales</td>
<td>9/7/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chasib Khazal Mehdi al-Mosawi</td>
<td>9/7/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasay Shamran Mehdi al-Mosawi</td>
<td>9/7/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Economical Group</td>
<td>9/7/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna International, Inc.</td>
<td>8/4/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Methwad Company</td>
<td>7/21/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tariq Zadan Dawood</td>
<td>7/21/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tareq Zaidan Dawood</td>
<td>7/21/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tariq Zaidan Dawod</td>
<td>7/21/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarik Zaidon Dawood</td>
<td>7/21/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarik Zaidon Dawood</td>
<td>7/21/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abd al-Alim Abbod</td>
<td>7/21/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankie Joseph Hand</td>
<td>7/21/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Joseph Harrington</td>
<td>7/21/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Schmidt</td>
<td>6/22/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariam Steinbuch</td>
<td>6/6/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Carnes</td>
<td>6/3/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terence Walton</td>
<td>6/3/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Aali Future Mario Company</td>
<td>5/11/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Schmidt</td>
<td>4/20/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Fuller</td>
<td>4/1/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad Mustafa</td>
<td>1/25/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mubarek Hamed</td>
<td>1/25/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali Mohammed Bagegni</td>
<td>1/25/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdel Azzim El-Saddig</td>
<td>1/25/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Deli Siljander</td>
<td>1/25/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precy Pellettieri</td>
<td>1/12/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvatore Pepe</td>
<td>1/12/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammar Tariq al-Jazrawi</td>
<td>1/10/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammar Tareq al-Jazrawi General Contracting Company</td>
<td>1/10/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty al-Ahia General Trading and Contracting Company</td>
<td>12/13/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronze al-Taqos al-Afjan</td>
<td>12/13/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Quality Kitchens Ardiya</td>
<td>12/13/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Napolian</td>
<td>12/13/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Sebastian</td>
<td>12/13/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.K. Ismail</td>
<td>12/13/2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on next column
## INVESTIGATIONS UPDATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Debarred</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dewa Trading Establishment</td>
<td>9/17/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Ghannom and Nair General Trading Company</td>
<td>9/17/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewa Projects (Private), Ltd.</td>
<td>9/17/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future AIM United</td>
<td>9/17/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First AIM Trading and Contracting</td>
<td>9/17/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasantha Nair</td>
<td>9/17/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. V. Gopal</td>
<td>9/17/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falah al-Ajni</td>
<td>9/17/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans Orient General Trading</td>
<td>9/17/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith Enterprises, Ltd.</td>
<td>9/17/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peleti “Pete” Peleti</td>
<td>6/15/2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Allen Rivard</td>
<td>1/14/2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Debarred</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samir Mahmoud</td>
<td>11/29/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Grove</td>
<td>10/30/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Merkes</td>
<td>9/27/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Hopfengardner</td>
<td>9/20/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Stein, Jr.</td>
<td>8/16/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Bloom</td>
<td>8/8/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QAH Mechanical and Electrical Works</td>
<td>6/27/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Riyadh Laboratories and Electricity Co.</td>
<td>1/26/2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on next column

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Debarred</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Nelson Barnes</td>
<td>1/24/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danube Engineering and General Contracting</td>
<td>12/28/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alwan Faiq</td>
<td>12/28/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Joseph Cahill</td>
<td>11/9/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed Hassan Dayekh</td>
<td>9/26/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custer Battles</td>
<td>3/17/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn Allen Powell</td>
<td>2/16/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amro al-Khadra</td>
<td>1/12/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Trading and Contracting</td>
<td>1/12/2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Ludwig</td>
<td>9/29/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DXB International</td>
<td>9/29/2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SIGIR regularly coordinated with other government agencies conducting investigations in Iraq. For statistics of investigative activities from other agencies, see Table 2.4.

### Table 2.4
**Status of Investigative Activities of Other U.S. Agencies, as of 8/31/2013**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Investigators in Iraq</th>
<th>Investigators in Kuwait</th>
<th>Open/Ongoing Cases*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command, Major Procurement Fraud Unit</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Criminal Investigative Service</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of State Office of Inspector General</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Bureau of Investigation</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naval Criminal Investigative Service</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Air Force Office of Special Investigations</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID Office of Inspector General</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>225</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Numbers include pending cases worked with other agencies within the Joint Operations Center.
**Table 2.5**

**Convictions (as compiled by the Department of Justice)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name/Title at Time of Conviction</th>
<th>Charges</th>
<th>Date of Conviction</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harold Broeck</td>
<td>Conflict of interest</td>
<td>7/23/2013</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Knotts III, former USAR Captain</td>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>7/10/2013</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mario Khalil, business manager for an Iraqi company</td>
<td>Giving illegal gratuities</td>
<td>7/9/2013</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Christiansen, operations manager and vice president of operations of Laguna Construction Co.</td>
<td>Conspiracy (kickbacks)</td>
<td>7/2/2013</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Benton, USMC master gunnery sergeant</td>
<td>Accepting a gratuity for an official act while on active duty</td>
<td>6/6/2013</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azubuike Ukabam, former USA captain</td>
<td>Failure to file foreign bank account report</td>
<td>6/5/2013</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurt Bennett, USA chief warrant officer</td>
<td>Conspiracy and theft of government property</td>
<td>6/4/2013</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Lueders, former USA chief warrant officer (W-4)</td>
<td>Conspiracy to supplement salary of U.S. government employee</td>
<td>5/16/2013</td>
<td>3 years probation; $1,000 fine; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramy Elmery, USA sergeant</td>
<td>Making false statements</td>
<td>4/12/2013</td>
<td>30 days in prison; 3 years supervised release; 50 hours community service; $20,000 fine; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Gilliland, USA staff sergeant</td>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>2/20/2013</td>
<td>5 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $27,200 fine; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulysses Hicks, USA major</td>
<td>Conspiracy to accept illegal gratuities</td>
<td>1/3/2013</td>
<td>5 years probation; $5,000 fine; $65,409.53 restitution; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Light, owner Lighthouse Consulting (and former USAF lieutenant colonel)</td>
<td>Tax evasion</td>
<td>12/17/2012</td>
<td>5 years probation, which includes 12 months of house arrest; $3,000 criminal fine; $81,886 restitution; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert Mendez, USMC staff sergeant</td>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>12/6/2012</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Walker, USA sergeant first class</td>
<td>Conspiracy and theft of government property</td>
<td>11/14/2012</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Patrick O’Brien, former USA captain</td>
<td>Accepting illegal gratuities</td>
<td>11/9/2012</td>
<td>23 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $37,500 restitution; $200 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Hutchinson, former USA sergeant</td>
<td>Receiving stolen funds from Iraq</td>
<td>9/14/2012</td>
<td>Time served (post arrest) in prison; 1 year probation; $12,000 restitution; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammed Shihaden Amin, former KBR employee</td>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>9/10/2012</td>
<td>6 months in prison; 6 months house arrest; $47,000 restitution; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Markus, former USACE civilian employee</td>
<td>Wire fraud, money laundering, failure to report foreign bank and financial accounts</td>
<td>9/7/2012</td>
<td>13 years in prison; 3 years supervised release; $75,000 fine; $3.7 million forfeiture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julio Soto Jr., retired USA master sergeant</td>
<td>Conspiracy to accept illegal gratuities</td>
<td>8/29/2012</td>
<td>5 years probation; $5,000 fine; $62,542 restitution; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Charpia, former co-owner Sourcing Specialists, LLC (former USAF contracting officer)</td>
<td>Providing false statements to a government agency</td>
<td>8/9/2012</td>
<td>30 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $92,000 restitution; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Boorda, former USIP chief of party</td>
<td>Conspiracy to commit wire fraud</td>
<td>8/6/2012</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hutchinson co-conspirator, former USA specialist</td>
<td>Conspiracy</td>
<td>6/29/2012</td>
<td>Pretrial diversion program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Martin, former U.S. base concession operator</td>
<td>Conspiracy, money laundering</td>
<td>6/25/2012</td>
<td>5 years probation; $600 special assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Continued on next page*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name/Title at Time of Conviction</th>
<th>Charges</th>
<th>Date of Conviction</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richard Evick, USA sergeant first class</td>
<td>Conspiracy, bribery, money laundering, obstructing an agency proceeding</td>
<td>6/25/2012</td>
<td>12 months and 1 day in prison on each count to run concurrently; $1,100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed Kazzaz, owner Leadstay Company</td>
<td>Conspiracy, kickbacks, wire fraud, mail fraud</td>
<td>5/21/2012</td>
<td>15 months confinement; 2 years supervised release; $947,585 restitution; $15,000 fine; $947,585 forfeiture; $1,200 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Luvera, former USA captain</td>
<td>Theft of government property</td>
<td>5/17/2012</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billy Joe Hunt, former Parsons Global Services, Iraq, program manager</td>
<td>Conspiracy, filing false tax returns</td>
<td>5/8/2012</td>
<td>15 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $66,212 restitution to the IRS; $236,472 forfeiture; $200 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaines Newell, former Parsons Global Services, Iraq, deputy program manager</td>
<td>Conspiracy, filing false tax returns</td>
<td>4/10/2012</td>
<td>27 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $1,102,115 restitution ($861,027 to USACE and $241,088 to the IRS); $861,027 forfeiture; $200 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Bradley, USA major</td>
<td>Gratuities</td>
<td>4/9/2012</td>
<td>6 months in prison; 1 year supervised release; $20,000 restitution; $200 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Welch, former Fluor Corporation employee</td>
<td>Conspiracy to steal government property</td>
<td>4/2/2012</td>
<td>2 years in prison; 3 years supervised release; $160,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Rutecki, USA captain</td>
<td>Gratuities</td>
<td>3/7/2012</td>
<td>3 years probation; $10,500 restitution; $2,000 fine; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amasha King, USAR sergeant</td>
<td>Conspiracy to defraud</td>
<td>2/14/2012</td>
<td>3 months in prison; 5 years probation; $20,500 restitution; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Hayes, former DoS contractor employee</td>
<td>Conspiracy</td>
<td>11/10/2011</td>
<td>5 months in prison; 2 years supervised release; $12,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Cornell, former USACE civilian employee</td>
<td>False statements</td>
<td>10/27/2011</td>
<td>3 months confinement; 2 years supervised release; $1,000 fine; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Nelson, former USA sergeant</td>
<td>Conspiracy to steal public property</td>
<td>6/28/2011</td>
<td>4 years probation with the first 6 months in home confinement; $44,830 restitution; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Manok, former USACE civilian employee</td>
<td>Conspiracy</td>
<td>9/19/2011</td>
<td>20 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $73,500 forfeiture; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamimi Global Company LTD</td>
<td>Kickbacks</td>
<td>9/16/2011</td>
<td>$13 million to resolve criminal and civil allegations through a deferred prosecution agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Hamilton, USMC gunnery sergeant</td>
<td>Conspiracy</td>
<td>8/10/2011</td>
<td>18 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $124,944 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisco Mungia III, associate of a USMC contracting officer</td>
<td>Conspiracy</td>
<td>7/22/2011</td>
<td>4 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $30,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry Szafran, former prime contractor employee</td>
<td>Illegally receiving a gratuity</td>
<td>7/15/2011</td>
<td>1 year probation with the first 4 months in home confinement; $7,169 restitution; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Lee, former president of Lee Dynamics International</td>
<td>Conspiracy, bribery</td>
<td>7/15/2011</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derrick Shoemake, retired USA lieutenant colonel</td>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>6/13/2011</td>
<td>41 months in prison; 2 years supervised release; $68,100 forfeiture; $181,900 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Pfluger, retired USA lieutenant colonel</td>
<td>Conspiracy, accepting gratuities, converting the property of another to his own use</td>
<td>3/25/2011</td>
<td>18 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $24,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Bowie, retired USA major</td>
<td>Engaging in monetary transactions in property derived from specified unlawful activity</td>
<td>5/11/2011</td>
<td>2 years in prison; 3 years supervised release; $400,000 restitution; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eddie Pressley, former USA major</td>
<td>Bribery, conspiracy to commit bribery, honest services fraud, money-laundering conspiracy, engaging in monetary transactions with criminal proceeds</td>
<td>3/1/2011</td>
<td>12 years in prison; 3 years supervised release; forfeiture of $21 million, real estate, and several automobiles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eurica Pressley, former contractor and military spouse</td>
<td>Bribery, conspiracy to commit bribery, honest services fraud, money-laundering conspiracy, engaging in monetary transactions with criminal proceeds</td>
<td>3/1/2011</td>
<td>6 years in prison; 3 years supervised release; forfeiture of $21 million, real estate, and several automobiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Razo, former DoS contractor (and DoS civilian employee)</td>
<td>Wire fraud, wire-fraud conspiracy</td>
<td>2/28/2011</td>
<td>33 months in prison; 2 years supervised release; $106,820 restitution; $200 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Schrock, USA major</td>
<td>Money laundering</td>
<td>2/8/2011</td>
<td>3 years probation; $47,241 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osama Ayesh, former U.S. Embassy-Baghdad civilian employee</td>
<td>Theft of public money, engaging in acts affecting a personal financial interest</td>
<td>2/2/2011</td>
<td>42 months in prison; 36 months supervised release; $243,416 restitution; $5,000 fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryant Williams, former USA captain</td>
<td>Honest services fraud, accepting bribes</td>
<td>12/17/2010</td>
<td>3 years in prison; 3 years supervised release; $57,030 forfeiture; $200 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Carnes, USAF master sergeant</td>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>12/16/2010</td>
<td>20 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $40,000 fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Adams, co-owner Global Procurement, Inc., and owner Worldwide Procurement and Construction LLC</td>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>12/7/2010</td>
<td>15 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $757,525 forfeiture; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankie Hand Jr., retired USN lieutenant commander</td>
<td>Fraud, bribery, receiving illegal gratuities</td>
<td>12/7/2010</td>
<td>3 years in prison; $757,525 forfeiture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Dunn, former DoD contractor</td>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>11/19/2010</td>
<td>14 months in prison; 2 years supervised release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis Berger Group, Inc.</td>
<td>Major fraud statute</td>
<td>11/5/2010</td>
<td>Agreed through a deferred prosecution agreement to $18.7 million in criminal penalties; civil settlement of $50.6 million; full restitution to USAID; adoption of effective standards of conduct, internal control systems, and ethics training for employees; employment of an independent monitor to evaluate and oversee the company’s compliance with the agreement for 2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvatore Pepe, former Louis Berger Group chief financial officer</td>
<td>Conspiracy to defraud</td>
<td>11/5/2010</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precy Pellettieri, former Louis Berger Group controller</td>
<td>Conspiracy to defraud</td>
<td>11/5/2010</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roderick Sanchez, USA major</td>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>10/27/2010</td>
<td>5 years in prison; 3 years supervised release; $15,000 fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Harrington, USMC major</td>
<td>Receiving illegal gratuities</td>
<td>10/18/2010</td>
<td>1 year and 1 day in prison; forfeiture of jewelry and rugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Gillette, USAR lieutenant colonel</td>
<td>Acts affecting a personal financial interest</td>
<td>10/6/2010</td>
<td>1 year probation; $2,000 fine; 160 hours community service; inability to possess a firearm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariam Steinbuch, former USMC staff sergeant</td>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>10/5/2010</td>
<td>5 years probation and $25,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ismael Salinas, Laguna Construction Company employee</td>
<td>Kickbacks</td>
<td>10/1/2010</td>
<td>9 months in prison (time served); 2 years supervised release; $7,500 fine; $807,904 forfeiture; $300 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Ellis, former senior DoD contractor employee</td>
<td>Conspiracy</td>
<td>9/2/2010</td>
<td>37 months in prison; 3 years probation; $360,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wajdi Birjas, former DoD civilian contract employee</td>
<td>Bribery, money laundering</td>
<td>8/11/2010</td>
<td>35 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $650,000 forfeiture; $200 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Fuller, USMC major</td>
<td>Structuring financial transactions</td>
<td>8/4/2010</td>
<td>1 year and 1 day in prison; $198,510 fine; $200 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Sublett, USA major</td>
<td>False statements</td>
<td>7/7/2010</td>
<td>21 months in prison; 2 years supervised release; forfeiture of $107,900 and 17,120,000 Iraqi dinar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faustino Gonzales, USA captain</td>
<td>Receipt of a gratuity by a public official</td>
<td>6/24/2010</td>
<td>15 months in prison; 1 year supervised release; $10,000 fine; $25,500 restitution; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrance Walton, USMC master sergeant</td>
<td>Bribery, graft, failure to obey a direct order</td>
<td>5/17/2010</td>
<td>Reprimand; reduction in rank from E-8 to E-3; $65,000 fine; 62 days confinement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Schmidt, USMC captain</td>
<td>Wire fraud, filing a false federal tax form</td>
<td>5/17/2010</td>
<td>6 years in prison; 3 years probation; $2,150,613 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Collins, USA civilian employee</td>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>4/21/2010</td>
<td>42 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $1,725 fine; $5,775 forfeiture; $200 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Chase, USA sergeant first class</td>
<td>Illegal gratuities, money laundering, false statements</td>
<td>4/21/2010</td>
<td>1 year and 1 day in prison; 2 years probation; $1.4 million restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcus McClain, former USAR captain</td>
<td>Acceptance of illegal gratuities</td>
<td>4/15/2010</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Davis, retired USA colonel</td>
<td>Acceptance of illegal gratuities</td>
<td>4/13/2010</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Schmidt, wife of Eric Schmidt and co-owner of Jenna International, Incorporated</td>
<td>Filing a false tax return, fraud</td>
<td>3/18/2010</td>
<td>1 year home confinement; 3 years probation; $2,150,613 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Hall, owner of Freedom Consulting and Catering Company and Total Government Allegiance</td>
<td>Conspiracy, bribery</td>
<td>2/17/2010</td>
<td>39 months in prison; 1 year supervised release; forfeiture of $15,757,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Russell, former USA staff sergeant</td>
<td>Money laundering</td>
<td>1/28/2010</td>
<td>5 years probation; $31,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Nguyen, USA captain</td>
<td>Theft, structuring financial transactions</td>
<td>12/7/2009</td>
<td>30 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $200,000 restitution; forfeit of interest in all personal property bought with the stolen money as well as the remaining funds seized by the government at the time of arrest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Radcliffe, retired USA master sergeant</td>
<td>Bribery, money laundering</td>
<td>10/16/2009</td>
<td>40 months in prison; $30,000 fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joselito Domingo, USACE resident engineer</td>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>11/19/2009</td>
<td>39 months in prison; 2 years supervised release; $70,000 fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria Martinez, USACE supervisory contract specialist</td>
<td>Bribery, conspiracy</td>
<td>8/12/2009</td>
<td>5 years in prison; $210,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Jeffery, former USN master chief petty officer</td>
<td>Conspiracy, theft</td>
<td>8/11/2009</td>
<td>4 years in prison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Driver, military spouse</td>
<td>Money laundering</td>
<td>8/5/2009</td>
<td>3 years probation; to include 6 months home confinement; $36,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyree Pettaway, John Cockerham’s niece</td>
<td>Conspiracy to obstruct justice</td>
<td>7/28/2009</td>
<td>1 year and 1 day in prison; 2 years supervised release; $5 million restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michel Jamil</td>
<td>Conspiracy</td>
<td>7/27/2009</td>
<td>40 months in prison; 2 years supervised release; $75,000 forfeiture; $27,806,879 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Young, contractor (and former USA captain)</td>
<td>Conspiracy, theft of government property</td>
<td>7/24/2009</td>
<td>8 years and 1 month in prison; 3 years supervised release; $1 million forfeiture; $26,276,472 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samir Itani, owner of American Grocers, Inc.</td>
<td>Conspiracy</td>
<td>7/21/2009</td>
<td>2 years in prison; 3 years supervised release; $100,000 fine; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tijani Saani, former DoD civilian employee</td>
<td>Filing false tax returns</td>
<td>6/25/2009</td>
<td>110 months in prison; 1 year supervised release; $1.6 million fine; $816,485 restitution to the IRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Thompson, former Environmental Chemical Corporation field supervisor</td>
<td>Kickbacks</td>
<td>6/16/2009</td>
<td>5 years probation; $144,000 restitution; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Demilta, Global-Link Distribution LLC president</td>
<td>Wire fraud</td>
<td>5/27/2009</td>
<td>6 months in prison; 12-month house arrest; 2 years supervised release; $20,000 fine; $70,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Kafka, Alchemie Technology Group representative</td>
<td>Misprision of a felony</td>
<td>5/18/2009</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbert George III, USA captain</td>
<td>Theft of government property, conspiracy</td>
<td>5/18/2009</td>
<td>60 days intermittent confinement; 2 years supervised release; $103,000 forfeiture; pay jointly and severally with co-conspirator Roy Greene $52,286.60 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Greene Jr., USA sergeant first class</td>
<td>Theft of government property, conspiracy</td>
<td>5/18/2009</td>
<td>3 years supervised release; $103,000 forfeiture; pay jointly and severally with co-conspirator Elbert George $52,286.60 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederick Kenvin, former American Grocers, Incorporated employee</td>
<td>Conspiracy</td>
<td>4/30/2009</td>
<td>3 years probation; $2,072,967 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Day, Logistics Group International, Incorporated, owner and president</td>
<td>Conspiracy to defraud the United States by misrepresentation</td>
<td>4/13/2009</td>
<td>3 years probation; $41,522 restitution; $2,000 fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Alex Mazon, former KBR employee</td>
<td>Major fraud against the United States, wire fraud</td>
<td>3/24/2009</td>
<td>1 year probation; 6 months home confinement; $5,000 fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Blake, John Cockerham’s sister</td>
<td>Conspiracy, money laundering</td>
<td>3/19/2009</td>
<td>70 months in prison; 3 years of supervised release; $3.1 million restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Carter, Force Protection Industries project engineer</td>
<td>Violating the Anti-Kickback Act</td>
<td>1/24/2008</td>
<td>61 months in prison; 3 years supervised release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harith al-Jabawi, DoD contractor</td>
<td>Conspiracy, bribery, false statements</td>
<td>1/22/2009</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Murray, retired USA major</td>
<td>Bribery, false statements</td>
<td>1/8/2009</td>
<td>57 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $245,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Baker, USAR major</td>
<td>Conspiracy, bribery</td>
<td>12/22/2008</td>
<td>70 months in prison; $327,192 restitution; 5,000 fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis Whiteford, USAR colonel</td>
<td>Conspiracy, bribery, wire fraud</td>
<td>11/7/2008</td>
<td>5 years in prison; 2 years supervised release; $16,200 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Wheeler, USAR lieutenant colonel</td>
<td>Conspiracy, bribery, wire fraud, interstate transportation of stolen property, bulk cash smuggling</td>
<td>11/7/2008</td>
<td>42 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $1,200 restitution; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Ramirez, contractor, Readiness Support Management, Inc.</td>
<td>Bulk currency smuggling, structuring transactions</td>
<td>10/9/2008</td>
<td>50 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $200 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Dubois, contractor, Future Services General Trading and Contracting Company</td>
<td>Theft of government property</td>
<td>10/7/2008</td>
<td>3 years in prison; $450,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Bennett, contractor, KBR</td>
<td>Violating the Anti-Kickback Act</td>
<td>8/28/2008</td>
<td>1 year probation; $6,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Momon Jr., USA major</td>
<td>Conspiracy and bribery</td>
<td>8/13/2008</td>
<td>18 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $5.8 million restitution; $300 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debra Harrison, USA lieutenant colonel</td>
<td>Conspiracy, bribery, money laundering, wire fraud, interstate transportation of stolen property, smuggling cash, preparing false tax returns</td>
<td>7/28/2008</td>
<td>30 months in prison; 2 years supervised release; $366,640 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Lanmon, USA captain</td>
<td>Accepting illegal gratuities</td>
<td>7/23/2008</td>
<td>1 year in prison; 1 year supervised release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Fankhauser, mother of Major Theresa Baker</td>
<td>Receipt of stolen property</td>
<td>6/30/2008</td>
<td>1 year probation; 180 days home confinement; 104 hours community service; $10,000 fine; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Cockerham Jr., USA major</td>
<td>Bribery, conspiracy, money laundering</td>
<td>6/24/2008</td>
<td>210 months in prison; 3 years of supervised release; $9.6 million restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Cockerham, John Cockerham’s wife</td>
<td>Conspiracy, money laundering</td>
<td>6/24/2008</td>
<td>41 months in prison; 3 years of supervised release; $1.4 million restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levonda Selph, USAR lieutenant colonel</td>
<td>Conspiracy, bribery</td>
<td>6/10/2008</td>
<td>12 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $5,000 fine; $9,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raman International Corporation</td>
<td>Conspiracy, bribery</td>
<td>6/3/2008</td>
<td>$500,000 fine; $378,192 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Key, USA captain</td>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>12/19/2007</td>
<td>2 years confinement; 2 years supervised release; $108,000 forfeiture; $600 assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Rivard, USAR major</td>
<td>Bribery, conspiracy, money laundering</td>
<td>7/23/2007</td>
<td>10 years in prison; 3 years supervised release; $5,000 fine; $1 million forfeiture order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Smoot, Eagle Global Logistics, Inc., managing director</td>
<td>Violating the Anti-Kickback Act, making false statements</td>
<td>7/20/2007</td>
<td>14 months in prison; 2 years supervised release; $6,000 fine; $17,964 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Martin, KBR subcontractor administrator</td>
<td>Violating the Anti-Kickback Act</td>
<td>7/13/2007</td>
<td>1 year and 1 day in prison; 2 years supervised release; $200,504 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Lane, Jr., former DoD civilian employee (and former CA Army National Guard soldier)</td>
<td>Conspiracy, honest services wire fraud</td>
<td>6/5/2007</td>
<td>30 months in prison; $323,228 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Merkes, former DoD civilian employee</td>
<td>Accepting illegal gratuities</td>
<td>2/16/2007</td>
<td>12 months and 1 day in prison; $24,000 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peleti &quot;Pete&quot; Peleti Jr., USA chief warrant officer</td>
<td>Bribery, smuggling cash</td>
<td>2/9/2007</td>
<td>28 months in prison; $57,500 fine; $50,000 forfeiture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Anjakos, former CA Army National Guard</td>
<td>Conspiracy to commit wire fraud</td>
<td>11/13/2006</td>
<td>3 years probation; $86,557 restitution; $100 assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Lomeli Chavez, former CA Army National Guard sergeant</td>
<td>Conspiracy to commit wire fraud</td>
<td>11/13/2006</td>
<td>3 years probation; $28,107 restitution; $100 assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derryl Hollier, former CA Army National Guard sergeant</td>
<td>Conspiracy to commit wire fraud</td>
<td>11/13/2006</td>
<td>3 years probation; $83,657.47 restitution; $100 assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luis Lopez, former CA Army National Guard sergeant</td>
<td>Conspiracy to commit wire fraud</td>
<td>11/13/2006</td>
<td>3 years probation; $66,865 restitution; $100 assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonnie Murphy, former DoD civilian disposable officer</td>
<td>Accepting unlawful gratuities</td>
<td>11/7/2006</td>
<td>1 year supervised release; $1,500 fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samir Mahmoud, employee of U.S. construction firm</td>
<td>Making false statements</td>
<td>11/3/2006</td>
<td>1 day credit for time served; 2 years supervised release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gheevarghese Pappen, retired USACE civilian</td>
<td>Soliciting, accepting illegal gratuities</td>
<td>10/12/2006</td>
<td>2 years in prison; 1 year supervised release; $28,900 restitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Hopfengardner, former USAR lieutenant colonel</td>
<td>Conspiracy, conspiring to commit wire fraud and money laundering, smuggling currency</td>
<td>8/25/2006</td>
<td>21 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $200 fine; $144,500 forfeiture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faheem Mousa Salam, former DoD contractor interpreter</td>
<td>Violating anti-bribery provisions of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act</td>
<td>8/4/2006</td>
<td>3 years in prison; 2 years supervised release; 250 hours community service; $100 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammad Shabbir Khan, former director of operations for Kuwait and Iraq, Tamimi Global Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Violating the Anti-Kickback Act</td>
<td>6/23/2006</td>
<td>51 months in prison; 2 years supervised release; $10,000 fine; $133,860 restitution; $1,400 assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witness tampering</td>
<td></td>
<td>8/10/2009</td>
<td>15 months in prison; 2 years supervised release; $6,000 fine; $200 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Bloom, owner of Global Business Group, GBG Holdings, and GBG-Logistics Division</td>
<td>Conspiracy, bribery, money laundering</td>
<td>3/10/2006</td>
<td>46 months in prison; 2 years supervised release; $3.6 million forfeiture; $3.6 million restitution; $300 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Seamans, former KBR subcontracts manager</td>
<td>Wire fraud, money laundering, conspiracy</td>
<td>3/1/2006</td>
<td>12 months and 1 day in prison; 3 years supervised release; $380,130 restitution; $200 assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Cahill, former Eagle Global Logistics, Incorporated, regional vice president for the Middle East and India</td>
<td>Major fraud against the United States</td>
<td>2/16/2006</td>
<td>30 months in prison; 2 years supervised release; $10,000 fine; $100 assessment (a civil settlement with EGL arising from the same facts resulted in a settlement of $4 million)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Stein, former DoD comptroller and funding officer</td>
<td>Felon in possession of a firearm, possession of machine guns, bribery, money laundering, conspiracy</td>
<td>2/2/2006</td>
<td>9 years in prison; 3 years supervised release; $3.6 million forfeiture; $3.5 million restitution; $500 special assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn Powell, KBR subcontracts manager</td>
<td>Major fraud, violating the Anti-Kickback Act</td>
<td>8/1/2005</td>
<td>15 months in prison; 3 years supervised release; $90,973.99 restitution; $200 assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Iraq has become significantly more dangerous since SIGIR’s last report. Indeed, the last four months have been the most violent period in the country since the summer of 2008.

Among the parade of horrible events, the killings at Hawija on April 23 stand out. According to press and government reports, more than 50 people died when security forces raided an encampment of Sunni protesters near Kirkuk.

In the tense days that followed this tragedy, dozens of Sunni tribesman and Iraqi police were killed in skirmishes in Kirkuk and the nearby provinces of Salah Al-Din, Anbar, and Ninewa—predominantly in the cities of Ramadi and Mosul. Kurdish Peshmerga troops moved farther south around Kirkuk to take up guard posts vacated by Iraqi Security Forces (ISF) near the northern oil fields, further escalating tensions between the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) and the Government of Iraq (GOI). Fighting in Syria has further complicated security in these areas, rendering control of the Syria-Iraq border beyond difficult. The disorder has facilitated the cross-border movements of personnel from al-Qaeda in Iraq (now called the Islamic State of Iraq and Sham, or ISIS) between the two countries.

According to the United Nations (UN), 963 civilians were killed and 2,191 were wounded in May, making it the deadliest month since 2008. May also saw the deadliest day in Iraq in five years—at least 86 people killed in bombings of both Shia and Sunni areas on May 20. As Figure 3.1 shows, July casualties rivaled the deaths in May, with relentless bombing, gunfire, and improvised explosive device (IED) attacks in several provinces each day.1

A Very Bloody Ramadan

According to press reports, the month of Ramadan in Iraq—which began July 9 and culminated with the Eid al-Fitr celebrations on August 10—saw more than 1,000 killed in attacks around the country. Bombings in multiple cities killed worshippers exiting or entering mosques during the day and at cafes in the evenings, where Muslims gathered to break their fast. The final day of Ramadan proved to be bloodier than May 20. The Eid al-Fitr celebrations were marred by coordinated attacks across Iraq that killed at least 94 people. Baghdad sustained more than half of the casualties, and ISIS reportedly claimed responsibility for the attacks.

Although car and suicide bombings contributed most to the death toll, more than a third of the victims died by gunfire or IEDs. There were numerous reports of gunmen setting up fake checkpoints to target specific groups, including transportation convoys. On July 24, for example, 14 truck drivers were killed in an ambush in Salah Al-Din.

On Friday, August 1, the U.S. Department of State (DoS) announced that U.S. embassies in several countries (including Iraq) would be closed.
Note: Non-ISF civilian police are included among casualties; Iraq Body Count figures for June and July are provisional.


May 17
At least 73 killed, including 49 killed in car bombings near a Shia mosque in Ba’quba and 25 in bombings in Baghdad

May 20
At least 86 killed, including at least 48 in 10 bombings in Baghdad, 14 killed by a car bomb north of Baghdad in Balad, 14 killed in twin bombings at a restaurant and bus station in Basrah, and at least 9 Shia worshippers killed by a car bomb in Hilla

May 27
At least 66 killed in a coordinated wave of car bombings in mostly Shia areas in 11 Baghdad neighborhoods

June 10
At least 61 killed and many more wounded in bombings across Iraq, including more than 20 killed in separate bombings in Mosul, 15 others in bombings in Diyala, and 11 more in Salah Al-Din

June 16
At least 49 killed and dozens wounded in multiple suicide and car bombings in 9 cities in northern, central, and southern Iraq; gunmen killed at least 4 pipeline guards and wounded 5 others near Mosul

June 23–25
As many as 127 killed and hundreds wounded by gunfire, improvised explosive devices, and bombings across Iraq; Baghdad sustained heavy casualties

July 2
At least 59 killed by gunfire, car bombings, and IEDs in 10 cities, including at least 34 in Baghdad in predominantly Shia areas

July 11
At least 59 killed in attacks in 10 cities

July 14
At least 66 killed and dozens wounded in bombings in 11 locations around Iraq, including the Grand Mussayab Mosque

July 20
As many as 80 killed in a wave of evening bombings coordinated to detonate where Iraqis congregated to break their fast

July 29
As many as 60 killed in at least 18 bombings during morning rush hour in marketplaces and other populated areas in Baghdad, Kut, Basrah, and Samawa

July 30
IEDs, gunfire, and car bombings killed as many as 50 in coordinated attacks in 11 cities

Provinces Where Most Attacks Occurred

Anbar, Baghdad, Diyala, Nineva, Salah Al-Din, and Tameem provinces were most frequently attacked.
the following Sunday, citing reports of specific threats against facilities. The next day, DoS issued a worldwide travel warning to alert all U.S. citizens of the potential for terrorist attacks by al-Qaeda operatives, particularly in the Middle East and North Africa, through the end of August. U.S. Embassy-Baghdad reopened for business on Monday, August 5, but warnings for U.S. citizens traveling in Iraq continued.2

**GOI Responses**

In the face of the escalating civilian death tolls and the armed attacks against the ISF and transportation convoys, the GOI reshuffled several senior security posts within the Ministries of Defense and Interior over the summer, including leadership of the Ground Forces Command, Tigris Operations Command, Baghdad Operations Command, and three military divisions.

According to GOI statements, several operations purportedly resulted in the identification and capture or killing of dozens of terrorists. For example, on May 25, GOI forces launched Operation Phantom, employing 20,000 security personnel from various services to locate and neutralize terrorists in Anbar. The Iraqi Ground Forces Commander announced that troops had discovered the largest al-Qaeda base in the western desert. Operations in Diyala and Salah Al-Din, led by the Tigris Operations Command in August, reportedly led to the capture of 81 suspects wanted on terrorism charges, as well as the destruction of two vehicles and a house packed with explosives.

Critical state-threatening security challenges persist in Iraq. During August meetings with U.S. officials in Washington, D.C., on the subject, Iraqi Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari requested greater assistance from the United States to fight the resurgence of al-Qaeda in Iraq, including a limited number of additional security advisors, more intelligence support, and the sale to Iraq of lethal drones.3

---

**Mass Prison Breaks**

Al-Qaeda front group ISIS claimed responsibility for July 21 coordinated attacks that freed hundreds of inmates from Abu Ghraib Prison in Baghdad and Taji Prison north of Baghdad. During the attacks, inmates reportedly set fires and rioted as suicide bombers broke through. As many as 20 security personnel and 21 prisoners were reportedly killed during the attacks.

The damage from these attacks is incalculable. Up to 500 inmates, many affiliated with al-Qaeda, may have escaped. Iraqi officials claim to have killed more than 100 and recaptured more than 300, but these are unconfirmed numbers. Reports of vendetta killings carried out by escaped prisoners surfaced a few days later. As many as 100 escapees may have crossed into Syria.

Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki subsequently fired the head of Iraq’s prisons directorate and ordered senior police officers negligent in their duties to be detained. Several suspicious events reportedly occurred prior to the attacks at Abu Ghraib Prison, signaling possible conspiracies, including the disabling of the prison’s cell-phone jamming devices and the smuggling of phones into the prison.4

---

**REFUGE FROM SYRIA**

From January 2012 through August 2013, the civil unrest in Syria drove an estimated 2 million Syrians from their homes into neighboring countries. While the vast majority crossed the border into Lebanon, Jordan, and Turkey, about 200,000 Syrian refugees sought protection in Iraq, primarily in the Kurdistan Region. Almost one-fourth of this refugee population in Iraq arrived during the last two weeks of August 2013.

As shown in Figure 3.2, the number of Syrian refugees registered by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in Iraq
In January 2013, the refugee population in al-Qaim stood at almost 9,000; by July, this number had dropped to slightly more than 5,000 because of the growing number of Syrians opting to return home.

What had been the busiest entry point into Iraq, the Peshkapor border crossing in the Kurdistan Region, was closed on May 19, though exceptions were made for humanitarian and family-reunification cases. Despite the closure, UNHCR reported that a relatively small number of Syrian refugees continued to approach its offices in the region during June and July for registration. Some of those people probably crossed the border legally, while others may have entered illegally by crossing the river or paying smugglers.

On August 15, the growth trend that had been stifled in late May dramatically reasserted itself. The KRG opened a new pontoon bridge at Peshkapor. Within three days, an estimated 20,000 Syrians had streamed across the bridge into Iraq. The KRG then closed the bridge to refugee traffic, but allowed the influx to continue at the Sahela crossing south of Peshkapor. By the end of August, as many as 50,000 Syrians had crossed the border into Iraq. UNHCR called it “a major exodus … unlike anything witnessed entering Iraq previously.”

In response, UNHCR and its partners scrambled to erect shelters with plastic tarps to protect the refugees from the sun and heat. Relief agencies established an emergency refugee camp, with a planned capacity of 20,000, at Kowergosk in Erbil province. On August 20, Iraq’s Council of Ministers (CoM) agreed to allocate 15 billion dinar (about $13 million) in emergency funds to the GOI’s Ministry of Migration and Displacement to aid Syrian refugees in the Kurdistan Region.

Most of the new refugees apparently were Kurds escaping the escalating violence between al-Qaeda-affiliated groups and Kurdish militias vying to control Syria’s northeastern provinces. One new arrival told a reporter, “We fled because there is war, beheadings, and killings, and in addition to that, there is no work.”

rose steadily from July 2012 through May 2013. In the first four months of this year alone, the Syrian refugee population in Iraq doubled.

Al-Qaim border crossing in Anbar province was closed to new Syrian arrivals in October 2012, except to allow individuals to be treated for medical emergencies or to be reunited with their families. Those restrictions were further tightened in late March 2013, when the ISF closed the crossing to all entries into Iraq, while leaving it open to Syrians wanting to return to their home country.
power struggle. Although draft legislation setting out a basic framework for the hydrocarbon sector was approved by the CoM in 2006, it has yet to be enacted because of political differences. Meanwhile, the KRG has signed contracts with international companies to explore for and develop its oil and gas resources, but the GOI does not recognize the contracts, asserting that only the central government’s Ministry of Oil is authorized to enter into such agreements. As a result, oil companies operating in the Kurdistan Region have not always been paid, KRG and GOI officials have exchanged claims and counterclaims about how much money who owes whom, and oil exports from the Region have been on again, off again.6

PROVINCIAL ELECTIONS

Iraq held elections for Provincial Council seats in 12 of its 18 provinces on April 20, 2013, and then held elections in Anbar and Nineva on July 20. Elections in Tameem (Kirkuk) have been delayed indefinitely because of its “disputed territory” status, while elections in the Kurdistan Region’s three provinces are scheduled for November 21.

According to Iraq’s Independent High Electoral Commission, 51% of the eligible voters participated in the April 20 elections, while 50% voted in Anbar and 38% voted in Nineva on July 20.
Candidates in the 14 provinces were contending for 447 Provincial Council seats. Prime Minister al-Maliki’s State of Law Coalition won 97 seats, more than any other political block, but suffered an overall 24-seat loss. The Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq’s Citizen’s Alliance, headed by Shia cleric Amar al-Hakim, finished second with 61 seats, up from 58 seats in the 2009 elections. Former Prime Minister Ayad Allawi’s al-Iraqiya list won just 16 seats, down from 26 in 2009.

As of mid-August, the new Provincial Councils had all held their inaugural sessions and elected governors and council chairs.7

ENERGY

In mid-June, the GOI released its new Integrated National Energy Strategy (INES), which aims to develop Iraq’s deteriorated energy sector to meet domestic energy needs, foster the growth of a diversified national economy, improve the standard of living of Iraqi citizens, create employment, and position Iraq as a major player in regional and global energy markets.

To achieve this vision, the INES lays out a long-term plan of policy commitments, infrastructure development, and institutional reform. The plan covers upstream and downstream oil, natural gas, electric power, and industries that consume large quantities of energy either as fuel or as feedstock for production processes. The INES identifies six currently underdeveloped industries—petrochemicals, fertilizers, steel, aluminum, cement, and bricks—that could develop into significant and profitable producers if they were built to sufficient capacity and provided sufficient energy resources.

According to the INES, the recommended energy development program will require an investment of approximately $620 billion (in 2011 dollars) between 2012 and 2030. Over the same period, this investment is expected to generate $6 trillion in government revenues. And by 2022, domestic demand for energy (including demand for oil and gas as an industrial feedstock) is expected to be completely met through domestic production.

To ensure successful implementation, the INES calls for the establishment of special task forces within the Oil, Electricity, and Industry and Minerals Ministries; management “ownership” by the Prime Minister’s Office; a steering committee chaired by either the Deputy Prime Minister for Energy Affairs or the Chairman of the Prime Minister’s Advisory Commission (PMAC); and monitoring by the Council of Representatives (CoR).

The INES, developed by Booz & Company under a contract with the PMAC, took three years to complete. The World Bank provided $6.9 million for the project.8

Oil Production and Exports: Federal Iraq

During the first six months of 2013, crude oil production in the “Southern 15” provinces (that is, Iraq exclusive of the Kurdistan Region) averaged 3.00 million barrels per day (MBPD), an 8% increase from the first half of 2012 but a 3% drop from the second half. More than three-fourths of this year’s production came from Iraq’s oil-rich southern fields. One field alone, supergiant al-Rumaila in Basrah, reportedly was producing more than half of the southern output.

Figure 3.4 shows the trends in production during the four-year period ending June 30, 2013.

Under the middle of three growth scenarios in the INES, oil production in federal Iraq would increase from the current average of 3.00 MBPD to 4.50 MBPD by the end of 2014 and 9.0 MBPD in 2020. These targets are higher than the levels deemed realistic by the International Energy Agency in an October 2012 study but less ambitious than the GOI’s previous projections.

In line with these downward revisions, the GOI has been trying to renegotiate contracts it signed in
2009 with international oil companies to develop its oil fields. The aim is to lower the plateau production targets and extend output over a longer period of time. As of mid-August, the GOI had reached an agreement with the Eni-led consortium to lower the target at the Zubair field and with the Lukoil-led consortium to do the same at West Qurna-2. It reportedly was still in discussions with ExxonMobil to reduce the targeted output at West Qurna-1; with Shell, at Majnoon; and with BP, at al-Rumaila.

Exports of crude oil during the first half of 2013 averaged 2.46 MBPD and followed almost the same pattern as production—up almost 7% from the first half of 2012, but down more than 3% from the second half. Almost 90% of this year’s exports were shipped by tanker from Iraq’s facilities in the south.

Starting in early May, successive attacks on the country’s northern export pipeline continually disrupted the flow of oil destined for the Turkish port of Ceyhan:

- On May 6, an attack in Ninewa province shut the pipeline down for five days.
- On May 13, insurgents bombed the pipeline in Salah Al-Din, halting the flow for another three days.
- On May 17, pumping again was stopped by an attack southwest of Mosul.
- On June 4, a bombing shut the line down for three days.

- On June 21, an attack near Mosul put the pipeline out of service for almost a month.
- On July 28, an early morning bomb attack south of Mosul halted the oil flow for at least 10 days.
- On August 13, the flow was again stopped by an early morning blast.
- On August 16, a roadside bomb planted 40 miles south of Mosul disabled the pipeline for almost three days.
- On August 22, explosions in Ninewa and Salah Al-Din damaged four separate sections of the pipeline, not only shutting down the line, but also spilling oil into the Tigris River and threatening water supplies over a wide area.

Repairs were often impeded by the poor security situation in Ninewa and Salah Al-Din. These attacks, combined with leakages caused by the poor condition of the Kirkuk-Ceyhan pipeline and the KRG’s December 2012 decision to stop exporting oil produced in the Region through that pipeline, resulted in a 24% drop in northern exports during the first half of 2013, compared with the first half of 2012. In May and June, these exports fell to their lowest levels in more than five years. In June, northern exports averaged 0.19 MBPD, compared with 0.55 MBPD during the same month in 2011—a 65% decrease.
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Figure 3.5 shows the trends in exports during the four-year period ending June 30, 2013.

The INES envisions that pipelines and offshore loading facilities in southern Iraq will be expanded to an overall capacity of 6.8 MBPD by 2014 and that pipelines in northern Iraq will be rehabilitated and expanded to allow the export of 3.75 MBPD by 2017. To provide greater flexibility in choosing export routes and markets, the INES also calls for the rehabilitation and expansion of Iraq’s internal system of pipelines linking the north and the south.9

Oil Production and Exports: Kurdistan Region

The KRG has continued on its independent path to increase the Kurdistan Region’s oil production and exports. Crude-oil production in mid-2013 averaged about 200,000 barrels per day, and KRG Minister of Natural Resources Ashti Hawrami expected production to grow to 1 MBPD by 2015 and 2 MBPD by 2019.

Ignoring the GOI’s concerns, several major Western oil companies—including ExxonMobil, Chevron, Total, and a Turkish company (apparently a public-private venture)—have agreed to help the KRG develop its oil resources. Because the GOI’s Ministry of Oil did not approve the contracts for oil exploration in the Kurdistan Region, the GOI considers them to be illegal and has withheld payments to the KRG that would cover the oil companies’ costs. Furthermore, two of the exploration blocks recently awarded to the Turkish company extend into Iraq’s disputed territory.

Because of its disagreement with the GOI about oil-revenue sharing and payments to oil companies, the KRG stopped exporting its crude oil through the federal government’s Kirkuk-Ceyhan pipeline in December 2012. Since then, it reportedly has been trucking oil to Turkey, with estimates varying from 30,000 to 65,000 barrels per day (BPD).

At the same time, the KRG has been building its own oil-export pipeline connecting the Taq Taq field in Erbil and Fishkabur on the Turkish border and will likely complete it this year. The GOI claims that the KRG is prohibited from exporting oil without first getting permission from the Ministry of Oil. However, in April 2013, the KRG Parliament passed a law—the Law of Identifying and Obtaining Financial Dues to the Kurdistan Region of Iraq from Federal Revenue—justifying the export of crude oil. According to Dr. Hawrami, if the GOI defaults on its payments to the KRG, “then the KRG is authorized to sell oil produced in the Region to recover unpaid dues.” Dr. Hawrami expects the Kurdistan Region to be exporting 2 MBPD of crude oil by 2019.10

Refineries

In June, the Ministry of Oil awarded French-based Technip a follow-on contract to manage the engineering, procurement, and construction phase of the 200,000 BPD Kerbala refinery. Two months later, the ministry reported that 13 companies had been qualified to participate in the bidding round, scheduled for December 2013, for development of the Nassiriya oil field and construction of an accompanying refinery. With a capacity of 300,000 BPD, the refinery would be Iraq’s largest.

Currently, the country’s refineries produce too much low-grade fuel oil and too little higher-grade products, such as gasoline. According to the INES, the upgrade of existing and construction of new refineries will approximately double Iraq’s current refining capacity (to 1.4 MBPD) and, equally significant, allow for a mix of petroleum products that matches domestic demand.

Until those projects are completed, Iraq will continue to require imported petroleum products to meet domestic needs. In March 2013, the National Iranian Oil Refining and Distribution Company agreed to supply Iraq with 2 million liters (about 525,000 gallons) of diesel fuel per day for an unspecified period of time. The contract was revised in May to allow Iraq to import up to 5 million liters per day.11
Natural Gas

The Basrah Gas Company—a joint venture between the Ministry of Oil’s South Gas Company, Shell, and Mitsubishi—commenced formal operations in May 2013. Its mandate is to capture the natural gas that is produced along with crude oil at al-Rumaila, West Qurna-1, and Zubair, thereby reducing wasteful and environmentally damaging flaring and providing gas to fuel Iraq’s combustion-turbine power plants.

According to the INES, all of Iraq’s domestic gas requirements will be satisfied by domestic production by 2015. After that time, however, continued growth in production will result in surplus gas, which will have to be either exported or flared.12

Electricity

Inadequate electricity supplies have plagued Iraq since the 1990s. Outages and poor power quality, particularly in the hot summer months, have created widespread public discontent and occasional violent demonstrations. The GOI has promised to close the supply-demand gap, but these promises remain unkept.

In mid-June, the Ministry of Electricity (MOE) reported that total generating capacity on its national grid, including electric power imported from Iran, had climbed to 10,000 megawatts (MW). More than one-fifth of that capacity, however, was unproductive because of lack of fuel, low water levels at hydroelectric plants, and temporary shutdowns for maintenance. As a result, actual supply at the point of generation averaged about 7,800 MW. Furthermore, because of Iraq’s inefficient power transmission and distribution networks, the amount of electricity that reached end users likely was less than 5,500 MW. In contrast, according to the MOE’s own estimate, demand for electric power at the time totaled about 14,700 MW.

As it has done each summer over the past few years, the MOE said that the shortfall in power supplies was made worse by the Ministry of Oil’s inability to provide sufficient fuel of the needed quality to existing power plants and also by contractors (some of whom apparently blamed the security situation or technical obstacles) falling behind schedule in the construction of new plants.

This year’s increase in violence has resulted in relatively minor disruptions in electricity service. On May 21, bomb attacks destroyed seven transmission towers on a high-capacity line running between Baghdad and Baiji. The MOE returned the line to service in two weeks.

Although most of the MOE’s new power-plant projects were progressing more slowly than planned, the ministry did report two significant milestones this reporting period:

- In March, Shanghai Electric completed the first generating unit, with a capacity of 330 MW, at al-Zubaidya thermal plant in Wassit. According to the MOE, the plant’s capacity will reach 1,320 MW by the end of 2013 and 2,540 MW by March 2016, which would then likely make it the largest power plant in the Middle East.
- In April, Çalık Enerji of Turkey completed construction of the first power plant that uses combustion turbines purchased in the December 2008 “Mega Deal” with General Electric. Although the GOI bought 56 GE turbines with a total nameplate capacity of 7,000 MW in 2008, none came out of storage until more than three

The 1,250 MW al-Qaryat power plant in Kerbala was completed in April 2013, marking the first completion of a plant built around turbines the GOI purchased in the GE “Mega Deal.” (Çalık Enerji photo)
years later. Çalık Enerji began building the 1,250 MW al-Qaryat power plant in Kerbala in May 2012 and completed it on schedule.

Because the MOE stopped publishing daily statistics on Iraq’s electricity situation in 2012, it is difficult to determine if these new plants have actually entered service and resulted in increased supplies on the national grid.

As it has done for the past several years, the CoM approved a plan on May 21 to help compensate for the MOE’s inability to meet demand during the summer months. Under the plan, which will be in effect from June 1 until September 30, the Ministry of Oil will provide limited quantities of free fuel to owners of off-grid generators who deliver at least 10 hours of electricity per day at reasonable prices to residential customers.

At the direction of Prime Minister al-Maliki, the CoM postponed the regular agenda for its July 9 session so it could focus exclusively on the electric power situation. The CoM discussed the reasons—including identifying the parties responsible—for the delays in reaching planned production levels. This session was followed by a meeting in which Deputy Prime Minister for Energy Affairs Hussein al-Shahristani apparently directed the Ministry of Oil to provide additional quantities of oil and gas to MOE plants and called on security agencies to provide additional protection for the pipelines carrying fuel to these plants.

Later in July, Prime Minister al-Maliki publicly criticized Deputy Prime Minister al-Shahristani and MOE officials for providing overoptimistic assessments about Iraq’s current and expected electricity-generation capabilities. He also said that the Mega Deal contracts with GE and Siemens—contracts that al-Maliki personally signed—were based on “defects and stupidity.” The 72 combustion turbines that the GOI purchased under those two contracts have a combined nameplate capacity of more than 10,000 MW and operate best when fueled by natural gas. But, as the Prime Minister pointed out, Iraq is still unable to supply gas to many of its power plants, so the plants burn oil (when available) instead. By capturing associated gas in Iraq’s southern oil fields, the Basrah Gas Company is meant to solve this supply problem, but that project is still in its early stages. Meanwhile, the MOE signed a contract on July 22 to purchase 25 million cubic meters (about 850 million cubic feet) of gas per day from Iran for a period of four years once a gas pipeline currently being constructed by an Iranian firm is completed.

Both before and after al-Maliki’s comments, the MOE issued press releases reiterating its message that the supply-demand gap would be closed by the end of 2013. The INES offered a more tempered, but still optimistic, view: The power plants currently planned or under construction will more than triple effective generating capacity between now and 2016—from 7 gigawatts to 22 gigawatts—an amount sufficient to meet peak demand and end Iraq’s need for imported electricity.\footnote{13}

Iraq continues to contend with the diplomatically delicate issue of water scarcity, and, ironically, it suffered this year from its most damaging flooding in decades.

In late January, torrential rains caused the Tigris River flowing from Turkey to rise to its highest level in 50 years and overflow its banks, submerging several villages in north-central Iraq and displacing an estimated 5,000 people. Then, in May, the southern provinces of Thi-Qar, Missan, and Wasit were hit hard, with floodwaters coming from mountainous areas of Iran covering highways and destroying agricultural lands. The GOI declared a state of maximum alert over these floods.

This year’s flooding, however, was not the norm. Since 2007, Iraq has suffered from drought conditions that have diminished the productivity of croplands and devastated livestock populations. Ensuring adequate supplies of water for drinking,
agriculture, and other uses therefore remains a pressing, long-term problem for Iraq, and one with regional political implications.

Iraq depends primarily on surface water, predominately from the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, to meet its needs. In a typical year, precipitation in Iraq contributes little to its surface water, with annual precipitation averaging just 8.5 inches (but ranging from 47 inches in the Kurdistan Region to less than 4 inches in most of the south). While some of Iraq’s surface water originates in Syria and Iran, most comes from Turkey, where the average annual precipitation exceeds 23 inches.

Since the mid 1970s, Turkey has been planning and developing the Southeastern Anatolia Project, which includes 22 dams, 19 power plants, and numerous networks of irrigation canals within the Tigris-Euphrates basins. The entire project is scheduled for completion in 2023. The largest of the dams, the Ilisu, is being built on the Tigris and is expected to be completed in mid-2014. Turkey asserts that the dam will help Iraq by limiting the amount of water flowing downstream during the flood season, while increasing it during droughts. However, environmentalists and others in Iraq are concerned that the dam will further cut Iraq’s water supply and stop the rebuilding of the country’s marshes, which were heavily depleted during the Saddam era.

Iran has its own ambitious program for building dams, including on tributaries of the Tigris River. In mid-2013, 135 new dams were under construction throughout the country. One of them, Bakhtiari Dam, was being built in the Zagros Mountains of southwestern Iran and reportedly will be the world’s tallest concrete dam. Precipitation in the area averages about 44 inches annually. If unimpeded, the waters of the Bakhtiari River eventually flow to the Shatt al-Arab, the withering, increasingly saline waterway along Iraq’s southernmost border with Iran. Various Iraqi provincial leaders and members of the CoR have criticized Iran for already reducing river flows into Iraq.

In mid-July, the Governor of Diyala reportedly accused Iran of committing “a crime against humanity and a violation of traditions and divine religions” for allegedly drying up a river that enters Diyala from Iran.

Prime Minister al-Maliki stressed that the water issue should be resolved through dialogue with Iraq’s neighbors. On July 8, the Prime Minister chaired a meeting of the High National Commission on Water, which focused on securing Iraq’s needs for water. Al-Maliki reportedly discussed the need to work with Turkey, Iran, and other neighboring countries on the management of shared water resources. He also addressed the demand side, saying that Iraqis needed to minimize waste by adopting modern irrigation and water-conservation techniques.14
DEVELOPMENTS IN IRAQ

CORRUPTION AND INTEGRITY

In June, the GOI’s Commission of Integrity (COI), with the support of the Central Statistics Office, released the findings of its study of corruption and integrity in Iraq’s public sector. The study was based on analyses of a 2011 survey of 31,000 civil servants, another 2011 survey of 29,000 households, and COI data on corruption cases from 2006 through 2011. The study provides further evidence that corruption remains a major challenge in Iraq:

- Slightly more than half the people surveyed believed corruption was on the rise, while one-third perceived it to be decreasing.
- Almost 12% of Iraqis who had contact with a public official during the preceding year said that they paid a bribe.
- On average, citizens who paid bribes did so almost four times during the year.
- The prevalence of reported bribery was highest amongst citizens dealing with police, land registry, and tax and revenue officers.
- In absolute terms, bribes reportedly were most frequently paid to nurses in public health facilities, public utilities officers, and police officers.
- Citizens reported that almost two-thirds of bribes paid are requested by the civil servant involved either by an explicit request (41%) or in an indirect and implicit way (23%), 14% of the bribes are requested by a third party, and 19% are initiated by the citizen.
- Almost 60% of civil servants said they had been offered bribes.
- 35% of civil servants were hired without undergoing a formal selection process.
- More than 66% of the civil servants reportedly did not feel comfortable reporting instances of corruption.
- Less than 7% of civil servants said that they had ever attended integrity and anticorruption training.15

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

U.S.-Iraq Strategic Partnership Meetings

As of the end of August, three meetings were held in 2013 as part of the ongoing implementation of the U.S.-Iraqi Strategic Framework Agreement (SFA). Signed by the United States and the GOI in November 2008, the SFA provides the basis for the bilateral relationship between the two countries. Issues covered by the SFA include political relations and diplomacy, defense and security, trade and finance, energy, judicial and law-enforcement issues, services, science, culture, education, and the environment. The joint U.S.-GOI Higher Coordinating Committee has overall responsibility for the SFA, while the work of implementing the agreement is managed by seven sector-specific Joint Coordinating Committees (JCCs).

On August 15, 2013, the Political and Diplomatic JCC met at the Department of State in Washington, D.C. The meeting was co-chaired by U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and Iraqi Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari.

During the meeting, the U.S. delegation offered its full support for Iraq’s efforts to strengthen ties with Kuwait and other regional partners, emphasizing the importance of working together to bolster moderate forces and isolate extremists in the region. The United States also affirmed its strong commitment to help the GOI defeat al-Qaeda and other terrorist groups that continue to threaten Iraq and the entire region.

According to their joint statement at the close of the meeting, both delegations emphasized their commitment to close and ongoing security cooperation, pledged to enhance this cooperation in pursuit of their joint interests in denying terrorists safe haven anywhere in Iraq, and explored areas of potential cooperation relative to the ongoing crisis.
in Syria, particularly on humanitarian issues and border security. The U.S. delegation emphasized the importance of providing refuge and services to people fleeing the violence in Syria, and the Iraqis reiterated their commitment to deter the transit of weapons through its territory and welcomed the recent notification to the U.S. Congress of the GOI’s potential purchase of an integrated air-defense system to protect its airspace. Both sides said they were committed to a “Syrian-led political transition leading to a pluralistic political system representing the will of the Syrian people.”

The U.S. delegation also pledged to assist Iraq in implementing the national elections scheduled for 2014 and to continue supporting GOI efforts to combat trafficking in persons and provide security for all Iraqis.

The other two JCC meetings this year were held in Baghdad. The first took place on March 6 and was the inaugural meeting of the Trade and Finance JCC. The stated goal of this JCC is to strengthen the GOI’s “capacity to build a diversified and advanced economy that ensures Iraq’s integration into the international community and meets the needs of the Iraqi people.” The Iraqi delegation was jointly headed by Deputy Prime Minister for Economic Reform Dr. Rowsch Shaways and Minister of Trade Khair Allah Babakir, while Assistant U.S. Trade Representative Michael Delaney led the U.S. delegation. They reaffirmed each country’s commitment to increasing bilateral trade and U.S. investment in Iraq.

On June 4, Acting Higher Judicial Council Chairman Judge Hassan al-Humairy and Assistant Chief of Mission Ambassador James Knight co-chaired a meeting of the Law Enforcement and Judicial Cooperation JCC. The two sides said that they emphasized the importance of continued close cooperation on law-enforcement and judicial matters, and they discussed ways to expand cooperation to advance the GOI’s efforts to strengthen the administration of justice for women, children, and other vulnerable groups; prevent gender-based violence; combat trafficking in persons; and enhance the effectiveness of police-training institutions.

Easing of Chapter VII Sanctions

On June 27, the UN Security Council voted unanimously to further ease the sanctions placed on Iraq after its 1990 invasion of Kuwait by moving the issue of missing Kuwaitis and Kuwaiti property from Chapter VII to Chapter VI of the UN Charter. Before this change, Iraq was obligated to release all Kuwaiti and third-country nationals detained in Iraq, return the remains of any of them who were deceased, and return all Kuwaiti property seized by Iraq; and failure to do so could subject Iraq to sanctions or military intervention. The resolution adopted in June called on the GOI to continue searching for missing persons and remains, as well as seized property, but removed the threat of military action.

Two and a half years earlier, in December 2010, the United Nations ended trade sanctions related to weapons of mass destruction, extended protection of Iraqi oil funds until December 2011, and ended all activities related to the Oil for Food program. The recent move leaves only a limited arms embargo and repayment of the final $11 billion of the $52 billion in compensation owed by Iraq to Kuwait under Chapter VII. Iraq expects to pay off the remainder by 2015.

The GOI has been pushing for several years to be removed from the international sanctions. Until
recently, however, Kuwait continued to urge the United Nations not to lift them. With the resolution of some remaining issues and continued diplomatic work, particularly over the past year, Kuwait agreed to support Iraq’s request.17

Extension of DFI Protection

On May 17, 2013, President Obama continued for one year the national emergency with respect to the stabilization of Iraq originally declared by President George W. Bush a decade earlier. Executive Order 13303, which President Bush signed on May 22, 2003, protected the Development Fund for Iraq (DFI), Iraqi petroleum and petroleum products, and certain other financial instruments in which Iraq has an interest from attachment or judicial processes. The stated purpose of the order was to help ensure these assets would be available for “the orderly reconstruction of Iraq, the restoration and maintenance of peace and security in the country, and the development of political, administrative, and economic institutions in Iraq.”

At the August 15 meeting of the Political and Diplomatic JCC, the U.S. and Iraqi delegations discussed President Obama’s decision to extend protections for the DFI. The Iraqi side affirmed its commitment to resolve outstanding claims over the coming months to set the conditions for those protections to expire in 2014.18

HUMAN RIGHTS

Latest UN Assessment

The resurgent violence that started in 2012 is a central concern in the latest UN semiannual report on human rights in Iraq. In releasing the report on June 27, Martin Kobler, the former Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Iraq, said: “We have consistently urged Iraqi leaders to engage in dialogue and develop policies that address the root causes of the problem. Too many innocent lives have been lost.”

The report, which focused on the second half of 2012, included the following observations:

- While improvements were seen in prisons run by the Ministry of Justice (MOJ), many detainees continued to complain of abuse, mistreatment, and torture at the hands of Ministry of Interior personnel following arrest and during the investigation phase, often with the intention of forcing confessions, before transfer to MOJ facilities.
- Courts remain under-resourced, contributing to long delays in processing cases beyond time limits established by law and overcrowding in many prisons and detention centers.
- Weaknesses identified in Iraq’s criminal justice system raise serious concerns about Iraq’s use of the death penalty.
- Women and children continue to suffer from domestic and other forms of violence, and women face discrimination and other barriers in accessing economic, social, and educational opportunities.
- Persons with disabilities continue to suffer from discrimination in relation to health care, education, employment, and economic opportunity; and the CoR has yet to pass a law to ensure compliance with the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, which the GOI signed in January 2012 and ratified in March 2013.
- Iraq’s various ethnic and religious groups, especially members of the Turkmen community, are subjected to various acts of violence, including kidnapping, murder, harassment, and other threats.
- Freedom of expression, opinion, and assembly are matters of concern, with journalists continuing to suffer harassment, abuse, and sometimes violence in carrying out their professional duties (five were killed in 2012) and authorities restricting some peaceful demonstrations by citizens for political reasons.

The UN report generally did not lump the Kurdistan Region with the rest of Iraq and noted...
that the overall human rights situation in the Region continued to improve, though concerns remain over respect for freedoms of assembly and expression, as well as the protection of journalists. During the reporting period, the Kurdistan Region experienced almost no insurgent violence, but civilians living in areas close to the international borders continued to suffer from the effects of cross-border shelling and military operations conducted by foreign forces.\textsuperscript{19}

**Human Trafficking**

On June 19, DoS released its Trafficking in Persons Report for 2013, placing Iraq among the so-called Tier 2 countries—those whose governments do not fully comply with the Trafficking Victims Protection Act’s minimum standards but are making significant efforts to bring themselves into compliance. Iraq had been on the Tier 2 Watch List for the previous four years. DoS found that Iraq had made significant progress, justifying an upgrade to Tier 2.

Iraq passed the Anti-Trafficking in Persons Law in April 2012. Under this law, the government established an antitrafficking department within the MOI, which collected law-enforcement data and operated a new antitrafficking hotline. Also under the law, Iraq created the Central Committee to Combat Trafficking in Persons, which actively furthered the government’s antitrafficking efforts. It met multiple times, televised a few of the meetings to raise awareness about trafficking, and included participants from international organizations, foreign governments, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs).

While citing Iraq’s improvement, DoS’s 2013 report included the following observations:

- Despite its progress, Iraq remains a source and destination country for men, women, and children subjected to sex trafficking and forced labor.
- The GOI conducted some investigations and at least one prosecution under the new law. However, it continued to fail to investigate and punish government officials complicit in trafficking offenses.
- The GOI has done little to help victims of forced labor and sex trafficking, and it continues to prosecute victims and prohibit NGOs from running shelters for them. However, the GOI identified trafficking victims (none had been identified in previous years) and identified some victims who had been imprisoned for prostitution. The Ministry of Human Rights recommended that the Higher Judicial Council reopen their cases under the antitrafficking law. The GOI also has established a temporary shelter, identified a location for a permanent shelter, and drafted shelter guidelines.
- Although the GOI prohibits NGOs from operating shelters for trafficking victims, some government officials cooperate with NGOs and occasionally refer victims to them. A national trafficking victim referral mechanism has been drafted, but has not yet been finalized.
- Iraqi women and girls are often lured into forced prostitution both within Iraq and in neighboring countries.
- Iraq’s large population of internally displaced persons and refugees are particularly vulnerable to forced labor and sex trafficking. Refugees from Syria have been subjected to a wide spectrum of activities: women enter into commercially dependent relationships with Iraqi men, men work without contracts, and children are pressured into begging.
- Iraq is a destination for migrants from many countries who are either lured to Iraq under false pretenses or subjected to involuntary servitude or forced prostitution once they arrive.\textsuperscript{20}
*Appendices B and C are not included in the printed report. The complete version of this SIGIR Final Report, including all appendices, is available on the SIGIR website: www.SIGIR.mil.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYM</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFOSI</td>
<td>U.S. Air Force Office of Special Investigations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIG</td>
<td>Assistant Inspector General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSA</td>
<td>Assistant U.S. Attorney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPD</td>
<td>barrels per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>Board of Supreme Audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Central Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERP</td>
<td>Commander’s Emergency Response Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID</td>
<td>U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID-MPFU</td>
<td>U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command-Major Procurement Fraud Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIGIE</td>
<td>Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COI</td>
<td>Commission of Integrity (previously the Commission on Public Integrity, or CPI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoM</td>
<td>Council of Ministers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoR</td>
<td>Council of Representatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPA</td>
<td>Coalition Provisional Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPA-IG</td>
<td>Coalition Provisional Authority Inspector General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPI</td>
<td>Commission on Public Integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWC</td>
<td>Commission on Wartime Contracting in Iraq and Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCAA</td>
<td>Defense Contract Audit Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCIS</td>
<td>Defense Contract Investigative Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCMA</td>
<td>Defense Contract Management Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFI</td>
<td>Development Fund for Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoJ</td>
<td>Department of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>Department of State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRL</td>
<td>DoS Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESF</td>
<td>Economic Support Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAR</td>
<td>Federal Acquisition Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>Federal Bureau of Investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FERRET</td>
<td>Forensic Evaluation Research and Recovery Enforcement Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinCEN</td>
<td>Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (Department of the Treasury)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOB</td>
<td>forward operating base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO</td>
<td>Government Accountability Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOI</td>
<td>Government of Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.R.</td>
<td>House Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAWG</td>
<td>Iraq Accountability Working Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCTF</td>
<td>International Contract Corruption Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>Immigration and Customs Enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IED</td>
<td>improvised explosive device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHEC</td>
<td>Independent High Electoral Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIGC</td>
<td>Iraq Inspectors General Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCLE</td>
<td>International Narcotics Control and Law Enforcement account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INES</td>
<td>Integrated National Energy Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INL</td>
<td>DoS Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERCEPT</td>
<td>International Criminal Enforcement and Prosecution Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRI</td>
<td>International Republican Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRMS</td>
<td>Iraq Reconstruction Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRS</td>
<td>Internal Revenue Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRS-CI</td>
<td>Internal Revenue Service-Criminal Investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISF</td>
<td>Iraqi Security Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISFF</td>
<td>Iraq Security Forces Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS</td>
<td>Islamic State of Iraq and Sham (al-Qaeda group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>information technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCC</td>
<td>Joint Coordinating Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCC-I/A</td>
<td>Joint Contracting Command-Iraq/Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTTF</td>
<td>Joint Terrorism Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KBR</td>
<td>Kellogg Brown &amp; Root Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRG</td>
<td>Kurdistan Regional Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCC</td>
<td>Laguna Construction Company, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBPD</td>
<td>million barrels per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOE</td>
<td>Ministry of Electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOJ</td>
<td>Ministry of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>megawatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCIS</td>
<td>Naval Criminal Investigative Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDI</td>
<td>National Democratic Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>non-governmental organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSC-I</td>
<td>Office of Security Cooperation-Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCIE</td>
<td>President’s Council on Integrity and Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCO</td>
<td>Project and Contracting Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDP</td>
<td>Police Development Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.L.</td>
<td>Public Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMAC</td>
<td>Prime Minister’s Advisory Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRT</td>
<td>Provincial Reconstruction Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSC</td>
<td>private security contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFA</td>
<td>Strategic Framework Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFC</td>
<td>sergeant first class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGAR</td>
<td>Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGIR</td>
<td>Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGIPRO</td>
<td>SIGIR Prosecutorial Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGTARP</td>
<td>Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPITFIRE</td>
<td>Special Investigative Task Force for Iraq Reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRO</td>
<td>stabilization and reconstruction operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCMJ</td>
<td>Uniform Code of Military Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHCR</td>
<td>United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSCR</td>
<td>United Nations Security Council Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>U.S. Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USACE</td>
<td>U.S. Army Corps of Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID</td>
<td>U.S. Agency for International Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID OIG</td>
<td>U.S. Agency for International Development Office of Inspector General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAR</td>
<td>U.S. Army Reserve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USG</td>
<td>U.S. government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USIP</td>
<td>U.S. Institute of Peace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USOCO</td>
<td>U.S. Office for Contingency Operations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For inquiries, please contact SIGIR Public Affairs:

**Email:** sigir.pentagon.m-a.mbx.public-affairs@mail.mil

**Phone:** 703.428.1100

**Mail:** Office of the Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction
2530 Crystal Drive
Arlington, VA 22202-3940
Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction
2530 Crystal Drive
Arlington, VA 22202-3940
www.sigir.mil